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This dissertation examines the relationship of poetry and the U.S. daily newspaper 
in the nineteenth century and begins the process of recovering and reevaluating 
nineteenth-century newspaper poetry. In doing so, it draws on and participates in current 
discussions about the role of poetry and poets in society, the importance of periodicals in 
the development and dissemination of American literature in the nineteenth century, and 
the value of studying non-canonical texts. The appearance and function of poems in daily 
newspapers changed over the course of the nineteenth century, and these changes were 
part of larger shifts in the newspaper and its cultural function, in the role of poetry, in 
conceptions of authorship, and in the trajectory of American literature. Rarely considered 
in histories of American literature or studies of poetry, newspaper poems emerge here as a 
key part of the story of nineteenth-century American poetry, both because of their 
presence and participation in the daily lives of the people and because of their impact on 
literary culture.
The four chapters offer new models for thinking about the cultural work of 
newspaper poetry. Together, they present an original explanation for newspaper poetry's 
rise and fall in relation to the literary canon. Because nineteenth-century newspapers are 
multi-genre, multi-authored texts that mediated political, social, popular, cultural, and 
civic experiences, they require a multi-disciplinary approach. This project engages and 
contributes to literary criticism, textual scholarship, and a range of histories—book, 
media, social—and develops understanding of the American literary record, publishing 
and book history, the history of the newspaper, and the role of the newspaper as cultural 
intermediary. In doing so, it expands understanding of the kinds and variety of poems 
published in newspapers, of the history of poetry in American literature, and of 
authorship in the nineteenth century. When considered in a contemporary context, this 
project provides a lens through which to view the reappearance of poetry in the struggling 
American newspaper of the twenty-first century.
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1American Poetry and the Daily Newspaper from the Rise of the Penny Press to the 
New Journalism
This dissertation examines the relationship of poetry and the daily newspaper in 
the nineteenth century and begins the process of recovering and reevaluating nineteenth-
century newspaper poetry. In doing so, it draws on and participates in current discussions 
about the role of poetry and poets in society, the importance of periodicals in the 
development and dissemination of American literature in the nineteenth century, and the 
value of studying non-canonical texts. The appearance and function of poems in daily 
newspapers changed over the course of the nineteenth century, and these changes were 
part of larger shifts in the newspaper and its cultural function, in the role of poetry, in 
conceptions of authorship, and in the trajectory of American literature. Rarely considered 
in histories of American literature or studies of poetry, newspaper poems emerge here as a 
key part of the story of nineteenth-century American poetry, both because of their 
presence and participation in the daily lives of the people and because of their impact on 
literary culture.
The relationship of poetry and newspapers in the nineteenth century is 
multifaceted. Many different kinds of poems were published in many different types of 
newspapers, and they appeared within a variety of contexts. Newspapers featured not only 
original poems, which could vary widely in subject matter and treatment, but also poems 
read at public events that were later printed in the newspaper, poems reprinted from other 
2newspapers, as well as from magazines and other periodicals, including broadsheets, and 
poems reprinted from books. Poems appeared in daily, semiweekly, and weekly 
commercial, mass-market, and literary papers that were local, regional, and national in 
scope and distribution. They appeared within news stories and editorials, in stand-alone 
pieces, in advertisements, and in obituaries. In short, for much of the nineteenth century, 
poems of one form or another were ubiquitous in American newspapers and performed a 
range of functions. 
Acknowledging the variety of poems published in newspapers and differentiating 
between them is an important first step in reevaluating their importance. Throughout this 
dissertation, I survey the range of poems published in newspapers from circa 1835 to 
1890 and trace relationships between trends in poetic content, larger literary culture, and 
the social and cultural circumstances in which the poems appeared. Such overviews 
contextualize individual, detailed case studies that explore the cultural work of newspaper 
poetry during the period.
The terms "newspaper poetry" and "newspaper poem" appear in a variety of 
usages in nineteenth-century texts. In nineteenth-century usage, both terms could refer, 
most broadly and simply, to poems published in newspapers, including original verse, 
occasional poems, and reprinted works. More commonly, however, the terms described a 
subset of poetry and poems: those written for and first published in newspapers. Before 
they were known as fireside or schoolroom poets, for example, William Cullen Bryant 
and John Greenleaf Whittier were popularly called "newspaper poets" because they 
3published so much of their verse in the papers. At times, newspapers even cultivated 
resident poets who sometimes were established writers, staff members, or informal 
correspondents. In other instances, "newspaper poetry" more specifically described the 
work of local writers, often unknowns, who hoped to see their poems in print and 
circulated in the daily press. Their poems might treat current events or local customs, but 
these aspiring poets also were responsible for innumerable poems on unrequited and 
young love, the changing seasons, and babies. Definitions and usages of the terms 
"newspaper poetry" and "newspaper poem" therefore could be related to where a poem 
was published. 
Classifying a work as a "newspaper poem" or identifying it as a piece of 
"newspaper poetry" also could convey judgment. Such classification often had more to do 
with evaluation than definition or description. Whether one used the terms positively or 
negatively depended on the values one associated with the newspaper, its role in society, 
the purpose of poetry, and the relationship between poetry and the newspaper. Overall, 
the lack of clear definitions for "newspaper poem" and "newspaper poetry" in the 
nineteenth century allowed the terms to serve specific rhetorical functions, including the 
use of "newspaper poetry" as a metonym for "bad poetry," and this usage persisted 
through the twentieth century.
Critical response to newspaper poetry in the nineteenth century was mixed. While 
one critic saw newspaper poetry as a cultural evil, another regarded it as the people's 
poetry, and yet another traced the lineage of some of American literature's premier poems 
4to the newspaper. Perhaps the most commonly espoused view was that newspaper poetry 
was light verse unworthy of the space it required and unworthy of significant 
consideration. In 1836, for example, William Gilmore Simms announced, "Newspaper 
poetry has always been a subject for jest . . . .The readers of newspapers find it out of 
place, and the merchant invariably begrudges to poetry the space which he thinks would 
be much better filled with prices."1 Other critics of the 1830s and 1840s shared Simms's 
opinion of the ubiquitous poems in newspapers as superfluous filler and puff and as 
source material for jokes.2 But an 1842 piece in the Southern Literary Messenger offered 
a more favorable opinion and argued that the
best specimens of American poetry consist of collections of pieces 
originally published in the daily prints. Such was the case with Bryant, 
Willis, and most of our other poets; this circumstance should lead us to 
treat with more courtesy newspaper poetry, which has become a byword 
for insipidity and bombast; even if much of it be trash, the gentle reader 
should remember, that the sin of rhyme is not always a voluntary sin . . . .
Likewise, an article in Brother Jonathan the next year implicitly connected newspaper 
poetry to the development of an American national literature. The author humorously 
expressed the opinion that the work of "older English poets" should "not to be compared 
with much of our newspaper poetry within the last dozen or twenty years; and by that we 
mean, that it was generally much inferior to our newspaper poetry" ("Literary Notices" 
277). But in 1850, a piece on the "New School of Poetry" in the United States consoled 
5the moral and cultured reader: "as . . . we cease not to discourage evil and excite 
emulation for good, so must we not . . . fold our hands in despair, as the insipid waves of 
the great ocean of Magazine and newspaper poetry roll over us, yielding up our hope and 
our energy without a struggle for salvation" (182). Even if most critics did not go so far as 
to equate newspaper poetry with moral evil, positive estimations of newspaper verse grew 
less common as the century progressed.
The emerging critical consensus about newspaper poetry in the latter half of the 
century was related, in part, to a narrowing in the cultural definition of newspaper poetry. 
An unsigned piece in Godey's Lady's Book in 1864, which satirically recounted the desire 
of the author to be a published poet, identified key features for a newspaper poem: "I 
never did attempt anything in the rhyming line but once, and that was several years ago, 
when I did perpetrate a poetical description of one of my schoolmates, which was 
contained in three verses of four lines each; and, as I availed myself of poetical license to 
a considerable extent, I hardly think the description was very striking." The piece 
continues, "I know it abounded in allusions to pearly teeth, vermillion [sic] lips, marble 
necks, and hetty curls. I believe the subject was rather deficient in every one of these 
particulars, but I presume it was as near the truth as most newspaper poetry" (502). Thus, 
even though newspaper poetry as a form included socially-engaged verse that addressed 
timely topics and concerns, and some of American literature's preeminent authors 
published newspaper poems, in critical discourse and popular understanding, "newspaper 
poetry" became associated primarily with poems like the one the Godey's writer 
6attempted: painfully rhymed lyrics on children and love. This perception increased 
following the Civil War, when locally-oriented, topical poems appeared much less 
frequently than they had in earlier periods. 
By the 1870s, critics celebrated a decline in the presence of newspaper poetry. 
Although newspapers still consistently published poems, the poems tended to appear 
within new contexts, and original verse appeared less frequently. In 1871, one 
commentator noted:
Every man and woman of literary taste must rejoice that the noble rage 
which the public once so assiduously cultivated for newspaper poetry is 
cooling down day by day, and is destined in the course of time to play out 
almost entirely. But some of the weekly papers are making an effort to 
perpetuate the existence of this very disreputable sort of poetry. They 
persuade the school-girls and moon-struck boys of country towns to write 
it and send it to them for publication. ("Newspaper Poetry" [2])
This piece further illustrates a narrowed understanding of "newspaper poetry" over the 
century. By the late 1870s and 1880s, "newspaper poetry" was synonymous with the verse 
of school-aged children and the "moonstruck" as well as provincialism. Very rare indeed 
were the type of positive assessment of newspaper poetry offered by one writer for Life  
magazine in 1889. Taking a newspaper to task for its poor assessment of newspaper 
poetry, the writer argued that "Newspaper poetry compares very favorably indeed with 
either magazine poetry or book poetry. If the Commercial will take a dozen famous 
7American poems and trace them to their origin, we are willing to bet that it will run up 
against a newspaper column a surprising number of times" ("[The New York Commercial 
Advertiser raised]" 46). The pervasive, negative assessments and critical connotations of 
newspaper poetry in the late-nineteenth century shaped its reception and treatment in 
literary criticism of the twentieth century.
In the twentieth century, scholars largely ignored newspaper poetry in histories of 
American literature, newspapers, and culture. If acknowledged at all, newspaper poetry 
typically received a single, dismissive mention or, more generously, a single paragraph. 
Even in cases where scholars recognized the importance of newspapers and newspaper 
poetry to a writer's career, they failed to discuss newspaper poetry as a form or its rich 
history and cultural importance. In addition, the role of magazines in the publication and 
distribution of American literature has overshadowed that of newspapers, and journalism 
histories rarely treat newspaper poetry in detail. Recently, however, scholars of American 
literature, including Paula Bernat Bennett, Ellen Gruber Garvey, and Charles 
Johanningsmeier have turned to newspapers in their projects on women writers, reader 
response and reception, and fiction in late nineteenth-century newspapers. Drawing on 
their foundational work, "American Poetry and the Daily Newspaper" locates, 
historicizes, and analyses newspaper poetry as it was published within its specific textual 
and cultural environments. In addition, studies on the public role of poetry in American 
history and culture, such as Joan Shelley Rubin's Songs of Ourselves: The Uses of Poetry 
in America, inform my project throughout.
8The important task of locating, historicizing, and analyzing nineteenth-century 
newspaper poems is a massive undertaking. Addressing the totality of the poems is 
impossible for many reasons, among them time and the availability of and access to 
materials. Therefore, this project begins relatively narrowly and explores specific case 
studies within larger cultural, social, and literary contexts. I survey the range of poems 
published in daily newspapers and explore the multifaceted relationship of poetry and the 
newspaper in the nineteenth century. My primary focus is on poems first published in the 
daily press. This focus is theoretical as well as practical. Choosing daily papers and 
poems first published in daily papers makes for a slightly more manageable body of 
materials. More importantly, a focus on daily newspapers acknowledges the different 
cultural work that daily and weekly newspapers performed in the nineteenth century. 
Daily papers prioritized current, often local, news and editorial, while the focus of weekly 
newspapers varied depending on whether they were story papers, weekly editions of 
dailies, illustrated papers, or country papers. In addition, the circulation of daily 
newspapers was primarily local, even if they had some broader distribution, while weekly 
newspapers might have regional and national circulations. Further, poems that appeared 
in daily newspapers, produced for a local community and readership, served different 
functions in the daily press than they might have, for example, in weekly story papers. In 
addition to focusing on poems in the daily press, I emphasize poems first published in, 
and often written exclusively for, newspaper publication. This emphasis is in keeping with 
the most common approximation of a definition of newspaper poetry that existed in the 
9nineteenth century.
The ambiguity that could surround a poem's appearance in a newspaper likely 
contributed to difficulties in defining the terms in the nineteenth century and in later 
literary scholarship. Most fundamentally, determining whether a poem appeared for the 
first time in a newspaper, or whether it was reprinted from a non-newspaper source, can 
be difficult. Practices for identifying reprinted material varied among newspapers and at 
different points during the nineteenth century. A poem identified as "original" or lacking 
attribution to another source may still have appeared elsewhere first. Similarly, even when 
one newspaper cited another as the source of a reprinted text, the poem might very well 
have a much longer publication history that involved prior magazine or book printings. 
Additionally, determining the author of poems published in newspapers—whether they 
were first published there or not—can be difficult if not impossible. Through the 1870s, 
the majority of poems in newspapers were unsigned or were signed only with initials or 
pseudonyms. Sometimes, authorial attribution of a poem changed or altogether 
disappeared from one printing to another, making it difficult to draw clear distinctions 
between newspaper poems and magazine or book poems and further complicating the 
work for current scholars.
In the following four chapters, I begin piecing together a history of newspaper 
poetry from the emergence of the penny press in the mid-1830s to the arrival of the new 
journalism in New York in the 1880s; work toward a definition of newspaper poetry as a 
form that is cognizant of the way nineteenth-century critics and readers employed the 
10
term but that also acknowledges the range of functions these poems served, even if such 
functions are not recorded in contemporary criticism; and model several approaches 
scholars can take in the study of newspaper poetry. In chapter one, I examine the 
newspaper poems of Joseph M. Field, as they were published in the New Orleans Daily  
Picayune in 1840–1841. I discuss Field's poems within the context of the penny press, 
relationships between poems and newspapers during the period, daily life in New Orleans, 
and the history of dialect verse. Chapter two takes a single poem, Lucy Larcom's "Call to 
Kansas" (1855) as its primary object for investigation. In the first part of the chapter, I 
trace the publication history of Larcom's popular poem in the newspaper press and 
consider reasons for its fall into obscurity by the 1870s. In the second part, I explore the 
strengths and weaknesses of several research strategies, including the use of electronic 
databases and traditional archival work, for the study of newspaper poetry. From this very 
specific focus in chapter two, I turn to a consideration of a much broader field of 
newspapers and poems in chapter three. In this chapter I examine poems published in ten 
daily newspapers during a pivotal moment in the Civil War, approximately the first half of 
1863, and I theorize reasons for an overall decline of poetry in daily papers during the 
Civil War even as topical poems by local writers, including soldiers, remained important 
in smaller newspapers such as the Charleston Mercury and Memphis Daily Appeal. 
Chapter four surveys newspaper poetry of the 1870s as published in ten newspapers and 
then considers the poems Walt Whitman published in the New York Herald in 1888. The 
appendix, "Preliminary Bibliography of Poems in Newspapers, c. 1835–1890," presents 
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bibliographic information for more than 2,500 poems published in newspapers, which I 
cataloged in a database as part of the research for this project. Although these 2,500 
poems represent only a tiny fraction of the poems published in newspapers in the 
nineteenth century, I include the appendix so that scholars can refer to the poems I cite 
and examine those I do not; it is, I hope, a first step in developing an extensive 
bibliography of poems published in newspapers, which will facilitate future work and 
enable others to propose their own interpretations about this complex body of material.
Supplemented by the appendix, the chapters offer new models for thinking about 
the cultural work of newspaper poetry. Together, they present an original explanation for 
newspaper poetry's rise and fall in relation to the American literary canon. Because 
nineteenth-century newspapers are multi-genre, multi-authored texts that mediated 
political, social, popular, cultural, and civic experiences, they require a multi-disciplinary 
approach. "American Poetry and the Daily Newspaper from the Rise of the Penny Press 
to the New Journalism" engages and contributes to literary criticism, textual scholarship, 
and a range of histories—book, media, social—and develops our understanding of the 
American literary record, publishing and book history, the history of the newspaper, and 
the role of the newspaper as cultural intermediary. In doing so, it expands our 
understanding of the kinds and variety of poems published in newspapers, of the history 
of poetry in American literature, and of authorship in the nineteenth century. When 
considered in a contemporary context, this project provides a lens through which to view 
the reappearance of poetry in the struggling American newspaper of the twenty-first 
12
century. 
Even as many newspapers struggle for existence, particularly a print existence, 
poetry in newspapers has received renewed attention in recent years and months. The 
December 2009 issue of the literary periodical McSweeney's Quarterly Concern offers a 
nostalgic interpretation of the print newspaper for the twenty-first century. The issue, 
presented in the form of a Sunday newspaper, is titled the San Francisco Panorama. 
McSweeney's describes the Panorama as "an attempt to demonstrate all the great things 
print journalism can (still) do . . ." ([Advertising Copy]). Along with investigative 
reporting, news, comics, and literally hundreds of features, the paper includes poems by 
John Ashbery and others. Fortunately, the appearance of poetry in newspapers is not 
limited to the single issue of the Panorama. Poet Laureate Ted Kooser's syndicated 
"American Life in Poetry" column each week introduces and reprints a poem that "will be 
enjoyable and enlightening to readers of newspapers and online publications" (Kooser). 
Original poetry also is making a return to the daily paper, perhaps as part of the "new 
populism" that is developing in the United States.
Individual newspapers, including the Iowa City Press-Citizen and the Salem 
Oregon Statesman-Journal, have reintroduced their readers to newspaper poetry in non-
syndicated columns of original verse. The efforts have not gone uncontested. In 2006, the 
opinion editor of the Press-Citizen, Jeff Charis-Carlson, launched the "Poetic License" 
column, in which local poets editorialize in verse. Describing the column in 2008, Charis-
Carlson wrote, "We want people who are creative and shameless enough to rhyme 'Des 
13
Moines' with 'sirloin,' as one poet did when lambasting how much money the university 
pays its football coach in 'Lines on the Occasion of Kirk Ferentz's Salary Hike'" (18). 
Charis-Carlson explains the purpose of his project as bringing "political, topical, timely 
verse" back to the newspaper. Similarly, Mike Chasar, who contributed poems to the 
Poetic License column while a graduate student at the University of Iowa, now submits 
poems to the opinion page of the Salem Statesman-Journal. His most recent poem, "Levi 
Johnston's Playgirl Cover to Hit Newsstands," published on February 13, 2010, explores 
the very public relationship between Levi Johnston and Bristol Palin, Sarah Palin's use of 
Facebook as a venue for announcing policy positions, and the current political scene in 
Washington, D.C. The poem prompted responses that echo criticisms of newspaper 
poetry from the nineteenth century. "Salemmom," for example, posted a comment to the 
online version of the paper: "I can't decide which is MORE insignificant . . . . any news 
about Levi Johnston, or this lousy excuse for poetry by Prof. Chasar . . . ." Meanwhile, in 
a recent piece in the Boston Globe, published on February 28, 2010, journalist Beverly 
Beckham longed for the return of poetry to the daily paper. Printing a poem from a local 
writer, Jim Biggie, the piece concluded, "Jim Biggie was named class poet at Somerville 
High in 1961. In 1961, there was still poetry in newspapers. Too bad there isn't any now." 
As in the nineteenth century, readers were mixed in their responses to Beckham's column 
and Biggie's verse. Online comments, posted in response to the poem, variously thanked 
Beckham for the memories the piece evoked and chastised her. One reader wanted to 
know why "everyone continually demand[s] that art dumb itself down instead of 
14
demanding that the 'common man' smarten up and [learn] to appreciate high art?"3 
Clearly, the debate about the role of poetry in newspapers and of poetry in society is far 
from settled.
 15
1 See Simms, "American Criticism and Critics," 398. "American Criticism and Critics" 
was unsigned when it appeared in the Southern Literary Journal but the essay has been 
attributed to William Gilmore Simms, a frequent and famous contributor to the Journal. 
See Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 664–665, and Trent, 339.
2 The author of "Cultivation of a Taste for Poetry" discusses the fashionableness of 
"speak[ing] contemptuously of newspaper poetry" and of "sneer[ing] at the poetry of 
periodicals" as well as of those who "indiscriminately condemn newspaper poetry" (100).
3 See ItalianOlive, "[Are you kidding me?]."
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Chapter 1
Newspaper Poetry at the Rise of the Penny Press: 
"Straws" in the New Orleans Daily Picayune
This chapter examines newspaper poetry during the early period of the penny 
press through a case study of an influential newspaper poet, Joseph M. Field (1810–1856), 
and his poems for a local daily newspaper, the New Orleans Daily Picayune. Writing 
under the pseudonym "Straws," as well as under several variations on the pen-name, Field 
contributed nearly 200 poems to the New Orleans Daily Picayune from January 1840 
through the spring of 1841. Scholars of both American literature and newspapers 
generally are dismissive of newspaper poetry, unless the poems were written by a major 
American author (and sometimes even when they were). In addition, the term "newspaper 
poetry" collapses important distinctions between the range of poems published in daily 
and weekly newspapers, including advertising poems, reprinted poems, and original 
verse. In response, this chapter investigates the cultural work of newspaper poems at the 
rise of the penny press and demonstrates the large and often influential readership of the 
poems and their influence on American literature. It moves beyond the more frequently 
studied penny newspapers from Boston, New York, and Philadelphia and recovers an 
important, if at times problematic, body of work. Fields' poems in the Daily Picayune 
were not incidental to the newspaper, nor were they filler. On the contrary, they were a 
key component of the Daily Picayune and performed a number of functions. The original, 
17
socially-engaged verse of the local poet—one who addressed politicians, newspapermen, 
actresses, popular figures, and everyday citizens of New Orleans—mediated a range of 
ideas and experiences and captivated readers. Further, newspaper poems such as Fields' 
played an important role in the everyday reading of the American public as well as 
contributed to the development of American poetry. Although the contributions of 
newspaper poems to the development of American literature have been little studied or 
understood, their legacies can be profound. For instance, the Straws poems are important 
in the history of American dialect poetry, and their influence is evident in the work of 
some of early American literature's most prominent dialect verse, the Biglow Papers of 
James Russell Lowell. Examined from this perspective, one which evaluates the poems 
based on their cultural function at their moment of creation and reception, newspaper 
poems become fundamental, not merely tangential, to the history of antebellum American 
literature.
Poetry and the Penny Press
At the rise of the penny press (c. 1833–1845), poems made their way into daily 
newspapers from a variety of sources, and they served a number of entertaining, literary, 
news-bearing, and advertising functions. Of the thousands of poems that appeared in 
newspapers during the 1830s and early 1840s, many were reprinted from published 
volumes of poetry, particularly volumes by English and Irish poets. On December 1, 
1835, the first page of the New York Herald (then the New York Morning Herald) featured 
several poems by poet Letitia Elizabeth Landon—among them "Youth," "The Peacock," 
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and "Love at First Sight"—that were reprinted from a book of Landon's verse.1 Similarly, 
reprinted poems by Charles Lamb, Thomas Moore, and Felicia Hemans were common in 
American daily newspapers of the period. Poems in newspapers also were reprinted from 
other periodicals. National American monthly magazines such as the Knickerbocker, as 
well as English publications like Blackwood's, were cited as sources for reprinted material 
by both British and American authors, as were gift annuals. John Quincy Adams's poem 
"The Plague in the Forest," for example, was first published in the Token annual for 1834 
and was reprinted in the Daily National Intelligencer on October 16, 1833.2 Many poems 
were unsigned or pseudonymously signed, but others were attributed to influential 
American authors, including William Cullen Bryant, George Pope Morris, and Lydia 
Sigourney.3 Likely drawing on the popularity of poems in newspapers during these years, 
advertisers used poems to sell their products. By 1840, Pease's Horehound Candy was 
consistently using at least two poems, "Clarified Essence of Horehound Candy" and "To 
Public Speakers," to market its product. And by 1845, Dr. F. Goubaud's Italian Medicated 
Soap was using an advertising campaign based on "Improved Readings of the Poets." In 
this series, famous poets such as Hemans and Byron saw their works rewritten in the 
service of a soap that itself decried "spurious imitations."4
Although these types of poems offer their own research opportunities—other 
projects might fruitfully investigate reprintings of poems first published in books or 
magazines as they appeared in the daily press, or the function of poems in advertising in 
the nineteenth-century newspaper—here, and throughout this dissertation, the focus is on 
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poems first published in, and very often written exclusively for, daily newspapers. In the 
late 1830s and early 1840s, original newspaper verse was another way to tell and 
editorialize the news, and the poems helped to characterize the newspapers in which they 
appeared. For example, in early March 1837, the New York Herald's Washington 
correspondent, "Cold Wittals," submitted his report in verse. On March 4, the Herald 
published Wittals's "Proceedings at Washington in 1837," an allegorical rendering of the 
political scene, which, viewed retrospectively, appears to have portended the upcoming 
financial panic. And in 1840, the Cleveland Daily Herald featured dozens of poems and 
songs about Presidential candidate, Ohio resident, and former U.S. Senator from Ohio, 
William Henry Harrison. The poems celebrated his victory at Tippecanoe as well as hard 
cider and log cabins, Harrison's ever-present campaign symbols. While a number of these 
were clipped from other daily and weekly newspapers, many were original poems and 
songs written for the Daily Herald. Some of this original verse was signed with 
appropriately local or rustic pseudonyms, such as "Backwoods" and "Spinning Wheel." 
Editors and publishers also realized the potential draw of a recurring poetic 
presence, especially that of a unique and memorable "resident poet." In the fall of 1835, 
the New York Herald capitalized on the personality of McDonald Clarke, "the Mad Poet 
of Broadway," and published several of Clarke's poems for the first time. Clarke's 
appearances in the Herald were primarily sensation- and publicity-related. From late 1840 
until his accidental death in the spring of 1842, additional poems by Clarke were first 
published in the New York Herald. Many of the poems, including "Bennett's Boy, the 
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Young Editor" (October 23, 1841), appear to have been written especially for the 
newspaper. Clarke attracted so much significant attention in the newspaper that his 
followers wrote poems in his memory and took up a subscription to erect a monument in 
his honor after his death.5  The fact that the Herald's James Gordon Bennett turned to a 
poet and poetry for publicity speaks to the presence and many functions of poetry in the 
daily lives of nineteenth-century Americans. 
Other poets developed more complex relationships with newspapers. Beginning in 
January 1840, Joseph M. Field, an actor and playwright, began writing poems under the 
pseudonym of "Straws" for the New Orleans Daily Picayune. The relationship that 
developed—between Field and the Daily Picayune, between his poems and the 
newspaper, between the poems and readers—demonstrates the capacity of poems in the 
daily newspaper at the rise of the penny press. The Straws poems helped define the 
personality of and advertise the Picayune; reported and editorialized the news; provided 
entertainment; provoked discussion locally and nationally; and built a community of 
readers. In addition to countering the notion that such poems were merely "filler," a 
common non-critical and overly-generalized assessment of newspaper poems, an 
examination of Straws in the Daily Picayune foregrounds the role and impact of 
newspaper poems in American culture and in the development of American literature.
Straws and the New Orleans Daily Picayune
The first issue of the New Orleans Picayune appeared on Wednesday, January 25, 
1837; the paper was published by George Wilkins Kendall and Francis Asbury Lumsden.6 
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On November 1, 1837, the paper changed its name to the Daily Picayune. Although single 
issues of the Picayune sold for 6 ¼ cents, it had more in common with the penny press of 
the Northeast than with commercial or mercantile papers. According to Picayune 
historian Thomas Ewing Dabney, the format of the Picayune and its "light" and "flippant" 
approach to the news, including an emphasis on "human appeal," signaled the arrival of 
the penny press in the South. Dabney attributes the much higher price of the Picayune 
over its New York contemporaries to the generally higher prices in the South overall (16). 
As the first issue of the Picayune illustrates, Kendall and Lumsden understood their 
project in terms of the penny press. The prospectus that appeared in the Picayune on 
January 25, and for several days thereafter, openly identified the Picayune as independent 
of political parties, as were the major penny papers of the North (Kendall and Lumsden, 
"Prospectus" [2]). Although officially independent of political parties, the penny papers 
did often take sides on social and civic issues such as temperance and reform. Following 
in this tradition, the Picayune famously sought to reform the practice of dueling in its 
early years. The prospectus mentioned no issues for reform but did make clear the 
publishers' stance on slavery. Identifying opponents of slavery as ignorant and 
superstitious "fanatical pirates," the prospectus suggested that such pirates should mind 
their own (Northern) business—they only "pretend to rub clean the upper decks of their 
neighbors with a holy stone" ([2]). In addition, following a basic tenet of the penny press 
to appeal to a more diverse readership than that previously sought by other kinds of 
newspapers, Kendall and Lumsden specifically addressed different parts of the prospectus 
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to members of various groups within their community: merchants, heads of families, 
bachelors, and inn-keepers, among them. The prospectus also emphasized the major role 
that theatrical news and other amusements or entertainment news would play in the 
newspaper, thereby recommending the Picayune to an even broader range of readers.7
Other features of the Picayune's first issue further identified the newspaper with 
the penny press. Following editorial practices of the period, Kendall and Lumsden 
clipped items from the penny papers, including the New York Herald, and reprinted them 
in their own paper. In fact, from its first issue the Picayune consistently invoked the New 
York Herald and engaged its editor, James Gordon Bennett, in conversation via clips and 
exchanges. For the Picayune's inaugural issue, Kendall and Lumsden quoted a piece from 
the Herald in which Bennett had commented on the importance of New Orleans relative 
to New York. Following the excerpt from the Herald, the Picayune quipped: "look 
straight ahead Mr. J. G. B. the next time; there is no two ways about our prospects" ([2]). 
This particular clip choice served at least two purposes: it associated the Picayune with 
one of the most famous of the New York penny papers, and it affirmed New Orleans as 
the Southern press, commercial, and cultural analogue to New York. Similarly, Kendall 
and Lumsden relied on a clipped item from the Philadelphia Public Ledger to announce 
the standards to which they would hold the Picayune and its value as a penny paper. They 
hoped that the extract would spare their "modesty the blush [they] should feel in speaking 
of what may be issued from the Picayune press":
[The penny press] has been introduced into the American cities with 
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eminent success, and in New York, employs the highest talent which is 
devoted to newspaper publication. The Sun, the Era, the Transcript, are 
conducted with a degree of ability, and of devotion to the cause of good 
morals, good government, literature and science, which have procured and 
will insure for them a circulation and patronage, to which any other papers 
in that city aspire in vain. This is no small boast in a city where many of 
the large papers are conducted with eminent ability. The penny press has 
also found its way to Boston, and through the Herald, the Times, evinces a 
degree of talent, spirit, and devotion to sound principles, which throws 
most of the old papers of that city into the shade. The foundation of the 
penny press, precisely like that of the English press of any price, is the 
only sure foundation upon which an independent press can be raised. 
("[The penny press]" ([2])
Published within the Picayune and framed by Kendall and Lumsden's introduction, the 
clip implicitly identified the Picayune as the newest of the eminently successful penny 
papers. While the price of the Picayune and its smaller circulation—the third issue of the 
paper on January 27 celebrated selling 800 copies of the first issue and 1,000 copies of 
the second—set it apart from the penny dailies of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, its 
treatment of the news, the prevalence of humor, and the diversity of material found in the 
Picayune situated it firmly in the style of, and consistent with the goals of, the penny 
press.8
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Poetry had a place in the Picayune from the beginning. In fact, the first column of 
the first page of the first issue featured a timely poem, "Old Winter is Coming," and each 
of the first week's five issues (Wednesday–Sunday) contained at least one poem.9 All of 
these poems were unsigned, and some, such as "Lines on the Loss of the Bristol" 
(January 27), were reprinted from other newspapers, in this case from the New York 
Herald. From 1837 through 1839, poems appeared regularly in the Daily Picayune, 
sometimes on a daily basis, while at other times two or more issues in a row lacked poetry 
altogether. During this period, poems in the Daily Picayune tended either to be unsigned 
and unattributed as a reprinting—in the Daily Picayune an indication that the poem was 
original to the paper—or to be acknowledged reprints from other newspapers and 
magazines. Even as the Daily Picayune published these poems, it chastened readers and 
would-be poets and discouraged them from sending their poetry to the paper. Newspaper 
editors throughout the century publicly implored readers to keep their poetry private; as 
represented in the daily press, the newspaper office was a poem's graveyard, where 
drawers and even barrels overflowed with unsolicited verse. On January 4, 1840, the 
editors of the Daily Picayune wrote:
To Correspondents—Poetry! Poetry! Poetry!—O, all ye poets and 
poetesses, muses and goddesses, for the love of charity have mercy on us, 
and send us no more poetry! Don't waste your sweetness on us. If you only 
knew what uninspired, plain, every-day sort of folks are we of the 
Picayune, you would never condescend to indulge us. You would as soon 
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think of submitting your warblings to a learned pig, a fat ox, or a giraffe. 
Go to some of the other newspaper shops all you who may be now 
meditating mischief against us, and all you who have heretofore 
complimented us with your lucubrations, esteem it no offence that they 
have not appeared, for the fact is we are so dull that we can't for the soul of 
us comprehend poetry, or understand what there can [be] either sublime or 
admirable in maltreating common sense, for the purpose of making 
terminations jingle. We wish our poetical correspondents in general, and 
"Undine" in particular, to read this, our solemn protest against poetry, and 
we would advise none of them in particular, but all of them in general, to 
abandon the nine muses and study the nine parts of speech. . . . .
The most admirably intricate, and the most mysteriously profound 
efforts of the most moon-inspired poetical prodigies of the present day are 
passed unread. Our street circulation is always minus of a morning when 
an article of poetry appears, and our carrier boys have made a pathetic 
appeal to us against verses of all kinds. One clever little fellow, who 
generally sells fifty numbers before breakfast, always examines the paper 
carefully before he starts, and if he discovers capital letters commencing 
all the lines of an article, he knows it to be poetry, and will only take half 
his usual number. ([2])
Despite this seemingly strong interdiction against poetry, less than two weeks later, the 
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first official "Straws" poem appeared in the Daily Picayune on January 15, 1840, and 
more than two hundred poems by Joseph M. Field subsequently appeared in the 
newspaper in little more than a year. 
Juxtaposed with one another, the Straws poems might seem to contradict the 
editors' earlier pronouncement against poetry in the newspaper. There is a degree of 
tension between the editorial, humorous as it is, and Straws's influential presence in the 
Daily Picayune. The tension, however, is illuminating rather than ambiguous: the editors' 
statement provides a key for understanding the success of the Straws poems in the paper 
and the importance of the poems for the Daily Picayune. In addition, reading Straws's 
poems alongside the editorial provides an important context for evaluating the aesthetic 
and formal qualities of the poems. Rather than the "admirably intricate, and the most 
mysteriously profound efforts of the most moon-inspired poetical prodigies of the present 
day," the Straws poems were for the "plain, every-day sort of folks" crucial to the success 
of the penny press, and the newspaper was central to their cultural work.
Joseph Field's association with the Daily Picayune was related in part to his 
brother's—Matthew C. Field's—work for the paper. The exact professional relationship of 
the Field brothers with the Daily Picayune, however, remains difficult to identify. 
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century sources vary, listing them as editors, correspondents, 
and, in the case of Matthew Field, owner of the newspaper.10 Matthew Field's role, 
however, appears to have been one of an assistant editor, while Joseph Field was more of 
a "correspondent." Whatever his official title, Matthew Field's association with the Daily 
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Picayune seems to have lasted from the late fall or winter of 1839 through as late as 1843, 
when he left for his second Santa Fe Trail expedition after a stay in St. Louis. At around 
the time he began working for the Daily Picayune, an unsigned poem, "Sonnet to the St. 
Charles Theatre," appeared in the paper on December 3, 1839. Matthew Field is a likely 
author for the piece, based on similarities in style and title of "Sonnet to the St. Charles" 
and poems he later wrote for the newspaper under the pseudonym "Phazma," including 
"Sonnet to the Next President" and "Sonnet to 'Straws.'" Aside from the possibility of 
earlier unsigned editorial items or news articles, then, "Sonnet to the St. Charles" marks 
Matthew Field's first literary contribution to the paper. Just four days later, on December 
7, 1839, his series of "Prairie Sketches"—accounts of his first Santa Fe expedition from 
earlier that year—began appearing in the Daily Picayune. Then, on December 12, "Las 
Tres Mariás," a poem signed "M. C. Field," appeared in the paper alongside one of Field's 
"Prairie Sketches." The "Prairie Sketches" appeared intermittently in December 1839 and 
January–February 1840, and they continued through the fall of 1841. In sum, between 
1839 and 1841, Matthew Field contributed nearly 100 poems to the Daily Picayune under 
his own name and under pen-names including "Phazma."
Joseph Field's tenure with the Daily Picayune was shorter and less official than 
his brother's, lasting from early 1840 through the spring of 1841 and coinciding in part 
with his term as an actor at the St. Charles Theatre in New Orleans. His only contribution 
to the Daily Picayune in 1839 was published on December 8, just one day after the first of 
his brother's "Prairie Sketches" appeared in the paper and one week after the opening of 
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the St. Charles Theatre for the 1839–1840 season.11 On December 8, an extract of a longer 
poem by Joseph Field appeared in the Daily Picayune under the note, "Mr. J. M. Field of 
the St. Charles Theatre, has handed us for perusal a manuscript poem, from which we are 
obligingly permitted to extract the following humorous apostrophe to Professor Espy. We 
hope to be allowed to give our full opinion of Mr. Field's production hereafter" ([2]). 
(Professor Espy was James Pollard Espy, a pioneer in the field of meteorology.) Aside 
from this poem, however, Joseph Field's appearances in the Daily Picayune for 1839 were 
limited to theater announcements in relation either to the St. Charles or his performances 
in New York earlier that year.12 
Then, in January of 1840, Andrew Jackson returned to New Orleans for the 
celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans and to help set 
the cornerstone for a monument in honor of the event. The evening of January 8, Jackson 
attended the St. Charles Theatre, where, according to the Daily Picayune of January 9, 
"At the close of the act of the comedy then performing, the curtain was dropped, and the 
anthem played according to announcement. The curtain then rose, and Mr. J. M. Field 
delivered a poetical address from his own pen to the Defender of New Orleans" ("[One of 
the most gratifying moments]" [2]). The next day the Daily Picayune continued its 
reportage of the event: 
Mr. J. M. Field's address was delivered with great earnestness and 
enthusiasm, and we understand the old warrior's feelings were very 
sensibly touched. His remark at the conclusion of the address was, 'I 
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should like to shake that young man by the hand,' and accordingly Mr. 
Field was yesterday presented to the General, and enjoyed that honor. The 
compliment contained in such a spontaneous expression of gratification on 
the part of the Hero of New Orleans, any one might be proud of. ("[Mr. J. 
M. Field's address]" [2])
Despite this praise, and although the Picayune frequently printed poetical addresses after 
their delivery, Field's poem to Jackson did not appear in the newspaper in January of 
1840, although a Straws poem titled "To General Jackson" did appear in the Daily 
Picayune on January 8, 1841, the one year anniversary of the corner-stone laying and the 
twenty-sixth anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans. Regardless, in 1840, Matthew 
Field's editorial role at the Daily Picayune and Joseph Field's minor celebrity status as an 
actor at the St. Charles Theatre for the season, along with the success of his address to 
Andrew Jackson and the timeliness and wit of his poem on Espy, all helped set the stage 
for the arrival of Straws.
Rooted in both the newspaper world as well as popular parlance, the pen-name 
"Straws" would have carried a number of connotations in 1840–1841. First, "straws" was a 
fairly common news term in the daily press. The New-York Spectator of October 15, 1835, 
for example, began a column of news with the heading "Straws &c," and the Washington, 
D.C. Globe of November 2 and November 23, 1835, featured columns titled "Straws!" and 
"Presidential Straws," respectively. On December 14, 1837, the New York-Spectator  
offered an explanation of the heading "Straws, &c," as used to lead into or conclude news 
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stories: "'Straws, &c,' in days of yore, was the standing termination of such paragraphs as 
a celebrated judge of Israel indited, for the purpose of insinuating more than met the eye. 
We use it as the preface to a paragraph on a very small piece of business, and for a like 
object" ([1]). The word "straws" also regularly appeared in common sayings frequently 
printed in newspapers, including "drowning men reach for straws." Perhaps of more 
importance in relation to the Straws poems were variations on the saying "the straws show 
which way the wind blows," which were in frequent use in the daily and weekly press of 
the period 1835–1840.13 In addition, Field's choice of the pseudonym "Straws" was 
certainly tied to the idiomatic use of the word in popular speech, where it was used to 
denote "any thing proverbially worthless."14 Just as the name of the Picayune was taken 
from a minor Spanish coin, which also had connotations of meaning "small" or even 
insignificant, Field chose a pen-name that ostensibly identified his poems as trifles.15 To 
the degree that Field's "Straws" summoned these negative connotations, it did so 
ironically. Just as the "celebrated judge of Israel" had used "straws," to "[insinuate] more 
than met the eye," so too did Field and the Daily Picayune. Indeed, in the Straws poem 
aptly titled "A Straw," published in the Daily Picayune on February 11, 1840, Field 
addressed the conventional understanding and valuation of straw:
It is a sweet idea, George,
   That e'en the humblest grain,
And humbler stem supporting it,
   Hath not been 'made in vain!'
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There are who see not things so small,
   And others who cry pshaw!
But hearts that can find 'tongues in trees,'
   May find one in a straw!
. . . .
A straw! remember, ye who see
   In straws no sort of use,
The noblest genius mounts upon
   The feather of a goose.
Yet ev'ry creature to its kind,
   And such objectors will,
It's very clear, enjoy the bird
   Much better than its quill!
The final stanza of the poem includes a gentle reminder:
A straw! let none despise a straw,
   Hath it not borne its seed
For us, who are ourselves but 'grass'—
   Sometimes a meaner weed? ([2])
With the pseudonym "Straws," Field winked at the conventional assessment of newspaper 
poems and those who regarded the poems as mere trifles of airy verse, and he subverted 
such estimations. Additionally, in choosing a pen-name that was a common lead-in to 
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short news items, Field provided a comment on one of the ways his poems would function 
in the newspaper: as a means of spreading the news and serving the goals of the paper.
In the first month of his tenure with the Daily Picayune, Straws established the 
distinctive qualities of his poems as they would appear in the newspaper throughout 1840 
and the beginning of 1841. During this first month, mid-January to mid-February 1840, 
the Daily Picayune introduced Straws, and Field crafted his persona as a newspaper poet. 
He established the parameters and characteristics of his newspaper poetry, including the 
contextual and intertextual participation of his poems in the newspaper. Perhaps on the 
most basic level, Straws, with some help from the editors, made clear that his poems were 
for all Daily Picayune readers. Unlike the poems which the editors had decried in their 
note to correspondents on January 4—the self-indulgent "warblings" skipped by readers
—the editors specifically encouraged their audience to consider Straws' work, to abandon 
their old habits of passing over those articles in which "capital letters [commence] all the 
lines." Recalling the Picayune's prospectus from 1837, in which the editors had 
highlighted or recommended different features of the newspaper to various members of 
their prospective readership, the editors made similar appeals for Straws' poetry, 
encouraging their "bachelor readers" as well as their "lady readers" to peruse his work on 
different occasions.16 Even more important than these recommendations from the editors, 
however, were two characteristic features of Straws' poems: their conversational frame 
and their frequent use of dialect. Both rhetorical strategies helped to simultaneously 
disarm and connect with readers.
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The first Straws poem in the Daily Picayune, "A Wery Pious Appeal," established 
these important formal characteristics of Straws' work. "A Wery Pious Appeal" is framed 
as a conversation with Straws' friend Jim—one friend talking to another—and a 
significant number of Straws' poems in the Daily Picayune were similarly addressed to 
friends, acquaintances, or members of the public. Some of the addressees were fictional 
characters or ordinary individuals whose identities have been lost or otherwise buried in 
the historical record. In other instances, it is possible to identify Straws' addressees with 
real-life analogues. At different times, Straws engaged Daily Picayune editor George 
Kendall; press men of the North James Watson Webb, Nathaniel Parker Willis, and 
George Pope Morris; his poetic colleague at the paper, Phazma; and others. In her study 
of American literature's most famous newspaper poet, Philip Freneau, Judith Hiltner has 
commented on this same conversational quality of Freneau's work, which she regards as 
"conversational and colloquial in the extent to which it takes the form of monologues or 
one-sided conversations addressed to whatever person or object is the subject of the 
poem" (Hiltner 18–19 ). This conversational nature of Straws' work is significant in the 
context of the newspaper and for the function of newspaper poetry. Even when framed as 
a one-sided conversation, the conversational nature of the poems made them inclusive 
rather than exclusive. In order to be successful, daily newspapers and particularly penny 
dailies needed to develop such a sense of inclusiveness, to help build a sense of readerly 
and civic community.
Field's use of dialect in many of his Straws poems served a similar function. 
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Although dialect poetry did not emerge as a major presence in American literature until 
later in the nineteenth century, in his use of dialect Field recognized the appeal of such 
verse, particularly within the newspaper. Original verse that was written to participate in 
the work of the newspaper required a language appropriate for the newspaper context and 
fitting for the goals of the newspaper. An appropriate and fitting language for the penny 
press, and the Daily Picayune, allowed one to appeal to a broad range of readers. And 
based on the editor's letter to correspondents at the beginning of 1840, the language of 
most poetry received by the Daily Picayune did not meet this fundamental requirement. 
While dialect verse was not the only possibility for appealing to a broader audience—
increasingly working-class, immigrant, or the children of immigrants—it did stand in 
contrast to conventional poetic language and demanded a different kind of material, as 
well as a different treatment of material for its subject matter. In addition, although Field's 
dialect verse is complicit in many of the same problems as poems by white authors 
written in a "black dialect" later in the century and should not be understood to be 
representative of any real immigrant group's manner of speaking, it did in some capacity 
embody the social reality of New Orleans in 1840. New Orleans had emerged as the 
second largest port of entry for immigrants to the United States by the 1840s (Bergquist 
85). Although most immigrants who entered the U.S. via the port of New Orleans moved 
to the Midwest or elsewhere, the population of the city doubled to more than 102,000 
during the period 1830 to 1840, and foreign immigration played a significant role in this 
population increase. Of the 102,000 inhabitants of New Orleans in 1840, approximately 
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10,000 were German immigrants, the largest immigrant population in the city (Gotham 
26; Faust 483). Almost certainly in response to these numbers, and despite his own ties to 
Ireland, Field adopted a dialect suggestive of a German immigrant to the United States for 
his Straws poems.17
The dialect of the Straws poems advanced several goals of the daily newspaper. 
First, it suggested an inclusiveness rather than exclusivity. Further, by employing a dialect 
understood to represent a local manner of speech, Field reversed a major poetic tendency: 
rather than universalize themes, the Straws poems depended on localization and local 
appeal. A sense of the local was important to the penny dailies, including the Daily 
Picayune; treatment of the local experience was significant in the community-building 
work of daily newspapers. The dialect poems amused readers, and the use of dialect 
suggested inclusiveness. Meanwhile, the humor of the dialect poems hinged on the 
juxtaposition of standard English elsewhere in the paper and the non-standard English of 
the poems. Spelling, pronunciation, and malapropisms provided frequent opportunities 
for humor. Similarly, titles like "A Werry Grave Hexortation" and "The Present Werry 
Interesting Crisis" proclaimed importance, but their dialect also made them funny—it is 
more difficult to take seriously a "wery pious appeal," a "werry grave hexortation" and a 
"werry interesting crisis," than a "very pious appeal," a "very grave exhortation" and a 
"very interesting crisis," which more forcefully express the gravity of the situation. This 
combination of the serious with the funny is not limited to the titles of the poems. Indeed, 
throughout the poems Straws addressed serious and timely topics, including yellow fever 
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in New Orleans, slavery and abolition, temperance, and politics more generally. Since 
Straws did so in dialect, he interjected a degree of levity, thereby offering readers a sense 
of relief even while considering weighty topics. The Straws poems—in their employment 
of dialect and their pairing of serious topics with a "low" rhetorical treatment—are an 
early voice in the tradition of Southern ironic humor.18
Two other features emerged in the first Straws poems that also characterized them 
throughout their run in the Daily Picayune. From the beginning, the poems treated timely 
material or current events, often local to New Orleans. On February 2, 1840, the Daily 
Picayune featured Straws' "Odd Thoughts about Life—the Lexington, &c." The poem 
was written in response to the fire and destruction of the Steamship Lexington in Long 
Island Sound on January 13, 1840, which claimed the life of actor Henry Finn, among 
more than 140 others.19 More locally, on February 16, Straws' "Lecomte" appeared in the 
Daily Picayune and focused on the recent arrival and performances of the actress 
Madame Lecomte in New Orleans. For "Lecomte," Straws took as an epigraph for the 
poem a line from a review that had earlier appeared in the paper: "We could wish her to 
be transformed to stone, did we not feel that the next pirouette would present us with 
something still more beautiful!" This borrowing introduces a fourth major characteristic 
of the Straws poems, as established from the start: they often were self-referential. They 
regularly referred to Straws, as seen in the poem "A Straw," and the Daily Picayune, as 
well as to the press as an institution and newspapers more broadly, whether New Orleans 
papers like the True American or newspapers of the North. The "Pic" appeared in 
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epigraphs and in lines of poems, and Straws invoked other newspapers by name. In an 
untitled poem of February 7, written in response to a criticism of the Daily Picayune from 
the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post, Straws used the critique of the Daily Picayune 
as an epigraph and referred to the "Post" in the body of the poem. And in "The Present 
Werry Interesting Crisis," Straws referred to both "James Vatson Vebb" and the Currier 
[sic]. The references to the Picayune and other newspapers served to advertise the Daily 
Picayune and its poet, often at the expense of the papers that Straws criticized in his 
pieces and especially when other newspapers clipped the Straws poems. 
With the arrival of Straws, the Daily Picayune created a dialogue on page two, the 
major news and editorial page of the paper. In fact, the Straws poems became such a 
staple on page two that in rare instances where they had to be printed elsewhere, page two 
always included a notice about where to look for that day's "Straw." In addition to their 
humorous and entertaining qualities, the poems reconfigured news stories in the realm of 
art, giving readers a chance to consider news and editorial from different frames. The 
sensation of the penny press aside, news stories and editorials could be workaday—
ordinary, everyday, and mundane. Like political or editorial cartoons, Straws's poems 
drew on much of the same material as the news stories, but they translated the events and 
ideas through an artistic frame. Certainly other of the news stories and editorials drew on 
narrative conventions and constructed stories so that they may have been more fiction 
than fact, more short story than news story. Even so, they functioned differently than 
Straws's poems. Straws's poems, more than other pieces from the paper, prompted 
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response, as art should do. In publishing Straws's poems alongside news, editorials, and 
advertisements in other formats, the Daily Picayune offered readers alternatives for 
thinking about current events, news, contemporary culture, and poetry. Further, the 
dialogue that developed between the Straws' poems, the rest of the paper, and its readers 
contributed to a sense of community and developed the personality of the Daily 
Picayune.
Capitalizing on the identifiable characteristics of Straws' poems, the editors began 
promoting Straws almost immediately. Less than a week after Straws began appearing in 
the Picayune, someone—likely one of the editors and perhaps Matthew Field—adopted 
the persona of "Edward Easy" to respond to Straws' poems. In the letter to the "Heditor," 
Easy claimed to be the real-life "Ned" referred to in some of Straws' poems, and he 
accused Straws of libel. To the editor, Easy wrote, "Ise a foriner, Mr. Heditor and I hisn't a 
Native American. I reades your paper hevery morning, and I pays for it, jest because I like 
[it]. . . . I honly axes you jest to print this ere letter to Bill Straws. . ." ([2]). Easy taunted 
Straws, "So Bill you's taken to writing poertry is you? It's all come true about you, for you 
know your poor old tender arted mother alvays [used] to say you'd never come to any 
good." He charged that Straws' poem to Ned "got me into a deal a trouble, cos you see all 
the fellers know as ow you means me, and they plagues me all to pieces." He induced 
Straws to stop writing about him and threatened to hire a "poet as writes for the patent 
medicin [sic] shops" to "inwoke the mooses" against Straws if he persisted. Straws does 
not appear to have responded to Edward Easy, and the letter was almost certainly a tactic 
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on the part of the Daily Picayune's editors to generate interest in Straws's poems. 
Similarly, on February 8, the editors responded to "X.Y.Z," who sent "an admirable 
poetical communication addressed to 'Straws'" ("[X.Y.Z. sends us]" [2]). Building a kind 
of mystique around Straws, the editors responded, "Straws is a modest individual, and 
would rather not have his privacy disturbed, even in such complimentary numbers. He 
therefore requests us to decline the communication." Three days later, the Picayune 
announced, "'X. Y. Z.' requests us to deny that he had any intention of assailing our 
correspondent 'Straws.' Such denial is unnecessary" ([2]).
Straws similarly engaged critics and readers within his poems. The criticism of the 
Picayune levied by the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post, mentioned above, was fueled 
in part by "a ribald writer, one who uses such filthy phrases as 'Give us a light gin 
toddy!'" The Post comment referred to a line in the Daily Picayune from the end of 
December 1839.20 Although Straws was not the originator of the phrase in the Daily 
Picayune, when the Post criticized the "ribald writer" and the Picayune, he responded 
with a defense of the writer—perhaps Daily Picayune owner and editor George Kendall 
since the poem is an address to "George"—his paper, and New Orleans:
The "Post" is very right, George,
"Wit" best becomes the "pot house,"
And as for our "community,"
It is the devil's hot house;
You are a "ribald writer," George,
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You set a bad example—
To prove your wickedness, "The Post"
Quotes every week a sample! (Straws, "[Oh George!]" [2])
In addition to this response to the Post, the phrase "light gin toddy" afterward became a 
rallying cry of sorts for other Straws poems, including "Written ven Werry High," which 
appeared in the Daily Picayune on February 14, and "Lecomte," which appeared in the 
paper on February 16. Nearly six months later, Straws contributed the poem "An 
Advertisement: The Philadelphia Evening Post, to Every Body; Families in partic'lar." He 
adopted the persona of the Post, which stood in marked contrast to that of the Daily 
Picayune: "The vorld knows, for ve've told 'em so,/ Ve're an 'extensive paper;'/ Von 
needn't use a 'bushel' vhen/ Von burns a 'moral' taper./ Ve hates theatres, actors, and/ The 
wery ground they treads on;/ And ve keeps a demijohn of wrath/ To empty their lost heads 
on!" ([2]). In such poems, Straws rallied local readers and taunted critics as he 
championed the Daily Picayune, his poetry, New Orleans, and its ways of life. Early on, 
then, a pattern was established: Straws responded to the news; readers, both locals and 
outsiders, responded to Straws; and Straws responded to the readers.
One of the early responders to Straws in the Daily Picayune was Phazma, or 
Matthew Field. Field's first contribution to the Picayune as Phazma was his sonnet, "To 
the Muse of 'Straws.'" In a note preceding the poem, the editors offered further evidence 
that Straws had become the subject of significant attention at the newspaper office: "All 
of the poets in town are desirous of exchanging a rhyme with our merry correspondent 
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'Straws.' Communications in prose and verse pour in upon us every day." They then 
introduced Phazma's work: "The following has two first rate merits. The first is its 
brevity, and the second is the droll conceit of a muse . . ." ("[All the poets in town]" [2]). 
In the course of the poem, Phazma described Straws' muse as one who goes about 
"vagabondizing/ In a ragged petticoat and old straw bonnet!" The poem concludes, 
"Where is your modesty? Would any body/ Think that muse could drink 'a light gin 
toddy?'/ For shame, Miss! 'Does your mother know you're out?'" As the editors rightly 
acknowledged in their note to the poem, Phazma's depiction of Straws' muse in a ragged 
petticoat—which they call simply "the other garment"—is only mentionable in poetry, 
especially as it "[hangs] in rags about her slip shod heels." For just two months later, 
James Gordon Bennett found himself in the midst of a "moral war," one of the espoused 
pretexts of which was his use of the term "petticoat" in the New York Herald.21 
Significantly, Straws' muse, as described by Phazma, was the marked opposite of the 
classical muses. Not a goddess, she was very much of the New Orleans present: ragged, 
working-class, social, and sexual.
Straws responded to Phazma the following day, taking several lines from Phazma's 
sonnet as an epigraph for his own poem, including the lines about his muse's 
"vagabondizing," her petticoat, and her straw bonnet. Signed "The Muse of 'Straws,'" the 
poem ventriloquized Straws' muse in reply to Phazma. Denying that she is a sister of the 
classical muses or that she comes from godly parents, she distances herself from the 
"vorn out daughters of / Mother Mnemosyne." She announced instead that she comes 
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from "honest parents" in "the reg'lar kind of way." According to her, the old muses now 
fail to inspire. The daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne, and the poetry that comes from 
them, are "queer and old." They can talk of decency because their own "fire's burnt out 
and cold"; no longer can they "varm folks up." Stuck with these old, cold, strange muses, 
it was no wonder that now "a genius is/ So apt to take to gin!" (Straws, "To the Muse" 
[2]). On the one hand, Phazma's and Straws' "Muse of Straws" poems stand as a 
humorous exchange between poets and brothers, one which offered entertainment in the 
newspaper. Crucially, however, the exchange provided Straws an opportunity, as had his 
reply to the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post, to comment on how he understood the 
role and function of the Daily Picayune and newspaper poetry. The exchange raises 
important questions about the role of poetry in society, the purposes of poetry, who can 
read it, what is poetic, and how and where it can—or should—be published. The answers 
were clear: Daily Picayune and newspaper poetry should not replicate distant, old models 
and old values because New Orleans in 1840 required a regular, local, urban yet also 
regional, and humorous newspaper and newspaper poetry.
Probably because of Matthew Field's other editorial responsibilities for the Daily 
Picayune, Phazma did not appear as prolifically in its pages or achieve the same notoriety 
as Straws. Approximately three weeks passed between his "Sonnet to the Muse of 
'Straws'" and his second poem, "To the First Musquito," but after March 6, Phazma 
became a regular feature in the Daily Picayune. Like Straws, Phazma's poems had a 
recognizable style from the beginning. Phazma most frequently wrote in the form of a 
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sonnet, combining the classical structure with contemporary American subjects like 
mosquitoes, Madame Otto, William Henry Harrison, and the Mississippi River. This 
combination of a classic form with unconventional and timely poetic subjects led to 
humorous juxtapositions, as when Phazma offered a sonnet on a hat that had been 
demoted from some "head aristocratic" to stuffing a window.22 Although somewhat less 
engaged with the news than Straws' poems and sometimes more conventionally poetic, 
Phazma's poems in the Daily Picayune in 1840–1841 similarly depended for their 
meaning on the newspaper context, specifically that established by the New Orleans 
Daily Picayune, and they participated in ongoing conversations within the newspaper and 
with its readers. Along with poems like "To the Stars," "To a Cigar," and "To a Whiskey 
Punch," Phazma turned to local and national news topics in poems such as "To Fanny 
Elssler," "Sonnet to the Next President," "An Ode to Abolition," and "To Tippecanoe and 
Tyler Too."
For much of the spring of 1840, Phazma's most prominent role was as foil or 
villain to Straws; in poems to one another, the Field brothers enacted a drama much like 
each would have before played on stage. The poets waged a mock battle during the last 
week of April and first week of May, and in their timeliness, conversational nature, and 
engagement with the rest of the newspaper, the poems exemplify significant 
characteristics of newspaper poetry. The series of poems began on April 29, 1840, when 
the Daily Picayune published Phazma's "Old Harry," a six-stanza, rhymed dialect poem 
clearly written in the manner of Straws. Along with adopting a Straws-like dialect, 
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Phazma began the poem with a taunt to Straws, "Ve're a goin' to have a play, Straws." 
While the opening line references the actual play at the center of the poem, Dumas' 
Catherine Howard, a retelling of Shakespeare's Henry VIII, it also dares Straws into 
battle. Phazma's poem tells in brief the story of Henry VIII, discusses the performance of 
Dumas' version at the St. Charles, and goads Straws about his role in the production. 
Dumas' having stolen the play from Shakespeare, as Phazma puts it, is bad enough, but 
Straws, "only a translator," really is a "small potatur." An original newspaper poem, "Old 
Harry" is a timely poem that works in part by engaging in dialog with the rest of the 
newspaper. In this case, "Old Harry" participates in the ongoing conversation with and 
about Straws that had developed over the preceding months, and it connects directly with 
a current event. On the day that "Old Harry" appeared in the Daily Picayune, the paper 
also featured a brief notice in the first column of page two about that evening's benefit at 
the St. Charles, which was to feature a performance of Catherine Howard, as translated 
from the French by Joseph Field.
Straws accepted Phazma's offer "to have a play" and responded to Phazma the 
following day. In "To Phazma," Straws characterized Phazma as an impudent thief, one 
who would steal from a church, and who has stolen Straws' style. Phazma then replied 
with "1000 Dollars Reward." Charging Straws with "slander and sedition," Phazma 
offered a reward to the person who could catch Straws and bring him to justice. The poem 
included a humorous physical description of Straws meant to aid his captors. Then, on 
May 3, one of Straws longest poems appeared in the Daily Picayune. Titled "To a 
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Discernin' Public," the poem was written in the style of a patent medicine advertisement, 
just as Edward Easy had threatened against Straws several months earlier. The first third 
of the Straws poem warns against imitators, including Phazma. The final two-thirds of the 
poem are "testimonials" from those who vouch for the cure-all nature of Straws' verse. 
The poem concludes with notice that the "gen'wine article is always signed by STRAWS." 
Two days later, Phazma responded with his "Quackery Exposed," denying the claims of 
Straws' testimonials and mocking him for the insecurity he seems to feel over "a little 
opposition." In a culmination of this battle of the bards, the Daily Picayune of May 6 
suggested the possibility of a public face-off for the poets. The issue included a notice of 
the evening's benefit for Joseph Field at the St. Charles, which promised an "attractive 
bill" including "that regular vagabond poet 'Straws.' Apparently, "an effort was made to 
engage 'Phazma' for a set-to with 'Straws,' but Phaz wouldn't come up to the scratch." 
Phazma's refusal to continue the skirmish in public settled the score between the poets, 
and a new voice joined the conversation that same day: Straws, Senior. 
In "An Appeal to Parents," Straws, Senior—almost certainly Joseph Field 
assuming another character—lamented young Straws' choice to become a poet and his 
association with the Daily Picayune. He was most critical, however, of his son's choice to 
"[throw] himself avay upon/ The STAGE . . . ." As Phazma had in his sonnet to the muse of 
Straws, Straws, Senior, characterized his son as a vagabond, and he praised Phazma's 
"bestin' [Straws] with his own stick/ In a vay vots quite amusin'." But in a second poem in 
the Daily Picayune on Friday, May 8, Straws, Senior, dramatically changed his tune. No 
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longer ashamed of his son's antics, Straws, Senior, heaped praise on his son:
That Straws! Vell, he's my only boy,
I doesn't vant another,
To nature I feels much obliged,
And she needn't send a brother;
I vants to give him all my heart's
Affections undivided—
Fathers have felt a pride before,
But not such pride as I did.
What could have precipitated such a change in heart from Straws, Senior, in just two 
days? Not surprisingly, the key can be found in the same issue of the Daily Picayune. In 
coverage of the benefit at the St. Charles, which included the appearance of Straws, the 
editors wrote, "J. M. Field received a unanimous call from the audience at the conclusion 
of Mlle. de Belle Isle, and again in his character of 'Straws' he was compelled to come 
forward and receive the greetings of his numerous friends." Furthering the praise, the 
editors continued, "This is the first instance on record of a disciple of Thespis being so 
honored twice on the same evening; yet it is to be remembered that an audience has 
seldom an opportunity of yelling tribute to actor, poet, author, translator and dramatist all 
concentered in one individual." A fickle parent, Straws, Senior, became his son's loudest 
champion only after others had publicly recognized Straws for his accomplishments. Such 
a move on Joseph Field's part may seem strange at first: why present a character at all 
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doubtful of Straws? Why not a boastful father from the beginning? The brief narrative of 
the two poems allowed the Daily Picayune and Straws to advertise Joseph Field's benefit 
at the St. Charles, and the conflict made for more entertaining reading. Further, the 
change of heart in "The Debut and Coronation" allowed Straws the last word in the 
quarrel with Phazma. "The Debut and Coronation" presents Straws as an only son, one 
who left his parent wanting no other. Although the characters Phazma and Straws were 
not understood to be brothers, regular readers of the Daily Picayune likely would have 
known that the poets who wrote Straws and Phazma were brothers. "The Debut and 
Coronation" also served as a figurative wink to readers and probably furthered a sense of 
being part of a community; those on the inside would get the joke. The quarrel poems 
were therefore entertaining, and their function depended on a relationship to specific 
community events in New Orleans, including the important role of theater in New 
Orleans in the early 1840s, and on keys provided in the Daily Picayune. As such, the 
battle between Phazma and Straws also was as an advertising campaign that met mutual 
interests: attracting readers for the Daily Picayune and attendance at the St. Charles.
As several poems have already illustrated, there was a close relationship between 
the newspaper poetry of Straws and Phazma and advertising. The poems served as their 
own advertisements and promoted the Daily Picayune and its poets; publicized major 
news stories, other accounts of which could be found elsewhere in the paper; and 
examined advertising techniques, such as the patent medicine ads. Like Straws, who had 
earlier responded to a Daily Picayune advertisement posted by a man looking for a wife, 
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Phazma's sonnet, "Pease's Horehound Candy," engaged Pease's ever-present newspaper 
advertisements.23 Phazma's poem borrowed Pease's newspaper advertising technique, 
which itself borrowed poetry. In the sonnet, Phazma suggested a business arrangement, 
whereby he would use his poetic skills to praise the candy if Pease would agree to pay. 
Not only did Phazma propose to advertise the candy, but to "kick up here in New Orleans 
a breeze/ That shall soon waft your fame across the seas." The next day, the Daily 
Picayune announced that "Curn's [a local store] received an extensive shipment of 
Pease's Horehound Candy yesterday." Rather than Phazma, however, "Pease has, at 'an 
enormous expense,' engaged Espy to scatter rain, fog and frost over Louisiana, in order to 
create a demand for the candy, by giving us all coughs, catarrhs, toothaches and sore 
colds." 
This exchange over something so mundane as horehound candy exemplifies 
several important features of newspaper poetry and its participation in the paper, most 
notably its intertextuality, the way it engaged with and depended in part upon other 
features of the newspaper for its meaning. The poems were not unique in this regard; 
other components of the newspaper were similarly enhanced through the corroboration, 
contradiction, and conversation of the poems. Phazma's sonnet to Pease, in combination 
with the reference to Espy, highlighted a narrative started more than a year earlier: Joseph 
Field's first poem in the Daily Picayune, his timely contribution on Professor Espy. In the 
year since, Espy had regularly appeared in the paper in news items, poems, editorials, and 
jokes. Field's poem, later reprinted as a Straws poem, played a role in shaping how 
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readers of the paper understood and interpreted Espy. The different features of the 
newspaper collage, including poems, editorials, news items, and advertisements existed in 
a system where each contributed to the other's meaning.
The Straws and Phazma poems became an extremely important feature of the 
newspaper throughout 1840 and early 1841. In addition to the poems already mentioned 
—perhaps 15 per cent of the nearly 300 poems—other poems addressed a range of topics 
and ideas. The poets wrote pieces about the discovery of subterranean vaults in New 
Orleans; the attempt of "America" Vespucci (purportedly descended from the same 
family as Amerigo Vespucci) to receive a land grant in the United States; New Orleans 
firemen; Mardi Gras; mayoral elections in Mobile, Alabama; the Natchez tornado of 
1840; and the drowning death of St. Louis theater manager Noah Ludlow's son. Straws 
also briefly took up the issues of national literature and copyright. Phazma's "Sonnet to 
Mary Kate" was surely a poem to his niece, Mary Katherine Keemle (Kate) Field, and 
both Phazma and Straws wrote about the dancer Fanny Elsller in several of their poems. 
And when Straws traveled to England during the summer and fall of 1840, his poems 
functioned as a travelogue, recounting to New Orleans locals his trip up American rivers 
by steamboat, ocean travel, and the many places he visited in England. In poems written 
from the Ohio River and from the Allegheny Mountains, Straws provided a temporary 
respite for those in New Orleans who had to suffer through the Louisiana summer. This 
period also marked the return of Straws, Senior, or "Old Straws," as he narrated his own 
trip to the North and abroad, looking to bring his vagabond son home. Given the 
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popularity and success of the Phazma and Straws poems, and the numerous ways they 
participated in the Daily Picayune, it is certainly not improbable to link the expansion of 
the Daily Picayune from a five-column newspaper to a six-column newspaper in July of 
1840, approximately six months after the poets started writing for the paper. The link 
between the poems and this expansion is significant because it undercuts the notion that 
newspaper poems were filler material in the daily newspaper, simply a way to pad an 
unused column inch or two.
Along with telling the news, the Straws and Phazma poems editorialized the news 
and current events. So closely connected to New Orleans and the American South of 
1840, the poems are not without their troubling aspects, and some of the poems are 
reprehensible. The oppressive and racist ideologies of the poems should not be 
overlooked or dismissed. At the same time, examining the intertextual links between the 
poems and the rest of the newspaper on issues of slavery and human rights further 
documents the role of the poems in advancing the larger newspaper project—their points 
of view are of a piece with the rest of the Daily Picayune—and elucidates the cultural 
work of newspaper poems, particularly the original, local, and socially-oriented verse like 
the Straws and Phazma poems. For example, one of the few political issues on which the 
Daily Picayune took a firm stance was slavery and abolition. Just as the humor of the 
Straws poems fit with the personality of the Daily Picayune, so too did their depiction of 
black people and their stance on slavery. Straws use of "nigger" is uncomfortably 
common for twenty-first century readers, particularly the flippancy with which he could 
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dispense the term. And both Straws and Phazma feared miscegenation, or what they 
called "amalgamation." Straws considered the threat in "Algamation," published in the 
Daily Picayune on December 16, 1840, and the term also appears in Phazma's "An Ode to 
Abolition":
No longer shall dark Afric shades
Distinction make in Christian grades; 
The Queen of Hearts and Knave of Spades
Shall share a fate,
And Snowy youths and ebon maids
Amalgamate.
Hear, monkeys and ourang outangs,
Hear how the [Lewis] Tappan trumpet clangs;
Hear sainted [William Lloyd] Garrison's harangues;
Leave rock and tree,
And shave your beards and clip your fangs,
And Christians be! ([2])
Along with Phazma's fears of amalgamation, he likens blacks to the monkeys and apes of 
Africa, suggesting a biological commonality and arguing in effect: if we allow rights to 
blacks, what is next? Animals, too? Ironically, then, in his own poem about monkeys, 
"Monkeys," published in the Daily Picayune on November 14, 1840, Straws expressed a 
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genuine sympathy for the fact that the monkeys he saw at the zoo in England have been 
taken from their natural homes for human pleasure. Straws stopped short of suggesting 
their return and joked about their liberties, and although the rest of the poem helps to 
construct his comment about the monkeys being an "injured nation" as a hyperbole, there 
is a thread of seriousness that runs throughout.
Straws adopted a similarly problematic position in his poem "The Bloodhounds." 
In early 1840, the state of Florida, in an effort to "rid [itself] of the evil by which [it was] 
oppressed" purchased from Cuba thirty-three bloodhounds, a breed used in the pursuit of 
black slaves in the West Indies, to track and capture the "Florida Indians" (Sprague 239–
240). According to John Titcomb Sprague's 1848 account of The Origin, Progress, and 
Conclusions of the Florida War, "The method adopted by the Spaniards to hunt the 
Indians, was to feed [the hounds] liberally upon bloody meat, then muzzle them and 
control them by the leash. They were to be put upon the footprint, which is said they 
would follow until the individual was found" (240). Sprague continues, "Tracks of Indians 
were found, but the dogs finding the scent far different from that of the negro, refused to 
follow, which disappointed the most sanguine, who entertained the belief that the hounds 
would summarily close the Florida war." Straws, however, attributed the failure to the 
practice of muzzling:
Think, torn away from Cuba, George,
Where free they roamed the wild;
And hunted nigger runaways,
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Beneath them skies so mild!
With eager hearts and boundin feet,
Their prey they used to track;
And free to bite, whene'er they caught,
The nigger by the slack!
Behold them now, with the muzzles on,
Condemned to thread the mare,
. . . .
A smellin' Indians all the while,
Without a single taste! ("The Bloodhounds" [2])
As he had with his poem on the monkeys, Straws used the language of freedom and 
liberty to create sympathy for the animals, even when what is at stake is the freedom of 
humans. In typical Straws fashion, he exaggerated the situation for the sake of humor, but 
the exaggeration is even more problematic in "The Bloodhounds" than in "Monkeys." The 
major tension of "Monkeys" emerged in contrast to Phazma's "An Ode to Abolition," but 
in "The Bloodhounds," Straws' poem alone sets up conflict between humans and animals 
and employs the language of freedom and rights to champion the cause of the 
bloodhounds rather than the humans. In addition to commenting on a timely issue as both 
editorial and entertainment, "The Bloodhounds" participated in an ongoing conversation 
about human rights and the South. In fact, the same day that the poem appeared in the 
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Daily Picayune, the editors denounced the receipt of an abolition paper on "Human 
Rights," sent by someone from Boston.
Although so much of their value came from the specific local and newspaper 
contexts, Straws' poems attracted national attention immediately. In the South, North, and 
Midwest, interest in Straws resulted in large part from the trade practice of exchanging 
newspapers. The "exchange papers," those newspapers with which the Daily Picayune 
swapped issues, could clip items from one another, so long as proper credit was given to 
the source of the clipped material. Under the rules of newspaper exchange, the Cleveland 
Daily Herald reprinted Straws' "A Werry Serious Reflection" on March 18, "So'Thin' 
'Bout Nothin'" on July 7, 1840, and "Homeward Bound" on November 9, 1840, with credit 
both to Straws and the Daily Picayune. One of the eastern papers hoping to capitalize on 
the success of Straws was the New York Herald. On July 7, 1840, the Herald featured a 
poem by the poet "Dismal Jeems" titled "A Bachelor's Reflections." Written in a Straws-
like dialect, the poem also invoked Straws by name. In addition, newspapers quickly 
began to print imitations of Straws' work. Outside of New Orleans, imitations probably 
had more value than the original. Authors could adopt Straws' style and those aspects of 
his poems that made them so successful within the Picayune, but they could treat their 
own, local topics. Less than two months after Straws began appearing in the Daily 
Picayune, the newspaper announced that "Imitators of our quaint and humorous friend 
'Straws,' have sprung up already in the east." On July 1, 1840, the Daily Picayune 
announced a poet writing under the pseudonym "Oats" in the New Bedford Register; 
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"Oats" according to the editors, imitates Straws "werry well." Not surprisingly, a poet 
writing under the name of "Ned" began imitating Straws for the St. Louis Bulletin, and the 
Daily Picayune again announced a "host of imitators have sprung up all over the States 
since our friend Joe started this merry business." In some additional self-promotion, 
which certainly bolstered a sense of importance for the Daily Picayune and its readers, 
the editors proclaimed, "Our 'Straws' are flying over the Union in every direction; we 
cannot open an exchange paper without meeting them."24 The Cleveland Daily Herald 
seems to have had one of the more sustained responses to Straws. In addition to reprinting 
Straws' work, a "Straws, Jr." began writing for the Daily Herald in the late summer and 
fall of 1840. In a junior-sized version of Straws' own success, Straws, Jr. provoked 
response from another poet who wrote under the name "John" in the Cleveland Daily  
Herald.25 Further, James Gordon Bennett's resurrection of McDonald Clarke as his own 
resident poet in 1841 may well have been a targeted response to the popularity of Straws. 
The editors of the Daily Picayune did not put the matter so simply in December 1840, 
though they certainly suggested the possibility in a piece on Bennett's plans to publish 
Clarke's biography: "Bennett has for some time been publishing very singular, disjoined 
and half-wild poetical effusions, all from the mad poet's pen, or at least put forth in his 
name, though quite as like as not Bennett, himself, writes them to make up a column of 
matter somewhat eccentric and out of the common way" ("[Bennett, the Herald Bennett]," 
[2]). The penny press was a business that depended on sensation, and if Bennett could 
create his own sensation, rather than simply reap trickle-down benefits of Straws, all the 
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better.
Straws, however, was not the only famous newspaper poet of the Field family. 
Although best known for his series of "Prairie Sketches," Phazma's newspaper poetry also 
received attention in the press. As reprinted in the Daily Picayune, the Planter's Banner 
celebrated Phazma's "merits that with twenty times his experience others are unable to 
call forth. His Prairie Sketches, his Sonnets, in short every subject he touches, is adorned 
with the graces of a lively and fruitful imagination, a pure and graphic pen" 
("[Compliments]" [2]). The Banner went on to chastise any of its readers unfamiliar with 
the Picayune, Straws, and Phazma: "If there be any among our readers so far in arrear of 
the age, as yet to have formed no personal acquaintance with the Picayune, we admonish 
them that their standing with the present generation is of a strangely precarious nature—
like that of the bat between birds and animals" ([2]). In a short piece on November 1, 
1840, the editors acknowledged Phazma's success in being copied in other newspapers. At 
the same time as they celebrated being clipped and reprinted, they criticized the Natchez 
Courier for the way the paper "mauled, mangled, and misprinted" one of Phazma's 
poems. Then, in January of 1841, a writer from Mobile praised Phazma as the Picayune's 
"very clever correspondent."26 The widespread acknowledgment of Phazma and Straws, 
whether via imitation, reprinting, or praise indicates that their poems were widely read. If 
Phazma's and Straws poems were a "subject for jest," as William Gilmore Simms had 
described newspaper poetry in 1836, it was because their authors self-consciously 
constructed them as such.27 Through their participation in telling the news, editorializing 
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the news, providing entertainment, and forging a sense of community, Straws and Phazma 
demonstrated the capacities and potential of newspaper poetry for the penny press.
Straws and American Literature
In addition to providing a specific, and illustrative, example of newspaper poetry 
in the late 1830s and early 1840s, Joseph Field's "Straws" poems have larger significance 
in the history and development of American literature. Field and Straws can be linked 
both tenuously and directly to major American authors, including Herman Melville, 
Edgar Allan Poe, and James Russell Lowell. Additional research almost certainly will 
illuminate and develop these connections and others. According to Hershel Parker, for 
example, Gansevoort Melville copied for himself, and annotated, lines from a Straws 
poem addressed to Nathaniel Parker Willis, which had first appeared in the Daily 
Picayune on April 8, 1840 (54). Melville likely copied the poem, titled "'The Corsair,' 
'Copyright,' and 'Mr. Villis,'" from a New York newspaper, perhaps in September 1840.28 
Given Gansevoort Melville's practice of sharing poems with his brothers, including 
poems published in newspapers and magazines, he may have shared Straws's lines with 
Herman Melville.29 Whether Herman Melville knew of Straws is somewhat beside the 
point; Gansevoort Melville's personal record of the poem further demonstrates the 
circulation and influence of Straws's work. In addition, during the 1840s, Field 
established a strong reputation as a poet, playwright, actor, and newspaperman. Straws 
contributed to Field's success in each of these endeavors, appearing as the narrator of 
Field's newspaper poems and in character on the stage. By 1846, Field was so well-known 
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and regarded that Edgar Allan Poe wrote to Field, then the owner and editor of the St.  
Louis Reveille, and requested that Field publish an editorial in his newspaper to counter 
the attacks of Poe that were appearing in the American press. Poe expressed his gratitude 
for the Reveille's frequent "notices of myself evincing a friendly feeling on your part, 
which, believe me, I reciprocate in the most cordial manner." Enclosing a piece from the 
New York Mirror, Poe wrote, "All that I venture to ask of you is to say a few words in 
condemnation of it . . . . Will you do me this act of justice? I know you will" (Whiting 
22–23; see also Moss xviii, and Silverman 307–308). Poe's request of Field indicates the 
stature of the Reveille in the West and reconfigures Field as more than a minor 
newspaperman of the 1840s. Although the Straws poems were most significant in 1840 
and 1841 to the readers of the New Orleans Daily Picayune—given their primary role of 
mediating political, social, and cultural experiences in their local community—their 
influence extended beyond the specific time and place in their longterm effect on Field's 
reputation and in their importance as dialect literature.
Field's most important literary connection came in 1842, four years before Poe 
solicited his help and just following his work for the Daily Picayune. By January 1842, 
Field was in Boston managing and performing as a member of the Tremont Theatre Stock 
Company. In an article on March 7, 1842, the Boston Daily Atlas announced the re-
opening of the Tremont Theatre:
The Tremont Theatre will be re-opened this evening, under the combined 
management of Messrs W. F. Johnson, J. F. Field [sic], T. Comer, W. 
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Creswick, S. Stockwell, and G. H. Child—all well known to the public in 
their different capacities. . . . Suffice it to say, that these gentlemen intend 
to give, as we learn, a succession of new, light, comic, serious, and 
bustling pieces, intermingled with old standard plays and fares, such as 
will afford an amusing recreation for the public, and we trust, at the same 
time, be a profitable employment for themselves. The opening bill is 
varied and attractive, consisting of a new sketch, by 'Straws,' called Lions 
Abroad—the drama of the Deformed of Notre Dame—the farce of Faint 
Heart never won Fair Lady—and the admired Cachucha Dance, by Miss 
Fanny Jones. ("[The Tremont Theatre]" [2]). 
While in Boston, then, Field transplanted Straws to the northern stage, and apparently 
also to Boston newspapers.30 Based on a piece published in the Atlas on September 10, 
1842, which the newspaper reprinted from the New York Union, Field appears to have left 
Boston for New York by early fall of 1842. In September Field presented "a new 
American comedy in five acts," at the Park theater in New York. The short review in the 
Union and, later, in the Atlas acknowledged the play as "quite unprecedented in the annals 
of the present race of play-goers," and identified Field as "formerly manager of the 
Tremont, at Boston, the Straws correspondent of the Picayune, and author of an Elsseratic 
romance in verse" ("Mr Field's New Comedy" [2]). Field, widely known as Straws, was in 
Boston as early as late 1841 and by no later than January 1842, and he left the city by 
September of that year.
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Apparently well-regarded in Boston by late January 1842, Field participated in the 
festivities organized for Charles Dickens's first visit to the city. On January 24, two days 
after Dickens's arrival in Boston, the Tremont Theatre produced an evening of 
entertainment celebrating Dickens's novels and characters. Field wrote a new play, Boz! 
The Mask Phrenological, which was performed at the Tremont that evening. According to 
Edward F. Payne, author of Dickens Days in Boston, Field's play was the highlight of the 
event, and later that night Field sent the manuscript of The Masque Phrenological to 
Dickens in his room. Dickens thanked Field in a letter the next day:
Mr. Charles Dickens presents his compliments to Mr. Field, and is 
extremely obliged to him for the MS he had the goodness to send last 
night. Though Mr. Dickens had not received any such mark of Mr. Field's 
courtesy and attention, he would still have felt it a pleasure and a duty to 
thank him for his most ingenious compliment, which afforded him every 
high gratification and entertainment. (Dickens 19-20; see also Payne 94–
95)
Less than a week later, Field again provided entertainment at a Dickens event. On 
February 1, a group of young men of Boston sponsored a dinner in Dickens's honor. 
Organized by James Russell Lowell, Gorge Minns, Charles H. Mills, Henry Gardner, and 
Samuel Parkman, Jr., the dinner featured a remarkable number of courses and was 
followed by an evening of speeches, poems, and other entertainment.31 For his part in the 
evening's entertainment, Field recited a new Straws poem written for Dickens, "The Wery 
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Last Obserwations of Weller, Senior." According to the Report of the Dinner Given to 
Charles Dickens, in Boston, February 1, 1842, Straws's piece, which drew on the dinner 
for its metaphor of America "devouring Dickens" while refusing to swallow Trollope or 
Frederick Marryat, "excited peals of laughter at nearly every line," and a "spontaneous 
outburst" followed the poem's conclusion (Gill and English 45–46).32 Both Payne's 
account and the Report of the Dinner suggest Straws was a popular figure in Boston at the 
time, and the dinner brought Field into contact with members of Boston's literary and 
cultural elite. Also in attendance at the dinner were major and emerging American writers 
and editors, including James T. Fields, Oliver Wendell Holmes, and James Russell 
Lowell. His invitation to and participation in the dinner demonstrates Field's reputation in 
Boston and situates him within a larger literary culture in the 1840s.
The thread connecting Field to James Russell Lowell is especially important. A 
little more than four years later, in June of 1846, Lowell published the first of his own 
dialect poems in the Boston Courier in response to the Mexican-American War. Between 
mid-June 1846 and the end of September 1848, Lowell published nine dialect poems in 
the Boston Courier and National Anti-Slavery Standard.33 Each of the poems was 
preceded by a letter introducing the poem, and the fictional authors of the dialect prose 
and verse were Ezekiel Biglow, Hosea Biglow, and Birdofredum Sawin. The letters and 
poems were collected as The Biglow Papers in 1848. Then, in 1862, Lowell revived his 
characters to respond to the Civil War in a sequence of poems published in the Atlantic  
Monthly. These poems later were collected as a second series of Biglow Papers. In the 
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Lowell's Yankee-dialect poems were regarded as some 
of his most important work, but they are little studied today. Edmund Clarence Stedman, 
for example, considered the Biglow Papers "a master-work, in which [Lowell's] ripe 
genius fastened the spirit of its region and period. . . . the 'Biglow Papers were the first, 
and are the best, metrical presentation of Yankee character in its thought, dialect, 
manners, and singular mixture of coarseness and shrewdness with the fundamental sense 
of beauty and right" (321). As with Field's Straws poems, understanding and appreciating 
Lowell's Biglow poems requires a willingness and patience to work through the dialect; a 
familiarity with the events, people, and ideas satirized in the works; and an attention to 
the relationship of form, content, and function in the poems that does not privilege 
universal over specific, abstract over particular, and complexity over comprehensibility.
Lowell's Biglow poems are the first known poems written in Yankee dialect, 
although writers had earlier employed the local dialect in prose. Lowell was perhaps 
familiar with the work of Seba Smith, who, in the 1830s began sending letters written in 
dialect to newspapers under the pseudonym "Jack Downing." Scholars of humor in 
American literature regard Smith's popular "Maine Yankee" as the original "homespun 
commentator."34 Even earlier, however, Yankee dialect had been featured in drama: 
though not crucial to developments in plot, "stage Yankees" added humor to plays by the 
late eighteenth century.35 The influence of this earlier Yankee dialect work on the 
development of Lowell's poems is unknown. Additional research may illuminate 
connections between Lowell and Smith or other writers who employed a Yankee dialect. 
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Despite acknowledging such progenitors, Lowell's early biographer, Horace Scudder, 
maintained that contemporary readers "knew [they were] in with the appearance of 
something new in American literature," when they read the Biglow poems (261). Given 
similarities in their approaches and use of dialect in poetry, however, a more direct 
influence on Lowell's Biglow poems may have been Joseph Field's Straws. 
Even if Lowell did not consciously model his Biglow poems on Field's Straws, the 
connection between the poets and the similarities between their dialect poems warrant 
further exploration. At the very least, Lowell was aware of Field and his dialect verse. The 
Dickens dinner in Boston on February 1, 1842 documents a connection between Lowell, 
who helped organize and attended the dinner, and Field. Whether Lowell was familiar 
with the Straws poems as they circulated in the daily press in 1840 and 1841 is not clear, 
although it seems likely that Lowell may have encountered one or more of the poems in 
Boston newspapers. Regardless, at the Dickens dinner, Lowell certainly heard both Field's 
Straws poem and the reaction of the audience. Similarities between the poems suggest a 
deeper connection. Although Field and Lowell wrote on at least one issue from 
fundamentally different vantage points—Field was an ardent anti-abolitionist, and more 
than one of the Straws poems is sympathetic to slavery, while a primary motivation of the 
Biglow poems was the abolition of slavery—the Straws and Biglow poems share several 
striking features. Both poets used a local dialect to treat timely, important topics with 
humor and wit; employed the characters of a father and son in their projects; engaged 
newspaper editors in conversation with their poems; and relied on, as well as participated 
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in, the contextual and intertextual meaning-making of the newspaper.36 The connection 
between Field and Lowell is particularly significant because it may show a Southern 
writer shaping antebellum Northern literary culture.37
Given the popularity, reach, and influence of Field's Straws poems, scholars must 
consider the place of Field's work in the history of dialect literature and their importance 
as newspaper poetry. Although the Straws poems do not represent a specifically Southern 
dialect, Field is a link between an earlier generation of Southern dialect writers, including 
Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, and a later generation that includes Joel Chandler Harris. 
In employing a representation of a local dialect, Field predates the work of James Russell 
Lowell and Artemus Ward, whose work in turn influenced later writers, among them 
Hamlin Garland and James Whitcomb Riley. In addition, Straws's pseudo-German dialect 
poems, which originated in the New Orleans Daily Picayune, place Field within a 
tradition of American literature written in German dialect. Field's work precedes the 
dialect poems of Charles Godfrey Leland—the popular Hans Breitmann ballads, which 
first appeared in 1856—and Charles Follen Adams's "Yawcob Strauss" dialect verse of the 
1870s and 1880s.38 Field was not the first or most notable American author to write in 
dialect, but the Straws poems are an important, unrecognized body of work in the history 
of dialect literature, particularly dialect poetry.
Conclusion
The example of Joseph Field's Straws poems in the New Orleans Daily Picayune 
demonstrates the importance of returning to daily newspapers and their poetry for 
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developing a more complete history and record of American literature. The critical 
approach employed here can be applied to other writers and their work, opening 
significant avenues of inquiry and potentially redressing the absence of previously 
overlooked contributions to American literature. New, important questions arise: In 
addition to Field and his Straws, what other writers, including women and black authors, 
published in the pages of the daily press and have subsequently been lost within 
conventional histories of American literature? What were their contributions to their local 
communities, to conceptions of the newspaper and the relationship of newspapers and 
literature, and to the form, ideology, and growth of American literature? How do their 
contributions reconfigure long-held beliefs about who followed and thwarted convention 
and when, as well as where—geographically and textually—ideas and models emerged 
and were explored? The responses to these questions have the potential to reform the 
narrative of American literary history, and newspaper history, in fundamental ways.
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1 The poems appeared under the title "Poetic Gems," and a note preceding them indicated 
they were reprinted "from a book of poems recently published in London." The Herald 
identified the author as "L.E.L. [Miss Landon]." Other poems by Landon appearing in the 
Herald were attributed to "L.E.L.," such as "The Swarming of the Bees," and to "L.E. 
Landon," including "The Petition. "
2 Adams's poem was first published in The Token and Atlantic Souvenir, a Christmas and 
NewYear's Present for 1834, which appears to have been available by early October 1833.
3 See Bryant, "Seventy Six"; George P. Morris, "Stanzas"; and Lydia Sigourney, 
"Dreams."
4 See, for example, "Improved Readings of the Poets—No. 15" and "Improved Readings 
of the Poets—No. 16."
5 See, for example, William Wallace, "Lines on the Death of McDonald Clark" [sic] and 
Walt Whitman, "The Death and Burial of McDonald Clarke." A notice about fundraising 
in order to build a monument to Clarke appeared in the Herald on March 10, 1842, as well 
as in several subsequent issues of the Herald and the Weekly Herald, including the 
Weekly Herald of March 12 and the Herald of March 17. Letters in memory of Clarke 
appeared in the Herald on April 24 and April 29, 1842. 
6 In Partisans of the Southern Press, Osthaus gives a history of the founding of the 
Picayune through 1850. Osthaus's chapter on the Picayune includes biographical 
information on Kendall and Lumsden, an overview of some of the content in the 
Picayune during these years, and a discussion of the newspaper context in which the 
Picayune emerged. See pages 47–68. Dabney's One Hundred Great Years remains the 
standard history of the Picayune. He firmly situates the founding and rise of the Picayune 
within the context of New Orleans, Louisiana, and Southern history. This contextual 
information tends to overshadow details of the newspaper, particularly when Dabney 
discusses the founding of the newspaper. Even so, and despite its dated qualities, One 
Hundred Great Years is a useful starting point for study of the Picayune.
7 Various studies have examined and described the basic characteristics of the penny 
press, including the appeal to a broader readership and a more sensational news style. 
See, for example, Douglas; Emery and Emery; Huntzicker; Lee; and Mott, A History of 
American Journalism. As is the case in literary history, the necessity of characterizing a 
style of journalism (or a style of literature or a literary movement) can lead to over-
simplification and generalization. See Nerone, "The Mythology of the Penny Press."
8 Osthaus and Dabney discuss these early qualities of the Picayune. See Dabney, 24 and 
Osthaus, 47–48, 50–55.
9 The Daily Picayune published six issues a week, Tuesday–Sunday. The editors regularly 
argued in the pages of the paper that a Sunday edition did not violate the Christian 
Sabbath because all of the work was done on Saturday. A Monday edition, on the other 
hand, required work to be done on Sunday.
Page one of the first issue of the New York Herald also had featured a poem, 
"Stanzas," by "H." In the first six weeks of its publication, approximately 40 poems, both 
original works and those reprinted from other sources, appeared on the first page of the 
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Herald. 
10 Matthew Field's role at the Daily Picayune is mentioned in Field, Matt Field on the 
Santa Fe Trail; Smith; and Watson.
11 The St. Charles opened late in 1839 because it was still being renovated after a fire in 
January of 1838. See John S. Kendall, 169.
12 See, for example, the Daily Picayune of June 27, 1839: "J. M. Field has brought out his 
'Bennett' farces, (performed at the St. Charles last season,) at the Bowery Theatre, N. Y. 
His 'Bennett in Texas,' was about the poorest attempt at dramatic composition we ever did 
see—not a circumstance to our 'Ensanguined shirt.' Field should not bring it forward at 
the Bowery" ([2]).
13 For example: "[Straws sometimes show which way the wind blows]"; "Straws Show 
Which Way the Wind Blows"; "Take Notice People of the South"; "Recession of the 
Treasury Circular"; "Signs of the Times"; "The Shadow of a Mighty Name"; and "As the 
Old Cock Crows the Young One Learns."
14 The 1848 edition of Noah Webster's American Dictionary of the English Language 
defines "straw" as: "1. The stalk or stem of of certain species of grain, pulse, &c., chiefly 
of wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, and peas; a mass of stalks and grain after being 
thrashed; anything proverbially worthless. 2. A mass of the stalks of certain species of 
grain when cut, and after being thrashed. 3. Any thing proverbially worthless."
15 See Bartlett, 249.
16 See, for example, Straws's "A Werry Grave Hexortation" and "A Wery Serious 
Reflection."
17 Field's German dialect shares conventional features of German dialect literature, 
including confusion in pronunciation of "w" and "v." Unlike other writers of German 
dialect poetry, however, Field did not employ any German vocabulary in his poems. For 
more on characteristics of German dialect literature, see Kersten, "Using the Immigrant's 
Voice."
18 In fact, Joseph Field is recognized as one of the major early voices of Southern humor. 
Mark Twain is known to have read some of Field's work, although its unlikely he would 
have encountered the Straws poems.
19 In Hazard's United States Commercial and Statistical Register, Samuel Hazard 
approximated the death toll of the Lexington fire at 150. See page 171. 
The death of a fellow actor, whom it's likely Field would have known from his 
time on the New York stage, almost certainly shaped Field's response to the event. "Odd 
Thoughts About Life" concludes, "I think of thee—Poor Finn!"
20 "Give us a light gin toddy!" had not appeared in any of Straws's poems to date, but he 
had recently considered what women would do if they ran out of tea in "A Werry Serious 
Reflection." The poem, in part a comment on the temperance movement, suggested 
alternatives to tea and their benefits. As one alternative, Straws offered "toddies," which 
"werry much promotes/ Vons pow'rs of conwersation."
21 For more on the war against the New York Herald, see Fermer, 30; Hudson, 457–460; 
and David Reynolds, 100.
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22 Phazma, "To a Shocking Bad Hat."
23 See Straws, "To the Gemman Vot's Hadwertisin' for a Vife," and Phazma, "Pease's 
Horehound Candy." Phazma also wrote two poems titled "Sonnet to Dr. O," written in 
response to Dr. O's "physic" and presumably also his advertising campaign.
24 See the New Orleans Daily Picayune of March 11, July 1, July 18, and August 5, 1840. 
All announcements appear on page 2 of the paper.
25 For Straws, Jr., in the Cleveland Daily Herald, see the paper for August 31, November 
11, and  November 21, 1840. Coincidentally, as scholars of Joseph Field's daughter Kate 
Field know, Kate Field later used the pseudonym "Straws, Jr."
26 See the Daily Picayune of November 1, 1840, and January 15, 1841. Both 
announcements appear on page 2.
27 See [William Gilmore Simms], "American Criticism and Critics," 398.
28 Parker thinks Melville probably copied Straws's poem sometime in September 1840.
29 For more on Gansevoort Melville's sharing of poetry with his brothers, see Parker.
30 Although I have not yet uncovered a first publication of a Straws poem in a Boston 
newspaper from 1842, Payne briefly mentions the appearance of Straws's poems in 
Boston newspapers in 1842. See Payne, 31–32.
31 The menu for the evening is reproduced in Payne.
32 Gill and English's report publishes the entirety of Straws's poem and also signals just 
how well-known the character of Straws was. In introducing the poem, the report 
identifies the author as "Mr. J. M. Field ('Straws')."
33 According to Cooke, the first of the Biglow papers, "A Letter from Mr. Ezekiel Biglow 
of Jaalam to the Hon. Joseph T. Buckingham, Editor of the Boston Courier, inclosing a 
Poem of his Son, Mr. Hosea Biglow," appeared in the Boston Courier on 17 June 1846; 
"A letter from Hosea Biglow to the Hon. J. T. Buckingham, Editor of the Boston Courier, 
covering a Letter from Mr. B. Sawin, Private in the Massachusetts Regiment," was 
published in the Boston Courier on 18 August 1847; "What Mr. Robinson thinks," in the 
Boston Courier on 2 November 1847; "Remakrs of Increase D. O'Phace, Esquire, at an 
Extrumpery Caucus in State Street, reported by Mr. H. Biglow," in the Boston Courier on 
28 December 1847; "The Debate in the Sennit," in the Boston Courier on 3 May 1848; 
"The Pious Editor's Creed," in the National Anti-Slavery Standard dated 4 May 1848; "A 
Letter from a Candidate for the Presidency in Answer to suttin Questions proposed by Mr. 
Hosea Biglow, inclosed in a Note from Mr. Biglow to S. H. Gay, Esq., Editor of the 
National Ant-slavery Standard," in the National Anti-Slavery Standard dated 1 June 1848; 
"A Second Letter from B. Sawin, Esq.," in the National Anti-Slavery Standard dated 6 
July 1848; and "A Third Letter from B. Sawin, Esq.," in the National Anti-Slavery  
Standard dated 28 September 1848.
34 See Blair and McDavid, Jr., xii–xiii.
35 See Kilheffer, 223–224. Kilheffer's goal is not to trace the lineage of the Biglow Papers 
but to compare representations of Yankee vocabulary and dialect from the late eighteenth 
century the 1840s. Kilheffer draws on Lowell's dialect as a standard by which to evaluate 
the dialect of the plays because Lowell thoughtfully constructed his Yankee vocabulary—
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he provides a glossary—usage, and manner of speaking.
36 Unlike the Straws poems, Lowell's Biglow poems were collected and published in book 
form. When published as The Biglow Papers, Lowell included an extensive introduction, 
occasional footnotes, a glossary, and other apparatus. In addition to offering new material 
for readers of the book version, this apparatus probably also helped to replace some of the 
information readers of the letters and poems would have gleaned from their initial 
newspaper publications and the discussion surrounding the Biglow papers in the press.
37 Field was born in Ireland and raised in Baltimore and Yew York, but he spent most of 
his professional career in the South and appears to have written most prolifically in the 
South.
38 For more on the tradition and development of German dialect literature in the United 
States, see Kersten, "Using the Immigrant's Voice." Field does not appear in Kersten's 
article.
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Chapter 2
A Poem Travels West: Lucy Larcom's "Call to Kansas" in 1855
 Throughout this project, I model different approaches for the study of newspaper 
poetry. In other chapters, I focus on specific authors, on specific newspapers, and on a 
variety of newspapers over a specific period. Here, I focus on a single poem first 
published in and distributed via newspapers in order to follow the poem from its inception 
through first publication, reprinting, and cultural re-creation. The objectives for doing so 
include both learning something new about American poetry, particularly newspaper 
poetry, at midcentury as well as developing strategies for studying newspaper poems. This 
chapter traces a poem's movement west, via the newspapers, as the United States 
expanded and settlers moved west in the late 1840s and 1850s—a period of expansion and 
organization, movement and settlement—and as technology facilitated the movement of 
ideas as well as people. 
After a series of territorial expansions and the organization of new states in the 
1840s and early 1850s, the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 carved out two new territories 
from land acquired in the Louisiana Purchase more than fifty years earlier. The Kansas-
Nebraska Act symbolized the perceived order, structure, and progress that underpinned 
the expansion of the United States and the organization of states and territories. 
Conversely, it served as a symbolic, if not actual, beginning for the disorder, chaos, and 
degeneration that culminated in civil war. What role did newspapers and their poetry play 
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in the settling of the frontier and at this pivotal moment in antebellum American history? 
A study of Lucy Larcom's "Call to Kansas," as it was first published in newspapers in the 
late winter of 1855, develops and corrects current understanding of one of Larcom's 
frequently mentioned but little studied poems; foregrounds the role of poetry in public 
discourse at midcentury; demonstrates the importance of poetry in the daily lives of 
average American men and women during the period; illustrates the importance of 
newspapers in disseminating information, including poetry; and broadens the study of 
poetry published at midcentury, particularly in 1855, a landmark year in American 
literature. The current study also examines and models research methods for the study of 
newspaper poetry, including the use of electronic databases and more traditional archival 
investigation.
Lucy Larcom's "Call to Kansas" and the Battle for Kansas
After contentious debate, the Kansas-Nebraska Act was passed on May 30, 1854. 
The bill established the territories of Kansas and Nebraska and allowed the people of 
each to determine if slavery would be allowed, contrary to the legislation of the Missouri 
Compromise, which would have prohibited slavery in both territories. As passage of the 
Kansas-Nebraska Act became more likely in the spring of 1854, the Massachusetts 
Emigrant Aid Company was chartered in late April 1854 with the goal of encouraging 
and aiding the settlement of Kansas Territory with free-soil men and women from the 
North. The Company sponsored its first Kansas emigrant party in July 1854, and 760 
people would depart for Kansas under the auspices of the renamed New England 
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Emigrant Aid Company in 1855.1 Scholars have questioned the effectiveness and, more 
recently, the motives of the New England Emigrant Aid Company in the 1850s.2 
Regardless of the number of individuals and families the company actually settled in 
Kansas, and regardless of the Company's genuine motives—ethical or financial—the New 
England Emigrant Aid Company played a significant role in the battle for Kansas in 1855. 
In the press and popular understanding, the New England Emigrant Aid Company—just 
one of a number of emigrant groups that emerged in New England, New York, and the 
Ohio Valley—became a symbol for the free-soil movement. The rhetoric and the name of 
the Aid Company were used to encourage movement to Kansas, and they were used to 
rally opposing factions. 
The early battle for Kansas—over whether it would be a slave state or a free state
—was very much a rhetorical fight, from the naming of the "border ruffians" to the use of 
catchphrases like "squatter sovereignty." Poems were an important tool in this rhetorical 
battle. Abolitionist poet John Greenleaf Whittier, for example, wrote "The Kansas 
Emigrants" in 1854 for the first emigrant parties to leave for the territory. The poem was 
printed in the first issue of the Kansas Herald of Freedom, on October 21, 1854.3 
Published in Connaughtville, Pennsylvania, prior to its move to Lawrence, Kansas, the 
first issue of the Herald included several poems in addition to Whittier's. Two unsigned 
pieces, "Song of the Kansas Emigrants" and "The Freemen's Song," appeared on page 
one with Whittier's poem. William Oland Bourne's "Swear Ye Now, O, My Brothers!" 
and William Cullen Bryant's "The Prairies" appeared on page four. Bourne's poem begins 
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with the lines, "Lo! the Land of the West! where the Freeman shall rise, / In the pride of 
his birth, with his standard on high," and the paper's editor, George Washington Brown, 
found Bryant's lines to be "beautifully descriptive of the prairies of Kansas (4)." Brown 
hoped the poems would raise support for the free-soil cause and recruit emigrants from 
the North, where the first issue of the paper circulated widely.
Understanding the role of rhetoric and poetry in the struggle for Kansas, the 
Emigrant Aid Company announced a contest in late September of 1854 for the "best 
Kansas emigrant's song" (in the nineteenth century, and in other times as well, songs were 
understood as a type of poem; for example, when published in the Kansas Herald of 
Freedom, "Song of the Kansas Emigrants" was set to the tune of "Greenland's Icy 
Mountains" and was printed in a column titled "Selected Poetry"). The secretary of the 
Company, Thomas H. Webb, solicited poems in daily and weekly newspapers and offered 
a prize of fifty dollars for the winning poem.4 In his letter to editors, Webb wrote, "I do 
not wish anything of a violent, rabid, or vindictive character; believing that we should be 
temperate in all things." He continued, "Feeling confident that we are on the side of truth 
and justice, my desire is to be calm, though resolute, prudent, but determined." Enclosing 
"two songs sung on the departure of our second [1854] party," as well as a pamphlet 
describing the Aid Company, Webb praised Whittier's "The Kansas Emigrants Song." 
The poem, Webb felt, "can hardly be surpassed" (Webb 158). Five months later, on 
February 6, 1855, Webb announced the winner of the contest to newspaper editors: of the 
eighty-eight entries submitted, the judges deemed Lucy Larcom's "Call to Kansas" the 
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best. The poem appeared in print for the first time on February 7, and it marked one of 
Larcom's first literary successes. Well-known in 1855, the poem is regularly cited—but 
little explored—in biographical accounts of Larcom and in histories of Kansas. Larcom's 
biographer, for example, indicates that the poem was published in "most newspapers" in 
1855 (Marchalonis 95), but she discusses the poem only briefly. Similarly, Paul 
Helmreich claims that copies of "Call to Kansas" were "distributed by the thousands" 
(page 111). Given such accounts, I expected to find the poem easily in dozens of 
newspapers as well as to find poetic responses, including parodies and derivations in the 
press, such as those for Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's The Song of Hiawatha, first 
published in 1855, and Alfred Tennyson's "The Charge of the Light Brigade," which had 
first appeared in a British newspaper in December of 1854. Yet, how far did Larcom's 
poem, first published in newspapers, actually circulate? In what ways did it participate in 
the battle for Kansas? Did poets—Northern, Southern, free-soil, abolitionist, proslavery
—respond to Larcom's poem?
On the morning of February 7, 1855, the Boston Daily Advertiser published the 
"Kanzas Prize Song" one page two following the introductory letter of Thomas Webb:
CALL TO KANZAS.
[Air, Nelly Bly.]
BY LUCY LARCOM.
Yeomen strong, hither throng
     Nature's honest men.
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We will make the wilderness
     Bud and bloom again.
Bring the sickle, speed the plough,
     Turn the ready soil!
Freedom is the noblest pay
     For the true man's toil.
Ho! brothers! come, brothers!
     Hasten all with me
We'll sing upon the Kanzas plains
     A song of Liberty!
Father, haste! o'er the waste
     Lies a pleasant land.
There your fireside alter-stones [sic]
     Fixed in truth, shall stand.
There your sons, brave and good,
     Shall to freemen grow,
Clad in triple mail of Right,
     Wrong to overthrow.
Ho! brothers! come, brothers!
     Hasten all with me
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We'll sing upon the Kanzas plains
     A song of Liberty!
Mother, come! here's a home
     In the waiting West.
Bring the seeds of love and peace
     You who sow them best.
Faithful hearts, holy prayers,
     Keep from taint the air.
Soil a mother's tears have wet,
     Golden crops shall bear.
Come, mother! fond mother,
     List! we call to thee,
We'll sing upon the Kanzas plains,
     A song of Liberty.
Brother brave, stem the wave!
     Firm the prairies tread!
Up the dark Missouri-flood
     Be your canvas spread.
Sister true, join us too
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     Where the Kanzas flows.
Let the northern lily bloom
     With the southern rose.
Brave brother, true sister,
     List! we call to thee,
We'll sing upon the Kanzas plains,
A song of Liberty.
One and all, hear our call
     Echo through the land!
Aid us, with the willing heart
     And the strong right hand!
Feed the spark the Pilgrims struck
     On old Plymouth Rock!
To the watch-fires of the free
     Millions glad shall flock.
Ho! brothers! Come, brothers!
     Hasten all with me,
We'll sing upon the Kanzas plains,
     A song of Liberty.
In the evening of February 7, the poem was printed in the Boston Daily Journal, and in 
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just over a month's time "Call to Kansas" had appeared in at least nine newspapers, 
including local dailies and national weeklies. It was published in the Boston Daily  
Advertiser and Boston Daily Journal on February 7; in the Boston Daily Atlas on 
February 8; in the Cleveland Morning Leader on February 16; in the New York Weekly 
Tribune on February 17 and in the New York Daily Tribune on February 21; in the issue of 
the Liberator dated February 23; in the Vermont Watchman of February 23, and in the 
Kansas Herald of Freedom on March 10. There are likely additional, unidentified 
newspaper printings of Larcom's poem from the period as well. Although the poem does 
not appear to have been published in as many newspapers as previously speculated, the 
identified printings supply important details about the poem's history and reception as 
well as raise some puzzling questions.
This chapter focuses on the newspaper circulation of the poem over a twelve-week 
period, from February 6, the date of Webb's letter announcing Larcom's poem as the 
winner of the contest, to April 30, 1855. This twelve-week period would more than have 
allowed for the poem to travel from Massachusetts to Kansas and throughout the United 
States via the press and covers the major migration period of 1855. Most of the New 
England Emigrant Aid Company's 1855 parties had departed Boston by the end of April. 
According to historian Louise Barry, the Company sponsored seven Boston-Kansas trips 
between March 13 and April 24, 1855, and a total of 708 individuals went to Kansas with 
these groups. Two more groups departed Boston by the second week of May, and a final 
one left from Boston in July; these last three parties included a total of only 52 
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emigrants.5 All identified newspaper printings of the poem were published before March 
15. 
Significantly, "Call to Kansas" made the same cross-country trek as the many 
emigrants the poem was written to inspire. Not only did the poem actually travel West, it 
may have traveled roughly along one of the same routes as the emigrants themselves. 
Whereas the northern route for emigrants departing from locations such as Boston and 
Buffalo, New York in headed through Canada, the southern route passed through 
Cleveland, Ohio (Barry). Some of the New England Emigrant Aid Company's parties of 
1855 traveled to Kansas via this southern route, and Miriam Colt, a member of the 
Vegetarian Company, another emigrant group, described passing through Cleveland: 
"From Buffalo, took the Lake Shore route to Cleveland, Ohio, from thence to 
[Indianapolis, Indiana]" (Barry; Colt 28). I have not been able to identify precisely how 
the poem traveled from Boston to Lawrence, Kansas. Thomas Webb may have written to 
the Herald of Freedom's editor, G.W. Brown, just as he had written to some of the Boston 
newspapers. Alternately, Brown may have read the poem in Boston or abolitionist 
newspapers he received in Kansas. Also possible is that "Call to Kansas" was printed in 
the Kansas Herald of Freedom on March 10, 1855, after a longer journey from Boston via 
the newspapers that reprinted Larcom's poem, perhaps including the Cleveland Morning 
Journal, where the poem appeared on February 16. One detail that supports this latter 
possibility is the amount of time that passed between the publication of the poem in New 
England and its appearance in the Herald of Freedom. Emigrant parties could make the 
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trip from Boston to Kansas City, Missouri, approximately fifty miles from Lawrence City, 
Kansas Territory, in eleven days.6 If Brown received the poem through the mail, whether 
in a letter from Webb or from one of the Boston papers, it seems reasonable that the poem 
would have appeared in the Herald of Freedom earlier than March 10, although weather 
conditions in February and early March, and the reliability of the mail service, may 
complicate this timeline. If the poem traveled to Kansas through the daily, and in some 
instances the semiweekly and weekly press, its trip would have been a longer one, 
because of the elapsed time between the poem's being printed in a newspaper and 
circulated to readers, that newspaper traveling to another city where the poem was read by 
a subsequent editor, reset in type, printed, and then read and circulated again. Whether the 
poem actually took the same route or a similar route as many Kansas-bound emigrants 
who departed from the northeast, went through Cleveland, and settled in and near 
Lawrence, the appearance of the poem in newspapers from Boston, Cleveland, and 
Lawrence is, at the least, symbolic.
Assertions of "Call to Kansas" appearing in "most newspapers" in 1855, however, 
are grossly overestimated. Newspapers in the North and South were far more likely to 
print one or more of the parodies of Alfred Tennyson's "The Charge of the Light 
Brigade," including "Charge of the Bright Brigade" and "Charge of the Tight Brigade," 
than they were to print "Call to Kansas." Based on my examination of Southern 
newspapers including the Charleston Mercury, New Orleans Daily Picayune, New 
Orleans True Delta, and the Wilmington, North Carolina Morning Journal, "Call to 
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Kansas" was not printed, parodied, or even reported in the Southern press. Nor did it 
appear in newspapers hostile to the free-soil and abolitionist movements, such as the 
Washington, D.C. Daily American Organ, which in February announced, "We hold that 
the institution of slavery belongs exclusively to those States in which it exists. . . . We shall  
therefore oppose all agitation of the question of slavery, either in Congress or out of it" 
("Prospectus of the 'American Organ'" [1]). More surprisingly, "Call to Kansas" also did 
not appear in newspapers where its publication would have seemed natural. 
Several newspapers reported favorably on the New England Emigrant Aid 
Company, local emigrant organizations, and the importance of the free-soil movement but 
did not print the poem. On February 3, 1855, the Daily Commercial Register of 
Sandusky, Ohio, warned of Southern emigration efforts and the now very real possibility 
of slavery in Kansas, a prospect anti-slavery advocates had deemed preposterous in recent 
months. Three days before the first publication of "Call to Kansas" in the East, the 
Register reported, "The greatest safety for the Union, and the truest interest of the north, 
lie in continued, systematic, and determined resistance to all plans for the further 
propagation of slavery" ("[The greatest safety]"). Several weeks later, on March 8, the 
paper featured an article on the Ohio Emigration Association. Although timing and 
interests overlapped, the newspaper did not print Larcom's poem. Similarly, although 
Portland, Maine's Daily Advertiser reported on the formation of a local Kansas League 
"for the purpose of promoting emigration to Kansas" throughout February and regularly 
published poetry, "Call to Kansas" is noticeably absent.7 
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Even some newspapers in and near Boston that featured news of the New England 
Emigrant Aid Company did not print the poem. The Boston Daily Evening Transcript—
which published multiple poems on a daily basis and wrote favorably of emigration, the 
New England Emigrant Aid Company, and the Kansas Herald of Freedom just one day 
before "Call to Kansas" began appearing in Boston newspapers—never published the 
poem. Possibly, Webb did not write to the Boston Transcript with news of the prize poem, 
although that explanation seems unlikely, given the letters he sent to other Boston papers. 
The Daily Transcript of nearby Worcester, Massachusetts did not to print "Call to 
Kansas," even though contemporaneous articles in the paper expressed ardent support of 
emigration. On February 21, the Worcester Daily Transcript implored:
Now, then, is the time TO DO something, practical, effective, to a good 
result, for the freedom that we say we love, and clamor about so much. 
That is the reproach against us, that all our philanthropy evaporates in 
words. Prove the contrary. We appeal to you, anti-slavery men and women 
of Worcester County. Make your County [Kansas League] organization 
effective by your contributions and support. Then will it influence other 
and larger organizations, stimulating them by its example. ("The Kansas 
Emigration" [2])
Why these newspapers, and others, did not publish the poem is a mystery, although 
several explanations are plausible. Papers in border states like Kentucky may not have felt 
as strongly about mass emigration to Kansas, and newspapers from more rural areas, such 
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as Sandusky, Ohio, may have been reluctant to encourage emigrants from their own small 
population base. Some newspapers printed little or no poetry, and the publication of "Call 
to Kansas" may have been out of place in that regard. In addition, not all abolitionists 
believed emigration to Kansas to be an effective way to fight slavery. Some abolitionist 
groups believed that the admission of Kansas as a free territory would do nothing to free 
slaves in the South. Within newspapers, reporting on the activities of the New England 
Emigrant Aid Company did not necessarily advocate a stance on the issue as strongly as 
publication of Larcom's poem might.
The current study makes clear that "Call to Kansas" did not appear as prolifically 
in the daily and weekly press as previous critics have suggested; the various printings of 
the poem do, however, develop understanding of the way poems circulated in the press, 
the politics of reprinting, and the process of re-creation. They also offer insight into the 
relation of abolitionist groups and leaders in the North. There are no dramatic differences 
in the nine newspaper versions of the poem, but there are four recurring variants (see 
Table 2.1). 
Date Newspaper Kansas/
Kanzas
Webb's 
Letter
"Nelly Bly" Truncated 
Stanzas
February 7 Boston Daily 
Advertiser
Kanzas yes yes no
February 7 Boston Daily 
Journal
Kansas yes yes no
February 8 Boston Daily Atlas Kansas yes yes no
February 16 Cleveland Morning 
Leader
Kansas no no no
February 17 New York Weekly 
Tribune
Kansas no no yes
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February 21 New York Daily 
Tribune
Kansas no no yes
February 23 Liberator Kansas no yes yes
February 23 Vermont 
Watchman
Kanzas no yes no
March 10 Kansas Herald of 
Freedom
Kansas no yes yes
Table 2.1: Recurring variants in newspaper printings of "Call to Kansas." 
The first variant is the spelling of "Kansas." In its first printing in the Boston Daily 
Advertiser, the poem spelled Kansas with a z throughout. Since the literature of the New 
England Emigrant Aid Company consistently uses the s spelling, it is possible that the 
Advertiser preferred the alternate spelling and changed both Webb's letter and Larcom's 
poem to reflect this preference. Only one other printing, that in the Vermont Watchman, 
uses the z spelling. A second variant is the appearance of Thomas Webb's letter preceding 
the poem. This letter appears only with the three Boston newspaper printings. The 
Kansas Herald of Freedom indicates that the poem is the winner of the competition, but it 
does not feature the letter nor quote from it. Within Webb's letter are several additional 
variants. For example, the letters in the Boston Daily Advertiser and the Boston Daily 
Atlas identify the author as "Miss Lucy Larcom, of Beverly, Mass.," whereas the Daily 
Journal letter identifies her as "Miss Lucy Larcom, of Beverly, in this Commonwealth." 
Both the Advertiser and Atlas letters begin "Messrs. Editors," while the Journal letter 
opens, "Mr. Editor." Webb may have introduced these variants himself, if he copied the 
letter by hand, rather than having galley slips printed and sent to the papers. More likely, 
the editor of the Daily Journal made the changes. The Daily Journal printing is the only 
one to identify the letter and poem as original to the paper. Preceding Webb's letter is the 
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notice, "For the Boston Journal." The differences between the Journal letter and the letter 
as printed in the Advertiser and Atlas would seem to support the Journal's claim to the 
material as original to the paper. But as the appearance of "Call to Kansas" in the Daily 
Advertiser that same day makes clear, the poem was not a Journal exclusive.
Along with dates of publication in the various newspapers, the appearance or non-
appearance of Webb's letter provides clues about the newspapers to which Webb wrote 
and those that picked up the poem via reprinting. Webb does not appear to have written to 
William Lloyd Garrison of the Liberator, for example. Webb's letter of February 6 was 
not printed in the Liberator, and when the newspaper had announced the poem contest 
several months earlier, it did so by reprinting from the New York Tribune. The September 
22, 1854 issue of the Liberator had briefly announced, "The Emigrants [sic] Aid Society 
will pay a prize of $50 for the best song, to be sung by the Emigrants to Kansas en route, 
adapted to a popular melody, or national tune. Communications to be addressed to 
Thomas H. Webb, Secretary, at Boston. So says the N.Y. Tribune" (151). Webb, then, 
seems not to have written to the Liberator either to announce the contest or the prize. 
This failure to write may at first appear a peculiar omission by the secretary. In his history 
of the New England Emigrant Aid Company, published in 1887, founder Eli Thayer sheds 
light on the mystery:
Every new subscriber to the Liberator, every new face in their annual or 
quarterly conventions, was proof to them of the rapid increase of 
disunionists; as if every one who reads the flaming poster of the coming 
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circus is an acrobat! As if every one who witnesses the exhibition is an 
actor within the ring!
Some friends of the Abolitionists still claim that Garrison and his 
associates founded the Liberty and Free Soil parties. This claim is the 
exact opposite of the truth. They opposed both of these parties, and hated 
their champions more than they hated the slaveholders themselves. They 
constantly abused every leading anti-slavery man who was not a 
disunionist. Ample proof of this can be seen in the editorials of the 
Liberator against Horace Mann, Salmon P. Chase and Dr. Bellows. 
Lincoln, Seward, Wade, Sumner and Wilson were not spared. (Thayer, The 
New England Emigrant Aid Company 11).
As represented by Thayer, the relationship between the New England Emigrant Aid 
Company and Garrison, the Liberator, and disunionist abolitionists was an antagonistic 
one. Given ideological—and perhaps personality—differences, Thayer likely did not see 
the Liberator as an appropriate outlet for correspondence of the New England Emigrant 
Aid Company or the poem. That Webb did not correspond with Garrison about the prize 
contest and to announce Larcom's poem supports this reading. This situation makes the 
publication of Larcom's poem in the Liberator, albeit without any indication that the 
poem was the winner of the contest previously announced or of the New England 
Emigrant Aid Company, all the more interesting. It raises questions about the 
relationships of abolitionist groups in 1854 and 1855 and is worth additional investigation.
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Other variants in the printings of the poem are telling as well. Not all printings set 
the poem to the tune of "Nelly Bly," and in some cases, the final lines of stanzas are 
abbreviated after the first. If additional printings of the poem emerge, these variants may 
help develop a circulation route for the poem. Printings that identify the work as set to 
"Nelly Bly" must reprint from previous appearances that include this information. The 
Vermont Watchman, for example, which includes "Nelly Bly," cannot be reprinted from 
the New York Tribune, which does not supply this information. Similarly, if additional 
printings of the poem are found in newspapers west of Cleveland, such clues may make it 
possible to link poems back to the Morning Leader version or to develop a more detailed 
circulation route. Therefore, these various pieces of information can provide clues about 
how the poem traveled, even though none of the printings cite other newspapers as the 
source of the poem. Likewise, changes in punctuation and the introduction of spelling 
errors may provide similar information. The current punctuation and spelling variants 
stem from the whims and errors of editors and typesetters. None of the variants suggest a 
purposeful reworking or re-creation of the poem within the newspapers.
The poem was, however, reprinted and re-created in a number of other forms in 
1855. The New England Emigrant Aid Company, for example, issued the poem in its 
pamphlet, Lays of the Emigrants. This pamphlet allowed the New England Emigrant Aid 
Company and supporters of the movement to extend the life of "Call to Kansas" after it 
had circulated in the press. Copies of the pamphlet were distributed in support of the 
effort. The copy of Lays of the Emigrants held by the University of Kansas, which bears 
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the inscription, "These papers given to Father by Charles Sumner when Father was about 
to speak in the House of Reps. on the Kansas question," provides a clue about the 
readership and uses of the pamphlet (New England Emigrant Aid Company, Lays of the 
Emigrants [cover]). That same year, the words of "Call to Kansas" were set to at least two 
different musical arrangements, and competing versions of sheet music were issued.8 In 
fact, the most obvious re-creation of "Call to Kansas" is the sheet music arranged by E. 
Ives, Jr., and published by the New York firm S.T. Gordon in 1855. Not only is Larcom's 
name given incorrectly as "Larcon" in this version, but the poem is titled "The Kansas 
Call." Words of Larcom's original poem have been altered throughout, and Larcom's five-
stanza "Call to Kansas" has been condensed to three. Rather than separate stanzas for the 
characters of Father and Mother, the sheet music collapses their responsibilities into a 
single verse. The final stanza of "Call to Kansas" has been excised altogether. In 1855, the 
poem was reprinted in another form as well: on handkerchiefs for the New England 
Emigrant Aid Company's recruits.9 The newspaper and other printings of "Call to 
Kansas" made the poem so well-known by the late 1850s that the Hutchinson Family 
Singers included it in the 1858 edition of The Hutchinson Family's Book of Poetry, which 
features "sixty-seven of their most popular songs."10
More than twenty years later, on September 15 and 16, 1879, as many as 30,000 
people gathered near Lawrence, Kansas to mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of Kansas's 
settlement.11 Several times over the course of the two-day event, speakers acknowledged 
the role poetry played in the battle for Kansas. A poet from the East was even a guest of 
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honor, seated on the stage for the opening session. The poet was Walt Whitman. Kansas's 
governor, John Pierce St. John, reportedly acknowledged Whitman and Philadelphia 
newspaperman J. W. Forney, "friends from abroad" in attendance at the special event, 
saying, "though it has been many years since the early struggles in Kansas, we have not 
forgotten that you were our friends, and that with the pen . . . . you extended us all the aid 
in your power . . ." (St. John 32). A variation on lines from Whitman's "Europe, The 72d 
and 73d Years of These States" even serves as the epigraph for the print record of the 
proceedings.12 John Greenleaf Whittier also was invited to attend the event, but the ageing 
poet declined the invitation because of his health. Though absent, Whittier was 
remembered multiple times over the two days, including as one of the "men whose 
activity, and eloquence, and ability in our behalf, made it possible for us to commemorate 
this day," and his poetry was quoted frequently by speakers. Apparently not invited to the 
anniversary event, even though the New England Emigrant Aid Company was celebrated 
throughout, Lucy Larcom appears in a single anecdote from Kansas politician William 
Hutchinson (not related to the Hutchinson Family Singers), who had emigrated to Kansas 
in 1855 as a member of one of the Company's parties:
There were songs and peans [sic], written and sung, and our sweetest poets 
were invoked, to hasten forward the Kansas tide. One of the earliest 
responses was from the gifted New England poetess, Lucy Larcom. Like 
campaign songs in a political crisis, I well remember how her well known 
'Kansas prize song' thrilled the millions[.] I have not yet quite forgotten all 
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its prophetic lines. I was so anxious to refer to it here that I wrote to the 
authoress a few days ago for a copy as I could not find it in any of her 
published works. She answered that she too, had unfortunately forgotten 
the most of it, and had kept no copy. She could only give the first stanza 
from memory, as follows . . . . (78) 
The poem that had done more for the actual settling of Kansas than any of Whitman's and 
had certainly been read by more people than the contemporaneous 1855 publication, 
Leaves of Grass, had, by 1879, been largely forgotten—even by its author. In fact, Larcom 
never republished the poem, and, to the present day, "Call to Kansas" has been collected 
in only two anthologies, Kansas in Literature (1900) and Alive and Well Said: Ideas at  
Wheaton, A Sesquicentennial Anthology (1984).13 No single reason explains the burial of 
Larcom's "Call to Kansas" in literary and historic records. Instead, a number of factors 
contributed to the poem's being largely forgotten by 1879 and its obscurity since. 
That "Call to Kansas" was by a woman probably helped the poem fall into 
obscurity. Larcom was a fervent supporter of the abolitionist movement, and, writing to 
Whittier, she expressed her satisfaction at knowing that "words of mine will dwell upon 
the lips, and strengthen the hearts of the westward-bound pilgrims of freedom."14 In the 
same letter, she told Whittier that she had "a great mind to go to Kansas myself; but I 
don't suppose they are ready for a schoolmistress yet." By the summer of 1856, however, 
Larcom appeared frustrated about her role, and that of women, in the movement: "We are 
indeed living in a revolution. It makes me ache to think I am doing nothing for the right, 
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for the holy cause. What can one do? It is not very agreeable to sit still and blush to be 
called an American woman."15 Further, Larcom's poetry and beliefs have often been 
overshadowed by those of her friend and mentor, Whittier.16 Larcom herself was prone to 
the same underestimation: not only did she doubt that "Call to Kansas" was actually the 
best of the pieces submitted to the New England Emigrant Aid Company in 1855, she was 
"more that [sic] half sure that [it] owed its inspiration to a previously, written one, 'The 
Kansas Emigrants.'"17 Twenty-five years later, speaking at the anniversary celebration 
near Lawrence in 1879, the various politicians, social leaders, settlers, and other public 
figures rarely mentioned the role women played in the free-soil movement. Four women 
did address the audience over the two days and another read a poem to the memory of the 
original settlers. But the frequent acknowledgments and expressions of gratitude for those 
who had helped secure the future of Kansas were directed to the "grand old heroes . . . 
and the thousands of more practical men" (Anthony 105). We might read these 
pronouncements as short-hand for "men and women," except so many of the lists—of 
poets, political figures, social and cultural leaders—do not mention a single woman.
Characteristics of the poem itself likely also contributed to its later obscurity. 
Formally, the poem is derivative, as being set to a popular tune required it to be. In 
addition, the ideas of the poem are not particularly complex. "Call to Kansas" does not 
treat the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the settlement of Kansas, or slavery with any real degree 
of sophistication. The poem relies on traditional symbols of New England, and by 
extension values of New England, to prompt an emotional response. Larcom names the 
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Kansas emigrants as the heirs of the Pilgrims, and it is up to the emigrants to strike the 
same spark of liberty in Kansas that the Pilgrims did "on old Plymouth Rock." The poem 
also relies on a narrative of taming the wilderness familiar to New Englanders. The hero 
is the yeoman farmer and his family, who domesticate the wild. Calling Father, Mother, 
Brother, and Sister to Kansas, Larcom enumerates each person's role in the struggle. 
Father's responsibility is to build the home (fireside and altar-stones) and to have sons 
who will grow up in freedom. Mother brings with her love, peace, and faithfulness, which 
will help her cultivate her family as well as the land. Brave Brother's role is to fight the 
slaveholders. Sister's task, to cultivate the "northern lily / With the southern rose," depicts 
a more complex reality than the purely Northern sentiment of the rest of the poem. 
Overall, read on its own the poem is unremarkable in both form and content.
The circumstances surrounding "Call to Kansas" and the purposes for which the 
poem was written worked against complexity and sophistication; it was unlikely that a 
poem written for the Kansas emigrants and distributed in the popular press would have 
been experimental, difficult, or even meticulous in form. The New England Emigrant Aid 
Company did not, after all, sponsor a literary contest, and the judges did not evaluate the 
poems exclusively for their literary merit. The Company sponsored, essentially, a 
propaganda contest, and its judges appraised the poems in large part based on their ability 
to provoke an emotional response, to recruit emigrants, and to rally popular support for 
the Company's efforts. By requesting that the poems be set to a popular tune, Thomas 
Webb and other officials of the New England Emigrant Aid Company sought works that 
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would have an immediate connection with newspaper readers and that could easily be 
picked up in song within the home, at meetings, and at emigrant departures. Webb even 
suggested some tunes to the writers, including "The Star-Spangled Banner," "Hail to the 
Chief," and the faster-paced and popular "O! Susannah." Larcom did not take Webb's 
suggestions, nor did she follow Whittier's example in "The Kansas Emigrants," which he 
had set to "Auld Lang Syne." 
Instead, Larcom wrote "Call to Kansas" so that it could be sung to the tune of 
Stephen Foster's 1850 song "Nelly Bly." Foster's "Nelly Bly" was a song about a black 
servant (not a slave) and is written in what Foster biographer Ken Emerson calls 
"blackface dialect" (158–159). The tune is important to Larcom's poem in two ways. It 
implicitly, if problematically, raises race as an issue. The reference to "Nelly Bly," which 
did not actually appear with the poem in all of its printings, is the only place that race and 
black servitude enter "Call to Kansas." Although the New England Emigrant Aid 
Company formed in order to prohibit slavery in Kansas, discussion of slavery and 
abolition rarely figure in the Company's literature.18 Larcom's decision to set her piece to 
"Nelly Bly" may have been based purely on the popularity of the song and its upbeat and 
happy melody. Although it did not have the patriotic heft of "The Star-Spangled Banner" 
or "Hail to the Chief," "Nelly Bly" offered something more important. As Larcom and the 
New England Emigrant Aid Company judges realized, "Call to Kansas" had the potential 
to recruit emigrants and garner support for the cause. It could provide an appropriate 
send-off from Boston, and emigrants could sing the words en route to Kansas to lift 
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morale and remain steadfast. The simplicity of "Call to Kansas" and Larcom's choice of 
"Nelly Bly," which placed formal limits on the piece, were important for the poem and its 
cultural work in 1855, but they made the poem appear unremarkable in later years.
In order for "Call to Kansas" to garner support for the Aid Company and the free-
soil movement and to recruit emigrants, the poem had to circulate quickly and reach as 
many readers as possible. When Webb announced "Call to Kansas" as the winner of the 
contest just five weeks before the first 1855 party left from Boston for Kansas, the poem 
had a relatively short amount of time in which to help build momentum for the migration 
period. If Webb had publicized and published the poem any sooner, the reading public 
may have forgotten the poem by March. With just five weeks' time, the Emigrant Aid 
Company could not rely on the monthly press as the primary outlet for "Call to Kansas." 
Instead, as Webb surely realized when he wrote to the "principal journals," the success of 
the poem—and to a certain extent the beginning of the 1855 emigration season—
depended on the daily and weekly press. The newspapers helped the poem reach out to 
potential settlers and foster a sense of solidarity among those who supported the efforts of 
the New England Emigrant Aid Company and similar organizations. By the time 
emigrant parties started leaving from Boston in March of 1855, the poem had already 
made its way to Cleveland and Lawrence, and "Call to Kansas" likely contributed to the 
large size of the year's first Boston-Kansas party, which departed on March 13. 
During the major migration period, the poem started appearing in other forms as 
well, including in Lays of the Emigrants and on handkerchiefs.19 The poem became an 
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anthem to mark the start of the journey and offer encouragement along the way. 
Scrapbooks of Thomas Webb at the Kansas State Historical Society record at least two 
instances of the singing of "Call to Kansas" by parties leaving from Boston, and Miriam 
Colt recalls members of her party singing the song more than two weeks in to their 
journey.20 In order to recruit emigrants in the late winter and spring of 1855 and to 
comfort them on their journey, "Call to Kansas" had to be printed on lightweight and 
easily circulated materials. These included newspapers, pamphlets, and handkerchiefs. 
Ephemeral objects in the best of circumstances, in the hands and pockets of emigrants 
crossing the country and new settlers establishing homes on the plains, such material 
items could easily meet indecorous ends. Once again, the very qualities that were central 
to the poem's cultural and social function and that contributed to its success in 1855, 
worked against the longevity of the poem.
Research and Methodology
For scholars, newspapers share and amplify challenges presented by other 
periodical forms—uneven access to materials, for example—and they present unique 
challenges of their own, including the sheer quantity of material, both physical and 
textual. Extensive runs of original print issues are rare, and they are typically located in 
select archival collections. For obvious reasons, these items do not circulate and access to 
them is unequal. Microfilm reproductions have preserved newspapers that may no longer 
exist in any other form and have increased access to the materials. But microfilm 
reproductions are always lossy surrogates, and for newspapers the dissipation of 
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signifying features—words, size, quality of paper—can be especially profound. Relatively 
recently, electronic databases have emerged as a way to revolutionize access and to enable 
new kinds of research, but they privilege certain kinds of research as well as particular 
understandings of the value of newspapers for scholarship. The project of tracing the 
publication history of Larcom's "Call to Kansas" in order to understand more fully the 
relationship of newspapers and poetry therefore also offers an opportunity to examine 
critically research methods for studying newspapers, including the use of electronic 
databases, facsimile reproductions, and archival materials. 
Proprietary databases are valuable tools for scholars. At the same time, they 
present a number of new research pitfalls, and humanities scholars must be 
knowledgeable about these resources in order to understand the incomplete picture they 
construct. Having originally located "Call to Kansas" in the Boston Daily Atlas using 
using Gale's 19th Century U.S. Newspapers database, I continued my research with the 
database as well as with Proquest's Historical Newspapers and American Periodicals  
Series Online. Although each database allows users to read newspaper issues to some 
extent—it is possible to read complete newspapers using 19th Century U.S. Newspapers if 
one can successfully navigate to the right screen, while the Proquest databases require the 
user to recombine issues from distinct pages—the important feature of these databases for 
the current chapter is the ability to search thousands of pages simultaneously. For each 
database, I performed a series of fifteen keyword searches, all constrained to the year 
1855:
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Search Criteria21 19th-Century U.S. 
Newspapers 
Results
Historical  
Newspapers 
Results
APS Online Results
kansas AND 
poe*
Boston Daily Atlas 
printing
unrelated 
articles
unrelated articles
kanzas AND 
poe*
Vermont 
Watchman printing
none unrelated articles
larcom none none "Call to Kansas" in the 
Liberator and several 
other Larcom works 
published that year
"call to kansas" none none Liberator printing and 
Liberator annual index
"call to kanzas" Vermont 
Watchman printing 
none none
call AND to AND 
kansas
none unrelated 
articles
Liberator printing and 
unrelated articles
call AND to AND 
kanzas
Vermont 
Watchman printing 
(Larcom is 
misspelled 
"Landon" in this 
printing)
none unrelated articles
nelly bly Ezekiel Cheever 
poem on Kansas 
emigrants to the 
tune of "Nelly Bly"
advertisement unrelated article
kansas AND 
song
Boston Daily Atlas 
printing and other 
poems
unrelated 
articles
Liberator printing; 
Almira Seymour's 
"Song of the Kansas 
Emigrant"; unrelated 
articles
kanzas AND 
song
Boston Daily 
Advertiser printing
none unrelated article
yeoman none unrelated 
articles
Liberator printing and 
unrelated articles
song AND liberty none unrelated 
articles
Liberator printing and 
unrelated articles
plains AND 
liberty
none unrelated 
articles
unrelated articles
kansas AND call none unrelated 
articles
Liberator printing and 
unrelated articles
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kanzas AND call Vermont 
Watchman printing 
none Liberator printing and 
unrelated articles
Table 2.2: Keyword searches and results for three databases, 19th Century 
U.S. Newspapers, Historical Newspapers, and American Periodicals Series  
Online.
Each query was a full-text search. Therefore, whether the phrase "call to kansas" (or "call 
to kanzas") appears as the title of an article or somewhere within an article, all relevant 
articles should have been returned in the results. Search criteria using the AND operator, 
such as "call AND to AND kansas" (without quotation marks), should have returned all 
articles in which all of the words appear, regardless of proximity and order. The search 
"call to kansas" yielded one instance of the poem from APS Online, a printing from the 
Liberator. It did not, however, return the Daily Atlas printing of the poem, even though 
the title of Larcom's poem given in the paper is "Call to Kansas." Similarly, searching for 
"call AND to AND kansas" (without quotation marks) returned only the Liberator  
printing. This search as well should have returned the Daily Atlas printing, but it did not.
All of the databases support various wildcard replacements, including the use of a 
question mark internally in a word to replace a single character. For example, searching 
for "kan?as" (without quotation marks) should return articles in which there are words 
composed of a k, followed by an a, followed by an n, followed by some letter, followed by 
an a, followed by an s, such as kansas, kanzas, kanvas, and so on. This form of wildcard 
searching worked well in the Proquest databases. Although 19th Century U.S.  
Newspapers lists the question mark as one of three supported wildcard operators, the 
database returned an error message that required exiting the database in order to resume 
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searching. Therefore, and in order to describe more specifically the results of the searches
—which form of the word returned which results—I eliminated the use of the question 
mark as a wildcard and instead searched individually for the known variations, kansas 
and kanzas. (Newspapers and other texts often used the variant spelling "Kanzas" in 
1855.) Both "call to kanzas" and "call AND to AND kanzas" (the latter without quotation 
marks) returned the Vermont Watchman printing of the poem, but neither returned the 
Boston Daily Advertiser printing, where the poem is titled "Call to Kanzas," just as it is in 
the Vermont Watchman. Searching by criteria keyed towards the title therefore uncovered 
two additional instances of the poem, those in the Liberator and the Vermont Watchman. 
Expanding search criteria to include Larcom's name, repeated words in the poem, 
and words common to the three identified printings produced telling results. Surprisingly, 
searching for the string of characters "larcom" returned a single result in only one 
database, APS Online, which again returned the Liberator printing of the poem. Like the 
previous search based on the poem's title, this one also missed the Boston Daily Atlas 
printing, which gives Larcom's name in two places, both in the article introducing her 
poem and as a byline following the title of the poem. Nor did the search return a result for 
the Vermont Watchman, but Larcom's name is given incorrectly in that newspaper as 
Landon. Searching for the first word of the poem, "yeomen," returned only the Liberator 
printing, missing the Watchman and Atlas versions. Surprisingly, searching for "plains 
AND liberty" (without quotation marks) returned no relevant results, even though the 
words each appear in the poem five times. Searching for "song AND liberty" (without 
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quotation marks) yielded slightly better results: this combination returned the Liberator 
printing but missed the Atlas and Watchman printings and failed to match on any new 
results. Searching for "kanzas AND song" (without quotation marks), however, returned a 
fourth new result, a printing of the poem in the Boston Daily Advertiser from February 7, 
1855. In this printing, the earliest of those located, the poem is titled "Call to Kanzas," is 
indicated as being by Lucy Larcom, and is set to the tune of "Nelly Bly." Every stanza 
ends with the lines, "We'll sing upon the Kanzas plains / A song of liberty!" The 
Advertiser printing is nearly identical to the Atlas printing, except for the newspapers' 
different spellings of Kansas. Accounting for this difference in spelling, many of the 
searches should have returned the Advertiser printing, and yet the only successful search 
was the one that included words from the title of the article in which the poem is printed, 
"The Kanzas Prize Song." Indeed, all of the searches should have returned results that 
they did not.
This problem is a result of the accuracy of the optical character recognition (OCR) 
process and the technologies used to generate the underlying text on which the databases 
search.22 The accuracy of text generated via optical character recognition can fluctuate 
greatly, depending on a number of variables, ranging from the state of the original and 
microfilm versions to the effectiveness of the algorithms used in the OCR process. 
Newspapers are some of the more difficult objects on which to perform optical character 
recognition. The state of a print original, whether used directly for OCR or to create a 
microfilm copy affects the accuracy of the text derivation process. Folds, smudges, stains, 
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and torn, deteriorating, or missing pieces of the newsprint can greatly decrease the 
accuracy of the generated text, as do the technical specifications to which microfilm and 
digital copies are produced. So can fundamental qualities of the newspaper, including 
small typeface, difficult fonts, and the column layout. Recent studies by librarians have 
found that accuracy rates of electronically translated text for newspapers range from 
nearly 99% word accuracy, when the electronically generated text has been manually 
corrected, to 68% character accuracy, which translates to a word accuracy of less than 
10% for a six-character word, such as "Kansas" or "Larcom."23 To put these numbers in 
further perspective: "Call to Kansas" is comprised of 282 words—not counting the title, 
author information, or any other text that precedes or follows the poem in various 
printings—and 1,533 characters (individual letters, punctuation). If the character accuracy 
of the underlying electronically translated text is 68%, only 1,042 of the 1,533 characters 
will have been correctly recognized. Nearly 500 will have been incorrectly translated, 
meaning that potentially none of the poem's 282 words will have been transcribed 
correctly.
Although Proquest makes OCR accuracy information available for its APS Online 
database, it does not indicate whether the accuracy levels of 70% to 99.95% are at the 
word or character level, nor does it make such statistics available for its Historical  
Newspapers.24 Likewise, Gale does not provide accuracy information for 19th Century 
U.S. Newspapers. Overall, the accuracy rates of APS Online are certainly higher than 
those for either of the newspaper-only databases, in part because the titles included in 
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APS Online are generally texts for which optical character recognition is less problematic. 
It is worth noting that for the Liberator, a publication represented in both APS Online and 
19th Century U.S. Newspapers, searches of APS consistently returned Larcom's poem in 
the Liberator (with a single exception), but no search of 19th Century U.S. Newspapers 
returned the Liberator printing. 
A lack of disclosure and clarity about OCR accuracy is not limited to proprietary 
databases, however. Significantly, the technical guidelines for the National Digital 
Newspaper Program, sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the 
Library of Congress, do not specify what OCR accuracy rates are required for the 
program, despite very particular specifications for other aspects of the digitization 
process.25 In fact, there currently is no agreed-upon standard for OCR accuracy within 
libraries or for scholarly digital projects, let alone for proprietary resources, although 
librarians do study OCR as a process and evaluate the effectiveness of OCR methods on 
an ongoing basis. This lack of a standard can lead to dramatic variations in accuracy and 
confusion about how accuracy is measured and reported. For libraries, the current 
situation can make it difficult to evaluate costly proprietary databases. For humanities 
scholars, the lack of a standard makes it difficult to assess one's own digital projects as 
well as the comprehensiveness and accuracy of one's research using others' resources. 
Therefore, the process of digitization has an impact on research before a scholar even 
begins a project. Humanities scholars must understand the process, its advantages and 
disadvantages, and adjust research methods to ensure the resources are doing as much as 
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they can for our work. We should become more savvy with search criteria and explore the 
search functionality of databases.26 If the underlying texts are too problematic, however, 
sophisticated search techniques will provide a sense of control that is more psychological 
than actual. 
Scholars also must question and qualify the results of this research. Because the 
databases seem to yield immediate, quantifiable results, humanists sometimes fail to 
question the results and fail to bring our interpretive powers—the core of our work—to 
treat the results in sophisticated ways. Instead, the results are seen simply as transparent 
data. Early in Seeding Civil War: Kansas in the National News, 1853–1858, for instance, 
historian Craig Miner writes, "The New York Herald alone had by 1858 published 4,042 
articles and 653 editorials on Kansas in the four years since the passage of the Kansas-
Nebraska Act" (22). Miner explains the source of these statistics in an endnote: 
These statistics come from a search of the electronic version of the New 
York Herald. The Charleston (S.C.) Mercury for the period contained 1, 
380 Kansas articles; the Washington (D.C.) National Era, 2,022; the 
Boston Liberator, 1,466; the Boston Independent, 908; the New York Daily  
Times, 5,214; the Hartford Daily Courant, 3,391; the Chicago Daily 
Tribune, 1,947; and the Columbus Daily Ohio Statesman, 1,844. (255 n.4)
Presumably, Miner used 19th Century U.S. Newspapers for his Herald statistics, since the 
newspaper is included in the database and allows users to delimit results by type, 
including article, editorial, illustration, and advertisement. The rest of the statistics likely 
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also come from searches of electronic databases, although the source(s) cannot be 
determined with the provided information. In light of the complications raised thus far, 
Miner's numbers are problematic because of the certainty with which they are given—
4,042—and the lack of information about how they were obtained. Miner's endnote 
requires of the reader a familiarity with "the electronic version of the New York Herald," 
even though there is no resource known as "the electronic version" of the paper. Further, 
access to 19th Century U.S. Newspapers is not universal and in fact remains fairly 
exclusive, limited to institutions with the resources to pay for the database. The 
obliqueness of the endnote and the exclusivity of resources make it difficult, and in some 
cases impossible, for scholars to follow-up on Miner's work. Also troubling is the 
intellectual weight the statistics are given, particularly because, as my examples have 
shown, there is no real certainty with these databases, and there is no indication of how 
the results were obtained. For example, did an item count as an article on Kansas if it 
included the word Kansas? Did Miner search for variant spellings of Kansas? Did he rely 
on the database's categorization of items as either articles or editorials? Further, how are 
others to find this information for themselves? Specifically, what resources were used, 
and how were the numbers obtained? This information may seem to go beyond what 
humanities scholars have had to provide in the past, but it does not. Rather, providing 
such information is analogous to providing readers with proper edition information and 
page numbers, or the location of manuscript material, in more standard bibliographical 
references: What information do I, as the reader of a critical book or article, need to know 
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if I want to confirm or consider a quotation in its original, a spelling, or some other piece 
of evidence for myself? Although a brief digression, this example returns to a 
fundamental point borne out by the current project: humanities scholars must understand 
these resources—including details about the text-base/electronic corpus, search terms and 
parameters, and OCR accuracy—in a sophisticated way and supplement, not replace, 
traditional research tools and methods with digital technologies.
Therefore, despite their impressive number of digitized issues and titles, electronic 
databases cannot replace—though they can and should supplement—other forms of 
research. For this project, the electronic databases proved a useful starting point and 
returned four printings of the poem in the Boston Daily Advertiser, Boston Daily Atlas, 
Liberator, and Vermont Watchman. The combination of accounts of "Call to Kansas" in 
secondary texts and the potential for error in the databases, however, suggested that there 
were additional newspaper printings of the poem. When the New England Emigrant Aid 
Company's secretary, Thomas Webb, introduced Larcom's poem as the winner of the 
prize contest, he wrote that he had announced the opportunity "a few months since" in 
"the principal journals of the day." Probably, Webb wrote to the same "principal journals" 
with his announcement of the prize poem, and it seems likely that many would have then 
printed the poem. Unfortunately, Webb's letter provides no further information about what 
qualified a newspaper as a "principal journal." Since the letter appeared with Larcom's 
poem in two Boston newspapers, the Daily Advertiser and Daily Atlas, and the New 
England Emigrant Aid Company's headquarters were in Boston, Webb probably wrote to 
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other Boston newspapers as well. And Webb almost certainly wrote to the leading 
national abolition papers. I therefore consulted bound facsimile editions of the National  
Era (Washington, D.C.) and the National Anti-Slavery Standard (New York, New York). 
Although APS Online includes the National Era and earlier searches should have returned 
a result if the poem appeared there, confirming this nonappearance seemed prudent. 
Unsure of possible discrepancies between cover dates and for-sale dates of the paper, I 
examined issues of the National Era through the end of May 1855 to accommodate 
possible post-dating. Although the Era published Webb's first letter soliciting poems in 
the October 5, 1854 issue, the paper did not print Webb's subsequent letter announcing 
the winner or Larcom's poem, even though Webb, in all likelihood, again wrote to editor 
Gamaliel Bailey. Whether Webb similarly wrote to the National Anti-Slavery Standard is 
not clear. Neither of his letters, nor Larcom's poem, appeared in the Standard.
The literature of the New England Emigrant Aid Company, including 
contemporaneous documents and histories of the Company from later in the century, 
offers additional clues for locating printings of the poem. The documents include 
Nebraska and Kansas: Report of the Committee of the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Co.  
with the Act of Incorporation, and Other Documents (1854); Articles of Agreement and 
Association, of the Emigrant Aid Company (1854); History of the New-England Emigrant  
Aid Company, with a Report on Its Future Operations (1862); The New England 
Emigrant Aid Company and Its Influence, Through the Kansas Contest, Upon National  
History (1887); and A History of the Kansas Crusade Its Friends and Its Foes (1889). 
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Despite significant detail in other areas, including efforts to recruit emigrants, none of the 
documents mention the contest, Lucy Larcom, or the poem. In fact, with the exception of 
its appearance in the New England Emigrant Aid Company's Lays of the Emigrants, 
Larcom's contribution is all but erased from histories of the Company as represented in its 
own materials. The literature does, however, make clear the important role newspapers 
played in the work of the Company, first as the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company 
and then as the New England Emigrant Aid Company. Company founder Eli Thayer met 
personally with New York Tribune editor Horace Greeley, and the Tribune published 
frequent columns in support of the organization and the free-soil movement. According to 
Thayer, in late May of 1854, he
called upon Horace Greeley and set forth the plan [of the Massachusetts 
Emigrant Aid Company] in all its details. The matter was entirely new to 
him, and made a most favorable impression on his judgment. He 
unhesitatingly gave it his heartiest support, and entered into the scheme 
with great enthusiasm. The New York Tribune of May 29th, 1854, 
contained a lengthy account of the organization and purpose of the 
Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company, with the charter and report of the 
committee, printed in full. (New England Emigrant Aid Company 20–21).
This first article "was followed by a series of powerful editorials" in which Greeley 
supported the the Company and promoted the founding of similar organizations 
throughout the North. Several months later, at the time the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid 
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Company reorganized as the New England Emigrant Aid Company, the Boston 
Advertiser promoted the Company's plans (Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company 28–
33). This information helps to explain the appearance of the poem in the Boston 
Advertiser and provided a clue to an additional printing in the New York Tribune. With 
this information and a microfilm copy of the newspaper, I located "Call to Kansas" in the 
New York Weekly Tribune of February 17, 1855, a fifth instance of the poem.
From here, I shifted my research to a wider canvassing of newspapers. I began 
with seven newspapers available locally as microfilm copies: the Charleston Mercury, 
Daily Missouri Republican (St. Louis), Louisville Daily Courier, New York Daily Times, 
New York Herald, Oregon Statesman (Oregon City, Oregon Territory), and the Semi-
Weekly Courier and New York Enquirer.27 In some of the papers, news of Kansas and 
popular sovereignty frequently appeared, yet Larcom's poem did not. Nor did any 
discussion of the poem or other poems that could be seen as responses to "Call to 
Kansas." In other of the papers, Kansas was all but absent, and the major stories focused 
on the Crimean War, the success of the Know Nothing party in recent elections, and more 
local news. None of the seven newspapers featured Larcom's poem.
I then turned to Chronicling America, the public interface for the National Digital 
Newspaper Program, which allows users to search the full text of digitized newspapers 
from 1880–1922  by state, newspaper, and keyword; a directory of newspapers provides 
key information about all known newspapers published to the present day, whether 
digitized or not. The directory can be searched by state, county, city, date range, keyword, 
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frequency (daily, weekly, semiweekly, etc.), and language, as well as for papers from 
specific ethnic and labor groups, among other criteria. For my project, the directory and 
date search would be most useful for identifying relevant newspapers, but they proved 
problematic almost immediately. First, the date search can be performed only at the 
decade level. The results returned by my search included newspapers that may have 
stopped publication after 1850 but prior to 1855 and those that started publication after 
1855 but prior to 1860. Searching for all English-language newspapers published between 
1850 and 1860 yielded nearly 17,500 results.28 Results can be sorted by relevance (but 
how relevance is computed is not clear), state, title, and date. Sorting by date orders 
newspapers by first year of issue, in chronological order, with the first results those for 
which beginning date information is unknown. Eliminating these newspapers for 
pragmatic reasons, including the fact that if date information is not known for a paper 
there is little chance that a significant run of a paper would be available for research even 
if it did exist in 1855, cut approximately 5,400 results from the list.29 Similarly, 
eliminating newspapers that began publication in 1856 or later cut approximately 3,700 
additional results, bringing the total number of records to around 8,400. In an initial 
round of interlibrary loan inquiries, I requested the Boston Herald, Boston Post, Kansas 
Herald of Freedom, Kansas Pioneer, Pennsylvania Inquirer, and the Springfield 
Republican. In the end, I received only a single newspaper from interlibrary loan. 
Whereas much of my research so far had depended on computer technology, including 
databases and electronic catalogs, the next step had to be archival research.
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As the premier repository of print issues of American newspapers, particularly 
newspapers up to the Civil War, the American Antiquarian Society was a logical choice 
for archival research. Using the American Antiquarian Society's card catalog, I examined 
the library's newspaper holdings records in a way that the Society's online catalog, and 
most electronic library catalogs, do not facilitate. For newspaper research, electronic 
versions of institutional catalogs often fail to provide the most important information, 
notably complete lists of all newspapers in a collection, constrained by some criteria such 
as date or location, and date information at significant levels. Sometimes institutional 
finding guides provide this information, such as that currently underway at the American 
Antiquarian Society for post-1820 newspapers, but detailed finding guides are far less 
common than electronic catalogs.30 Perhaps even more fundamentally, electronic catalogs 
require researchers to search for items, rather than offer the ability to browse for 
newspapers. Searching requires that the researcher know a feature of a specific 
newspaper, usually the title. But what if a scholar is not looking for a specific newspaper, 
or the qualities that are important to the scholar are not available to be searched? In my 
own case, I had only a range of dates, and this information could not be searched in the 
online catalog in a productive way. Further, by the time a researcher knows the 
information necessary to find a newspaper in a particular institution's electronic catalog, 
the dates that are most important are those for which the institution has holdings, not a 
start and end year for the publication. Yet, electronic catalogs typically cannot search 
fields for dates of specific holdings, and this information can be buried within the record. 
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In short, there are some aspects of research that simply cannot be replicated with 
current digitization practices. Using the card catalog, I could process mentally some types 
of information much more quickly than I would have been able to uncover the same 
information with a computer-aided search, which only allows users to query fields that 
the designers have deemed useful and for which data has been supplied. This data does 
not always correspond in content or functionality to information in a card catalog or to the 
types of information researchers are interested in searching and/or viewing. To begin 
with, the Society's card catalog for newspapers is physically and intellectually separate 
from its other card catalogs. In the electronic catalog, all periodicals are collapsed into 
the "serials" category. Any search for newspapers, therefore, also will return magazines 
and journals that meet the search criteria. In addition, in current electronic catalogs, 
searches cannot be constrained so as to return results for a three-month period of time, for 
example newspapers for which a library has holdings for February–April 1855. In 
contrast, the card catalog has convenient tabular cards for many of the newspapers that 
clearly set out the Society's holdings according to newspaper, year, month, week, and day. 
These tabular cards supplement cards with complete bibliographic and holdings 
information. Therefore, while investigating the card catalog, often I had only to ask 
myself whether the boxes for February, March, and April were checked on the 1855 card 
for a given title, and I could then list the newspaper for reading or set it aside. This simple 
algorithm (if x do y else do z) takes only seconds for the brain to compute looking at the 
card catalog, but there is no useful way to get this same information out of the online 
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catalog without coming to the online catalog with some necessary piece of initial 
information. The card catalog allows for exploratory work and crucial research that no 
search or browse currently enables in online catalogs. Duplicating the more robust 
information of the card catalogs in electronic catalogs is certainly not impossible, but 
doing so will take resources and the redesigning of software, including at the back-end 
where the data is stored and at front-end retrieval interfaces.
With the card catalog, I identified approximately seventy-five newspapers—
primarily daily papers—for which the American Antiquarian Society had significant 
holdings for 1855, and I examined issues of twenty-five papers: the Baltimore American 
and Commercial Advertiser; Baltimore Sun; Boston Daily Courier; Boston Daily Journal; 
Boston Evening Transcript; Boston Herald; Chicago Daily Times; Daily American Organ 
(Washington, D.C.); Daily Commercial Register (Sandusky, Ohio); Daily Free Democrat 
(Milwaukee, Wisconsin); Daily Journal (Wilmington. North Carolina); Daily True Delta 
(New Orleans, Louisiana); Daily Union (Washington, D.C.); Kansas Herald of Freedom; 
Morning Journal and Courier (New Haven, Connecticut); Morning Leader (Cleveland, 
Ohio); New Orleans Daily Picayune; New York Daily Tribune; Pennsylvanian 
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania); Philadelphia Public Ledger; Portland Daily Advertiser 
(Portland, Maine); Portsmouth Daily Chronicle (Portsmouth, New Hampshire); Tri-
Weekly Kentucky Yeoman (Frankfort, Kentucky); Worcester Daily Journal; and Worcester  
Daily Transcript. For all papers, I examined available issues from February 6 through 
April 30, 1855. As before, I included papers from diverse geographic areas and of diverse 
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political and ideological viewpoints. Certainly it was unlikely that "Call to Kansas" would 
be printed in many of these papers, but it was possible that Southern, Democratic, and 
pro-slavery papers would have engaged the poem on some level or published their own 
poetic responses to the Kansas question. In addition, I focused on Boston newspapers and 
included newspapers from cities that emigrants may have passed through on their way to 
Kansas, such as Cleveland, Chicago, and St. Louis. Ultimately, I located the poem in four 
of the twenty-five papers: the Boston Daily Journal, Cleveland Morning Leader, Kansas 
Herald of Freedom, and the New York Daily Tribune.31
These four printings contributed to the total nine identified printings of Larcom's 
"Call to Kansas" in various daily and weekly, local and national newspapers. I uncovered 
printings in electronic databases, microfilm reproductions, and original print issues (see 
Table 2.3).
Date Newspaper Format Collection
February 7 Boston Daily  
Advertiser
electronic 19th Century U.S. 
Newspapers
February 7 Boston Daily  
Journal
print American Antiquarian Society
February 8 Boston Daily  
Atlas
electronic 19th Century U.S. 
Newspapers
February 16 Cleveland 
Morning Leader
print American Antiquarian Society
February 17 New York Weekly  
Tribune
microfor
m
University of Nebraska–
Lincoln
February 21 New York Daily  
Tribune
print American Antiquarian Society
February 23 Liberator electronic American Periodicals Series 
Online
February 23 Vermont  
Watchman
electronic 19th Century U.S. 
Newspapers
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March 10 Kansas Herald of  
Freedom
print American Antiquarian Society
Table 2.3: Identified 1855 newspaper printings of "Call to Kansas," with 
format and collection information, in chronological order.  
The several research strategies have their strengths and weaknesses. Although working 
with original print issues is ideal, most institutions do not have significant print holdings 
and traveling to research libraries with major collections can be cost- and time-
prohibitive. Further, the current state of electronic catalogs can mean that researchers may 
not be able to know, from a distance, how much of a repository's collections might be 
relevant. Microform reproductions remain an affordable alternative to working with 
original print issues, and interlibrary loan is a tremendous resource. Microform research, 
however, requires the scholar to know specific newspapers to request, and finding a 
newspaper in Chronicling America or WorldCat does not ensure that an institution will be 
willing to loan the item.
Alternatively, electronic technologies have the potential to increase access to 
resources in various ways and at little up-front cost to the individual researcher. Even if 
searching electronic databases can ultimately take as much time—in my experience, they 
rarely cut research short—the work can often be done early in the morning, late at night, 
and on weekends, times when research libraries tend to be closed. In addition, databases 
instantly and dramatically increase the number of primary texts that a library can make 
available to its patrons. These databases, however, are extremely expensive. The 
University of Nebraska–Lincoln libraries paid one-time fees to Proquest and Gale of 
$83,062 and $47,250, respectively, for APS Online and 19th Century U.S. Newspapers. 
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APS Online carries an annual maintenance fee of $2,600, and 19th Century U.S.  
Newspapers costs an additional $1,323 annually (Johnson, "Subscription Information). 
Further, in their current implementation, newspaper databases have the danger of seeming 
comprehensive and exhaustive while actually offering an incomplete and sometimes 
incongruous picture. Gale, for example, markets 19th Century U.S. Newspapers as:
compelling and comprehensive . . . provides access to approximately 1.7 
million pages of primary source newspaper content from the 19th century, 
featuring full-text content and images from numerous newspapers from a 
range of urban and rural regions throughout the U.S. The collection 
encompasses the entire 19th century, with an emphasis on such topics as 
the American Civil War, African-American culture and history, Western 
migration and Antebellum-era life among other subjects. ("About the 
Product") 
Although potentially powerful tools, such databases are not as exhaustive or accurate as 
their marketing materials may suggest.
At this point, the burden is on the individual scholar to explore and question, not 
simply use and cite, these tools. We must shift our thinking about what these databases 
can and cannot do. Even in research libraries with impressive collections, we rarely, if 
ever, expect completeness. And just as physical texts can go missing from shelves, 
electronic texts can be difficult to retrieve, especially if we do not know how and where to 
look and often even when we do. The vocabulary of the two environments—print and 
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electronic—can lead us to see our work in each in different terms: we do research in a 
library, and we search a database. We do not actually understand the two in such a 
simplistic binary, but "research" carries with it a sense of repetition, active engagement, 
and thoroughness for which the scholar is responsible, while "search," particularly with 
regard to databases, seems a more passive engagement; technology delivers answers or 
results rather than objects for interpretation. As scholars, however, we must question our 
searches and the results they produce. Then our searching will approach research 
standards. Such meticulous research is crucial to the study of nineteenth-century 
newspapers, whether a scholar wants to cite newspaper articles as evidence or study 
newspapers, and their poetry, as a form.
Conclusion
Traditionally, two works published in 1855 have dominated discussion of 
American poetry of that decade. The works, the first edition of Walt Whitman's Leaves of  
Grass and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's The Song of Hiawatha, are important to 
American literary history in different ways. Longfellow's epic was a bestseller, moving 
more than 38,000 copies in its first year. As a result, Angela Sorby has described the 
reading of The Song of Hiawatha in 1855 as a moment of "national simultaneity" in the 
nineteenth-century United States (4). In addition to momentous sales, the poem spawned 
imitations and parodies, and Longfellow was asked to recite from the piece for the rest of 
his life. In the postbellum years, Hiawatha became standard reading in American schools, 
and children are still likely to encounter it as part of their elementary education. Scholars, 
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however, have been less positive in their assessments of The Song of Hiawatha, in part 
because the poem's representations of Native Americans and its message of civilization 
are so problematic and because modern poetry ultimately followed Whitman's example. 
Although Leaves of Grass sold perhaps a handful of copies in 1855, we understand it now 
as a revolutionary text and, in the words of Whitman scholar Jerome Loving, as "the 
central literary event of the nineteenth century" (178). Between these two extremes are 
many other poems and histories worth exploring. As Susan Belasco has documented, a 
number of well-known poets published books in 1855, including William Cullen Bryant, 
Alice Cary, and John Greenleaf Whittier (185). Many lesser-known writers, among them 
the Southern poets Paul Hayne, A.B. Meek, and Elizabeth Lawrence, also published 
books of verse the same year.32 Thousands of individual poems appeared in the periodical 
press over the course of the year, including Lucy Larcom's "Call to Kansas" in 
newspapers that winter. 
The benefits of opening up discussion of poetry in 1855, indeed of poetry in the 
nineteenth century, are profound. As this sustained exploration of "Call to Kansas" 
demonstrates, studies that are broader (extended beyond the typical handful of works) and 
at the same time narrower (focused on a particular text) have the potential to affect the 
understanding of the individual work, of book history, and of the larger body of American 
literature. Returning to Larcom's "Call to Kansas," as it was published and circulated in 
newspapers in 1855, develops the story of a poem frequently cited but never explored; 
demonstrates the important role poetry had in the lives of nineteenth-century Americans, 
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including in the lives of political leaders like Charles Sumner and in the lives of average 
men and women like Miriam Colt; and highlights the role of the newspaper in the 
circulation of ideas, including poetry, and the role of both in nineteenth-century social 
and political discourse. Further, projects like this one, which examine works outside the 
scope of the canon and methods of publication beyond the book, offer important 
opportunities to reflect on research practices and the implications of these practices for 
literary history.
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1 For details on the founding and activities of the New England Emigrant Aid Company, 
see Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company; Emigrant Aid Company; New England 
Emigrant Aid Company; Thayer, The New England Emigrant Aid Company and Its  
Influence; Thayer, A History of the Kansas Crusade; Barry; Carruth; Etcheson; Harlow; 
Hickman; Samuel A. Johnson; Miner, Kansas: The History of the Sunflower State; 
Miner, Seeding Civil War; SenGupta.
2 Recent work also has examined the goals and beliefs of the larger free soil movement. 
See SenGupta and Etcheson.
3 The precise relationship between the Kansas Herald of Freedom and the New England 
Emigrant Aid Company is not entirely clear. According to Samuel A. Johnson, the 
Kansas Herald of Freedom, "though privately owned and published, was virtually a 
Company organ" (89). Miner believes that "it was generally understood that the paper 
was the organ of the Emigrant Aid Company" (Seeding Civil War 86). The literature of 
the New England Emigrant Aid Company expresses the Company's interest in running a 
newspaper: "At the same time, it is desirable that a printing press be sent out [to Kansas], 
and a weekly newspaper established. This would be the organ of the company's agents:—
would extend information regarding its settlement, and be from the very first, an index of 
that love and freedom and of good morals, which it is to be hoped may characterize the 
State now to be formed" (Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company 7).
Johnson claims that the Herald of Freedom was published in Kansas for the first 
time on January 1, 1855. My research suggests, however, that the first Kansas issue of the 
weekly was that of Saturday, January 6, 1855.
4 The announcement appeared in the October 5, 1854 issue of the National Era. Webb's 
letter to the editor of the Era, Gamaliel Bailey, is dated September 18, 1854. The Kansas 
Herald of Freedom for October 21, 1854 also includes an announcement of the prize 
contest, but it does not reprint Webb's letter in its entirety. See "A Prize Song."
5 According Barry, the 1855 records of the Company detail nine emigrant parties that 
departed from Boston in 1855. These parties departed Boston on March 13, March 20, 
March 27, April 3, April 10, April 17, April 24, May 1, and May 8. The first party had as 
many as 200 people, with the trips from March 20 through April 24 comprised of 157, 
84, 115, 80, 64, and 8 individuals, respectively. The party of May 1 was comprised of 
seventeen individuals and that of May 8, only fifteen. A tenth party, which departed 
Boston on July 24, is not detailed in the trustees' records, but Barry reconstructs the trip 
from a letter written by the party's guide, Edward P. Fitch, written on August 11, 1855. 
Twenty people set out for Kansas as part of this tenth group of settlers.
The first history of the New England Emigrant Aid Company, written by 
members of the Company, corroborates these statistics, although there is a small 
discrepancy as to the date of departure for the second party: "Our first party of 1855 left 
Boston on the 13th March. It numbered about two hundred persons,—men, women, and 
children; and arrived in Kansas City, 24th March. On the 24th March, a party of a hundred 
and fifty-seven set out; on the 27th March, a party of eighty-four; on the 10th April, one of 
eighty; and on the 17th April, one of sixty-four. And from April to July there were sent by 
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us, in different parties, some fifty persons" (New England Emigrant Aid Company 10).
6 For information on travel time, see the records of the various 1855 parties reprinted in 
Barry.
7 See "Kansas Meeting," "The Kansas Meeting," and "Kansas."
8 See E. Norman, Jr., and Ives, Jr.
9 Mentions of the handkerchiefs appear in several places. See Addison, 62 and Francis, 
BR336.
10 See Asa Hutchinson. 
According to historian Scott Gac, the Hutchinson Family Singers are "one of the 
greatest musical acts in American history" (18). The siblings—Abby, Asa, James, and 
Judson—played an important role in antebellum reform movements, including the 
antislavery movement.
11 Hubach cites attendance figures of 25,000 to 30,000, as reported in the Kansas City  
Mail of September 16, 1879. See also Lewis, "'Beautiful Bismarck'." Lewis estimates the 
attendance at the old settlers' meeting at over 25,000 "on a single day."
12 As the epigraph to The Kansas Memorial, the lines read:
Not a grave of the murdered for Freedom
But grows seeds of a wider Freedom,
Which the winds carry afar and sow,
And the snows and the rains nourish
In the Kansas Memorial printing, the line breaks do not follow those in any of Whitman's 
published versions of the poem, and someone—perhaps Whitman, who apparently sent 
the verse while on his way to Colorado—has made "seeds" plural and introduced the 
word "wider" in the second line. The order of words in the fourth line has also been 
revised from "the rains and snows nourish" to "the snows and rains nourish." In "Walt 
Whitman in Kansas," Hubach incorrectly attributes the lines to the 1850 version of the 
poem, "Resurgemus."
13 See Carruth; Austin and Budd. I have not located other anthologies that include the 
poem. Monographs and journal articles occasionally cite stanzas of the poem.
14 Lucy Larcom to John Greenleaf Whittier, 22 February 1855. See Shepard, 502.
15 Lucy Larcom to John Greenleaf Whittier, 2 June 1856. See Shepard, 506.
16 For more on Larcom's reputation and critical reception as well as her relationship to 
Whittier, see Addison; Shepard; Ernest, Jr.; Marchalonis, "A Model for Mentors?"and 
The Worlds of Lucy Larcom.
17 Lucy Larcom to John Greenleaf Whittier, 22 February 1855. Shepard, 502.
18 For more on this point, see Etcheson.
19 A number of sources mention these handkerchiefs but none appear to survive in 
libraries or museums.
20 See Barry and Colt, 31.
21 The searches are not case-sensitive.
22 For more details on the OCR process, see Schantz; Klijn; Holley; Powell and Paynter; 
Tanner, Munoz, and Ros.
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23 For accuracy rates of OCR text generation for newspapers, see Klijn and Holley. 
Arlitsch and Herbert explain the computation of word accuracy from character accuracy 
in "Microfilm, Paper, and OCR: Issues in Newspaper Digitization." To compute word 
accuracy from character accuracy, the character accuracy in decimal form is raised to the 
x power, where x is the number of characters in a word. The result is then multiplied by 
100 to return a percentage. In Arlitsch and Herbert's example, they have a character 
accuracy of 98%, and they want to compute the word accuracy for a five-character long 
word. The equation, therefore, is (.98^5) * 100, which equals a word accuracy of 90.4%. 
To determine the word accuracy of a six-character long word in a scenario where the 
character accuracy is 68%, the equation is (.68^6) * 100 = 9.9%.
24 Proquest provides accuracy rates for APS Online as part of its information on the 
source microform materials used for the database. See Proquest, "The Microform 
Collections." 
25 I have consulted "Technical Guidelines for 2010 Awards," as prepared and published 
by the Library of Congress.
26 For the current project, I tried a variety of searches, including using the fuzzy and 
proximity search features of the databases, wildcards, and even misspellings.
27 It is far less likely that Larcom's poem would have appeared in Southern newspapers, 
but parodies or rewritings of the poem may have appeared in the Southern press, or the 
papers may have taken up the Kansas cause in their own newspaper poems. Similarly, I 
did not limit my search to newspapers of particular political or ideological affiliation in 
either the North or South, expecting that some of the more interesting printings and 
discussions of the poem might appear in newspapers which espoused quite different 
beliefs than those expressed in the poem.
28 Searching for all English-language daily newspapers published between 1850 and 1860 
yielded more than 780 results. I did not, however, limit my searching to daily newspapers 
since the goal of this chapter was to find as my newspaper printings of Larcom's poem as 
possible, in order to study how the poem, first published in daily papers, traveled in the 
newspaper press.
29 Since there is no way to filter results within Chronicling America, I simply sorted the 
results by date and found the first page of results for which beginning date information 
was known.
30 Another important question is whether newspapers receive the kind of treatment they 
should in finding guides—whether they are represented in finding guides at all, and when 
they are, whether the kinds of information that makes finding guides useful is included.
31 Although I did not find the poem in some newspapers where I expected I would, none 
of the papers in which I did find the poem came as a surprise. I anticipated finding the 
piece in additional Boston newspapers. Similarly, Cleveland was on the southern route for 
New England emigrants headed to Kansas, and Ohio was itself a source of several 
emigrant organizations. Further, I was certain the poem had to be in the Kansas Herald of  
Freedom, even though my searches of 19th Century U.S. Newspapers, which includes the 
paper, had not uncovered the poem. Finally, given the appearance of "Call to Kansas" in 
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the Weekly Tribune and Greeley's support of the cause, publication of the poem in the 
Daily Tribune seemed likely.
32 See Hayne, Poems; Meek; Lawrence.
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Chapter 3
Newspaper Poetry and the Civil War
This chapter examines newspaper poetry written and published during the Civil 
War through a case study of ten daily newspapers and their representations—poetic and 
otherwise—of one of the most volatile periods of the conflict, roughly the first half of 
1863. The year began with President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation, and several 
of the war's most famous battles and campaigns, including those at Chancellorsville, 
Gettysburg, and Vicksburg, occurred during the spring and early summer of 1863. During 
the same period, conscription acts were passed in the North and South, and draft riots 
ensued, with the most infamous taking place in New York City. Daily newspapers 
mediated these experiences for readers in the Union and Confederacy and provided the 
first history of the war; significantly, that history was often a literary history. Therefore, 
this project asks the question: what can we learn when we no longer ignore the more than 
100,000 poems that appeared in the periodical press, many of them unique and a majority 
of them published in daily newspapers, from 1861 through 1865? On a most fundamental 
level, the poems illustrate the pervasiveness of poetry in the daily lives of nineteenth-
century Americans, who understood that poetry, although sometimes exploited, could 
perform many social functions, not just meet certain literary criteria. This chapter 
expands our understanding of the kinds and variety of poems published in daily 
newspapers, of authorship in the nineteenth century, and of the history of poetry in 
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American literature. With implications for newspaper and journalism history, this case 
study illustrates the circulation of poems and newspapers during the Civil War. It also 
models the transformation of newspapers during the war, as evidenced by shifts in the 
kind of poetry they published. Ultimately, I argue that the Civil War helped to bring 
about the end of original, local, community- and socially-directed newspaper poems—
poems written, published, and distributed through the daily press and poems that 
inherently depend on the newspaper for their cultural distribution and work. Such poems 
began to disappear as a national focus and national community became the priority of the 
metropolitan daily paper. Affected by modern journalism and reporting, cultural 
expectations about newspapers and the roles of poems in newspapers began to shift. The 
comparative absence of these poems in daily newspapers, the most frequently-read texts 
in nineteenth-century America, surely affected the development of American literature 
after the Civil War, which shifted toward an emphasis on fiction.
With more than 380 daily newspapers in existence in 1860 and more than 570 in 
1870, any study of poems in the daily press during the Civil War cannot be exhaustive, 
even when dealing with a period of time as short as six or seven months.1 A careful and 
representative sampling of the larger corpus, however, should begin to raise the major 
issues and compelling test cases, suggest patterns and highlight deviations, and prompt 
further research; all are steps toward developing the history of the relationship between 
poetry and the daily newspaper during the Civil War and in the nineteenth-century United 
States. This study looks at ten daily newspapers from geographically diverse areas of the 
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Union and Confederacy: the Boston Evening Transcript, Charleston Mercury, Cleveland 
Plain Dealer, Daily National Intelligencer (Washington, D.C.), Memphis Daily Appeal,  
New Orleans Daily Picayune, New York Herald, New-York Tribune, Richmond Daily  
Dispatch, and Vicksburg Daily Whig. The papers were published in the national capitals, 
Washington, D.C. and Richmond, Virginia; major cities, including Boston and New 
Orleans; smaller, less populous cities like Vicksburg and Memphis; and strategic military 
locations and battle sites.2 The newspapers represent a variety of daily papers available in 
the 1860s, a transition period in the history of the daily press. The New York Herald, for 
example, continued to typify quintessential features of the penny press, while the 
Cleveland Plain Dealer was an official political party newspaper. The Boston Daily  
Evening Transcript embodied a more elite and literary tradition. The ten newspapers 
resist neat categorization, however. Given the realities of the war, shifting reader 
demands, and technological advancements, rigid, older newspaper forms were no longer 
adequate.3 With their unique and overlapping characteristics, the Transcript, Mercury, 
Plain Dealer, National Intelligencer, Daily Appeal, Daily Picayune, Herald, Tribune, 
Daily Dispatch, and Daily Whig together offer a compelling sample for the current case 
study. For each of the ten papers, I have examined available issues from January 1, 1863 
through August 31, 1863. Although the battle at Gettysburg (July 1–3) and the fall of 
Vicksburg (July 4) mark the close of the historical period under investigation for this 
study, I have read the newspapers through the end of August in order to cover the news 
cycle of the two events, back-to-back Union victories considered turning points in the 
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War.
Existing Scholarship
Poetry written during the Civil War years, particularly poetry of the War, has 
been frequently anthologized since 1861, but it has received relatively little critical 
attention.4 The fact that this literature has been so frequently anthologized and yet so 
fundamentally ignored by critics is a seeming paradox, but a paradox that fits an all too 
familiar paradigm of American literary studies. Poetry written about the war was 
immensely popular, and readers supported a vibrant market for anthologies of the poems, 
many of which they first read in newspapers and magazines.5 Partly a result of the poems' 
very popularity and market value, scholars and cultural critics considered them unworthy 
of scholarly attention for more than one hundred years. From the 1860s through the 
1950s, virtually no serious scholarship treated the poetry written during the Civil War as 
a body of literature. Single authors, including Herman Melville, Walt Whitman, and 
William Gilmore Simms, were singled out for study, but their poetry was by-and-large 
either (a) set up in contrast to all of the other poetry produced during the period, without 
sustained discussion of the other poetry; or (b) ignored in favor of discussion of their 
prose, in the cases of Melville and Simms. Then, in the latter-half of the twentieth 
century, critical understanding of the literature of the Civil War—poetry, fiction, and 
nonfiction—as a body of literature was shaped by Edmund Wilson's Patriotic Gore 
(1962) and Daniel Aaron's The Unwritten War (1973).
Remarkably, Edmund Wilson devotes only forty of his 800-plus pages to the 
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poems of the Civil War, and a number of those forty pages deal with poems produced 
before and after the conflict. According to Wilson, "The period of the Civil War was not 
at all a favorable one for poetry. An immense amount of verse was written in connection 
with the war itself, but today it makes barren reading." He offers John Greenleaf 
Whittier's Civil War poems as prime evidence:
Though he is sometimes a genuine poet in such of his New England pieces 
as Skipper Ireson's Ride and Snow-Bound, he wrote innumerable 
newspaper pieces, nowadays rarely read, which are simply a department of 
his political campaigning. It was Whittier's habit to produce a poem in 
connection with every public event in which the issue of slavery was 
involved, and this work is today more interesting for its chronicle of the 
incidents that set him off, as recorded in his prefatory notes, than it is for 
the merits of the poetry. It would perhaps be incorrect to call his 
propaganda versifying claptrap, because Whittier was not a crackpot and 
not a demagogue: he was nothing if not an earnest evangel; but today it 
has become repellent, for it is bigoted and as full of clichés about Freedom 
and Massachusetts and God as any collection of political speeches. . . . 
The Southern planters are always violating or lashing their female slaves. 
And the supposedly peace-loving Quaker God, when the North shall have 
won its victory, will show Himself complaisant with His favorites . . . . 
(471, emphasis added)
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Through his criticism of Whittier, Wilson devalues the poems of the Civil War, and he 
attacks periodical poetry in particular. He concedes that such poems may have 
"documentary power," but most, he contends, possess no "literary power" (466, 467–
469). Wilson's assessment is based on New Critical preoccupations with aesthetics and 
form as the key criteria of evaluation, but he does not consider that the "innumerable 
newspaper pieces" require certain formal and aesthetic conventions and preclude others. 
In addition, one of the core functions of the newspaper poems is the documentary 
journalism that Wilson at best relegates to a minor category and at worst disregards 
altogether. Wilson is harshest on the poems he sees as "patriotic journalism" and 
vociferously partisan. Both the war and journalism were partisan, however. The more 
nuanced and literary poems Wilson celebrates, such as those by Whitman, were published 
after the war and in different forms. Writing occasional and newspaper poems, Whittier 
would not have been operating under the formal or ideological assumptions by which 
Wilson assesses his work. In fact, the countless occasional or public event poems written 
by hundreds of individuals would have been in keeping with the formal and ideological 
conventions of the daily newspaper and newspaper poetry, as well as the shared cultural 
assumptions of the nineteenth-century newspaper-reading public. These facts do not 
make the poems literary masterpieces, but they do mean that the poems should not be 
casually dismissed.
Writing eleven years after Patriotic Gore, Daniel Aaron argued that "the War 
more than casually touched and engaged a number of writers, and its literary 
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reverberations are still felt to this day." His work, however, is an extension of Wilson's, 
not a revision, as Aaron ultimately determines that, "with a few notable exceptions," 
"writers, the ‘antennae of the race,'" failed "to say something revealing about the 
meaning, if not the causes, of the War" (xviii–xix). Aaron does acknowledge Whitman as 
one of the "notable exceptions," but throughout The Unwritten War, he is far less 
interested in poetry than in various prose genres, including fiction, biography, and 
memoir. The implicit argument is that the Civil War was especially unwritten in terms of 
poetry.
In recent years, several articles and book-length studies have begun to challenge 
the literary history offered by Wilson and Aaron. Indeed, nearly all of this current 
scholarship is explicitly set in contradistinction to, and as a correction of, the accounts 
given in Patriotic Gore and The Unwritten War. As part of these critical reexaminations, 
the poetry of the period has received relatively significant attention. For example, Aaron 
and Wilson regard the apparent cultural commodification of creative output during the 
Civil War as grounds for dismissing most of the literature published between the springs 
of 1861 and 1865. They fail to see the ways in which this literature participated in the 
culture's working through of the complex ideas surrounding the war. In The Imagined 
Civil War, however, historian Alice Fahs argues that the degree to which literature 
became a commodity during the Civil War is itself a valuable area for study and shapes 
how we approach the literature. Responding to Aaron and Wilson, Fahs argues, "Yet 
looked at from a different set of angles, popular war literature is revelatory. The very fact 
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that war poetry, for instance, was often ‘concocted' for the market should alert us to the 
complex synergy between patriotism and commerce during the war. Its existence also 
reminds us that the Civil War took place within a larger Victorian culture, both north and 
south, which valued poetry as part of significant public events" (15). Beginning from a 
much different methodology and ideological view than Wilson and Aaron, Fahs's study 
opens up a massive body of work for literary and historical scholarship, as her use of 
myriad popular culture materials demonstrates. Similarly, Faith Barrett, Ellen Gruber 
Garvey, Meredith McGill, Cristanne Miller, Franny Nudelman, Eliza Richards, Timothy 
Sweet, and others have expanded both the scope of items to be studied as Civil War 
literature and the perspectives we bring to these materials.6
Efforts to revise our understanding of Civil War literature, including poetry, have 
tended to focus on literature published in periodicals and the role of periodicals in 
shaping literary culture, and with good reason. While this strategy has proven central to 
complicating, if not dismantling, Wilson's and Aaron's models for evaluating and 
understanding the poetry of the period, it warrants complication of its own. Notably, 
studies of periodical literature and the Civil War often fail to distinguish between 
periodical forms, including daily and weekly newspapers, story papers, illustrated papers, 
monthly magazines, and even broadsides, as well as between local or regional and 
national publications. Ready to accept and champion the very different sets of modes, 
authors, and values of the literature published in periodicals versus that published as 
books, scholars still tend to generalize across periodical forms. This collapsing of 
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boundaries suggests that all periodical forms function in the same way, have the same 
goals, and that poetry and other genres published within them participate uniformly 
across periodical type. In short, it suggests that all periodicals and the literature published 
in them do the same cultural work. When expressed as a view of periodicals, few would 
agree with such a blanket statement; prevailing methodology, however, suggests 
otherwise. In our treatment of periodicals, our methodologies, and our conclusions, 
scholars must do more than simply acknowledge rhetorically the multiplicity of 
periodical forms and content. Therefore, this chapter investigates one of the most 
significant forms of poetry from the period, poetry written for and published in daily 
newspapers. This focus on newspaper poetry and the daily paper contributes to our 
understanding of American poetry and literature of the Civil War years and to our 
understanding of the changing daily newspaper of the 1860s.
Newspaper Context
In the beginning of 1863, the Boston Evening Transcript, Charleston Mercury, 
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Daily National Intelligencer, Memphis Daily Appeal, New 
Orleans Daily Picayune, New York Herald, New-York Tribune, Richmond Daily  
Dispatch, and Vicksburg Daily Whig ranged in size and price from just over two cents to 
ten cents per issue, with individual issues ranging from two to twelve pages (see Table 
3.1). The largest of the newspapers—and the newspaper with the largest circulation—the 
New York Herald, cost three cents per issue, and issues ranged in size from eight to 
twelve pages. Triple sheets of twelve pages became more common as the year wore on. 
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The eight-page New-York Tribune also cost three cents per issue, as did the four-page 
Boston Daily Evening Transcript. The Daily National Intelligencer, of Washington, D.C., 
was a four-page newspaper throughout 1863, available at the price of ten dollars per year 
(or a little more than three cents per issue). The Cleveland Plain Dealer cost seven 
dollars per year (approximately two and a quarter cents per issue), for a daily of four 
pages. The four-page New Orleans Daily Picayune cost six and a quarter cents per issue, 
as it had since 1837. Although the paper maintained its four pages through August of 
1863, the Daily Picayune was significantly smaller than the twelve-page issues it had 
published prior to the outbreak of the war. In January of 1863, the Richmond Daily  
Dispatch published two-page issues Monday through Friday and four-page issues on 
Saturdays, with no paper published on Sundays. By the beginning of April, however, all 
issues were only two pages long. At the same time that the Daily Dispatch decreased in 
size, its price began to rise dramatically. In January of 1863, subscriptions to the Daily  
Dispatch were available at eight dollars per year, five dollars for six months, three dollars 
for three months, or one dollar per month. In April, the annual price rose to ten dollars 
and the six-month subscription to six dollars. In May, prices again increased, this time for 
all subscription categories: yearly subscriptions now cost twelve dollars, while the six-
month subscriptions were eight dollars for six months, three months were available for 
five dollars, and monthly subscriptions rose to two dollars. By the end of August 1863, 
the Dispatch ran twenty dollars per year—more than double its price at the beginning of 
the year—ten dollars for six months, and six dollars for three months. One-month 
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subscriptions were still available for two dollars. The per issue price therefore ranged 
from roughly two and a half cents to six and a half cents. The Charleston Daily Mercury, 
typically a two-page paper in 1863, also doubled in price from January through August. 
The Daily Mercury cost five cents per issue in January of 1863 and ten cents per issue by 
August. The Vicksburg Daily Whig, at two pages per issue, cost eighteen dollars per year 
(or approximately seven cents per issue). The most expensive of the newspapers, the 
Memphis Daily Appeal cost ten cents per issue of two pages until the middle of August 
1863, at which time the price doubled to twenty cents per issue. 
Newspaper Frequency Pages/issue Price/issue7
Boston Evening Transcript 6 days/week 
(no Sunday)
4 3 cents
Charleston Daily Mercury 6 days/week 
(no Sunday)
2–4 5–10 cents
Cleveland Plain Dealer 6 days/week 
(no Sunday)
4 ≈2.25 cents
Daily National Intelligencer 6 days/week 
(no Sunday)
4 ≈3.2 cents
Memphis Daily Appeal 6 days/week 
(no Sunday)
2 10–20 cents
Daily Picayune 6 days/week 
(no Monday)
4 6.25 cents
New York Herald 7 days/week 8–12 3 cents
New-York Tribune 6 days/week 
(no Sunday)
8 3 cents
Daily Dispatch 6 days/week 
(no Sunday)
2–4 ≈2.5–6.4 cents
Vicksburg Daily Whig 5 days/week8 2 ≈7 cents
 Table 3.1: Comparison of daily newspapers: frequency, length, and price.
Daily newspapers in the southern United States had cost more than their northern 
counterparts long before the Civil War, largely as a result of overall higher prices in the 
South. Compounded by the scarcity of essential newspaper-printing materials—paper, 
ink, type—the already higher cost of materials soared during the war (Emery and Emery 
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167). Not surprisingly, the price of three of the Southern newspapers surveyed rose 
dramatically following the capture of Vicksburg, and another had already folded. The 
scarcity and cost of materials, affected by events of the war, account for the major 
discrepancies of size and price between the newspapers in the Union and those in the 
Confederate States, as well as the fluctuations in size and price of the Southern papers. 
Unlike frequency and price, circulation numbers were not advertised in 
newspaper issues under normal circumstances and are therefore more difficult to 
ascertain. Circulations of the ten newspapers, however, appear to have ranged from a low 
of 550 to a high of 77,100 in 1860 (see Table 3.2).
Newspaper Circulation9
Boston Evening Transcript TBD
Charleston Daily Mercury 550 (1860)
Cleveland Plain Dealer TBD
Daily National Intelligencer TBD
Memphis Daily Appeal 1,824 (1860)
Daily Picayune 12,000 (1860)
New York Herald 77,100 (1860)
New-York Tribune 55,000 (1860)
Daily Dispatch 8,000 (1860)
Vicksburg Daily Whig TBD
 Table 3.2: Circulations of the ten newspapers in 1860.
During the war, circulations fluctuated in response to various factors. Following major 
battles, for example, the New York Herald's daily circulation could surpass 100,000 
papers (Douglas 57). At the opposite end of the spectrum, the Memphis Daily Appeal  
printed only 500 papers per day in 1864.10 This significant decrease of more than two-
thirds in the Daily Appeal's daily print run was likely related both to the scarcity of paper 
in the South as well as to the Daily Appeal's nomadic existence following the fall of 
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Memphis in June 1862.11 Based on the current case study, the presence of original, local 
poetry in the pages of a paper appears tied to circulation. Of the newspapers studied, the 
newspapers with smaller circulations were from cities with smaller populations. These 
newspapers tended to publish more original, locally-oriented and socially-engaged 
poetry, even if they published fewer poems overall. As I discuss later in this chapter, the 
function of the daily newspaper as a community text is central to this relationship 
between population, circulation, and original, local newspaper verse.
Overview of Poems in the Newspapers
Reading these ten newspapers from January 1 through August 31, 1863, I have 
cataloged more than 720 occurrences of poems.12 If the ten newspapers I have selected 
are representative of the daily press of the period, this evidence means that the more than 
380 daily newspapers in print would have included more than 27,000 occurrences of 
poems from January through August 1863.13 I use the phrase "occurrences of poems" to 
make clear that neither the 720 cataloged nor the 27,000 estimated poems were all unique 
or different poems. In the newspapers surveyed, approximately 620 of the poems 
appeared a single time only, and 41 of the poems appeared two times—either twice in the 
same newspaper or one time each in two different newspapers. The most frequently 
reprinted poem of those surveyed, "Is This a Time to Dance?" appeared, unsigned, in 
three of the ten newspapers: the Vicksburg Daily Whig (January 31, 1863), the Daily  
Dispatch (March 7, 1863), and the Memphis Daily Appeal (May 4, 1863). Indeed, of the 
approximately 720 total occurrences, more than 300 were unsigned, including cases 
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where the same poem was unsigned in one publication but signed in another (the former 
counts as an unsigned occurrence and the latter as a signed occurrence).
Table 3.3: Approximated number of poetic occurrences by attribution 
(unsigned/no attribution; full name; initials only; first or last name only; 
clear pseudonym).
Approximately 280 of the poems were signed with apparently full names, although an 
unknown percentage of these were undoubtedly pseudonyms; approximately 90 were 
signed only with initials; another 30 or so were signed with first or last names only; and 
the approximately 20 remaining were signed with clear pseudonyms, such as "A. Young 
Rebelle" (see Table 3.3). A fraction of the pseudonyms can be attributed to real-life 
analogues, such as "Asa Hartz" for George McKnight, or "Hosea Biglow" for James 
Russell Lowell.
Leaving aside, for the moment, the 300 unsigned poems, the remaining 420 are by 
nearly 260 distinct authors. Even though some poets, including William Gilmore Simms, 
William Cullen Bryant, Alice Cary, George H. Boker, and Cleveland poet Jennie Bisbee, 
appear multiple times—eleven, six, five, four, and four times, respectively—many of the 
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authors, whether A.S., G.S.H., Harriet Beecher Stowe, or Louisa May Alcott, are marked 
by single poetic occurrences. For as many as two-thirds of the poems, including most of 
the three hundred unsigned works, authorship may never be known. In fact, the 
anonymity of the poems is even greater today than it was in 1863. In 1863, some of the 
pseudonyms and initials would likely have had immediate significance in their local 
communities, particularly those in the smaller newspapers publishing original verse. In 
other cases, even unsigned poems may popularly have been known to be by a 
newspaper's editor or a local writer. I do not want to overstate the significance of 
attribution for nineteenth-century readers, who accepted anonymity as part of their 
reading culture, but we naturally have lost some of the information readers of the ten 
newspapers would have had about authorship in 1863. More of the poems are figuratively 
anonymous today, whether unsigned or signed with pseudonyms, initials, or even full 
names. This literal and figurative anonymity of poems published in newspapers has 
certainly contributed to their dismissal in the author-centered study of American literature 
and culture.14
Written by an array of authors—probably a greater array than we imagine—the 
poems represent a wide range of subjects and forms. They found their way into 
newspapers in diverse ways, and they served a variety of purposes. Poems frequently 
appeared within larger articles. In some articles, the poems themselves were the main 
topic of discussion, as with the poem "Is that Mother?," which was published in the 
Boston Evening Transcript on February 28, 1863, within an article providing the 
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purported history and background of the poem. In other articles, poems were used to 
provide documentary evidence. On June 23, 1863, for example, a correspondent of the 
Richmond Daily Dispatch published "[Jeff Davis rides a white horse]" and "[Yankee 
Doodle took a saw]" as proof of the "utter loathing and contempt Yankee occupation has 
inspired." To support his claim, the correspondent cited the response of two girls, four 
and six years old, who were requested by "a Yankee officer" to "‘say some poetry'." One 
replied with "[Jeff Davis rides a white horse]": 
Jeff Davis rides a white horse,
Lincoln rides a mule;
Jeff Davis is a gentleman,
And Lincoln is a fool. ([1])
The other "volunteered a new version of Yankee Doodle." In yet other articles, poems 
were included as part of a full summary of a public event, which had featured a poetry 
reading or song.15 Not all poems were published within larger articles, however. Poems 
also appeared in advertisements hawking products from flea powder to "plantation 
bitters."16 And poems memorialized loved ones in the "death notices" columns of 
newspapers. These poems included original pieces written by family members and 
friends, poetic variations of biblical passages, and what appear to be standard mourning 
verses.17 In these different forms, the poems served discursive, evidentiary, documentary, 
marketing, and emotional functions.
In the case of the Richmond Daily Dispatch, the field of poetry looked much 
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different in 1863 than it had in 1861 and 1862. In April and May of 1861 poems were 
featured regularly in the newspaper; if they were not published daily, poems appeared 
within three or four days of one another. In 1863, however, the only poems to appear in 
the Daily Dispatch from January 1 through January 24 were those published within the 
"death notices" column. From January 24 through March 21, poems appeared once a 
week, usually in the Saturday issue, the only four-page issue of the week. By the 
beginning of April 1863, however, all issues of the Daily Dispatch, including those for 
Saturday, were only two pages, a change directly traceable to the Daily Dispatch's 
announcement that it would pay the "highest market price" for "cotton and linen rags, in 
large or small quantities."18 Beginning at around the same time, poems became virtually 
absent from the Daily Dispatch. With the exception of two poems featured within the 
news article on June 23 and several poems in the death notices column, no poems 
appeared in the Daily Dispatch from March 21 through August 31. Excluding the death 
notice poems, a total of only eleven poems appeared in the Daily Dispatch from January 
1 through August 31, 1863, and two of these appeared within a larger article. In 
comparison, nearly sixty poems had appeared in the Daily Dispatch in the three months 
following the outbreak of the war. A potential explanation for the Daily Dispatch's lack 
of poems in the beginning of 1863 and their entire absence after March may have been 
the decreased size of the newspaper. Some material had to be cut, and it could not be 
advertisements, which helped to keep the newspaper solvent, nor the telegraphic news for 
which people were so eager. Even so, the jettisoning of virtually all poetry seems 
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peculiar, given the Daily Dispatch's ready inclusion of verse early in the War, particularly 
when contrasted with other small, Southern newspapers in which poetry continued to 
play an important role in 1863. 
The Charleston Mercury evidences a similar, though less dramatic, change. 
Poems had appeared almost daily in the newspaper in 1861 and 1862, but only thirty-six 
poems, aside from those in advertisements and death notices, appeared in the Mercury 
from January through August 1863. Like the Daily Dispatch, the size of the Mercury was 
reduced by half for most issues published in 1863, and its price doubled from January 
through August. The Mercury reprinted poems from other periodicals (e.g. London's 
Punch), but it also published local poets, among them William Gilmore Simms and 
Henry Timrod, the lesser-known James B. Randall, and one signed "J.H.C." Timrod had 
published nearly a dozen poems in the Mercury in 1862, but his only poem to appear in 
the paper from January through August 1863 was his poem "Christmas" on January 1; 
this poem had actually first appeared in the Mercury on Christmas day 1862.19 William 
Gilmore Simms published at least nine poems in the Mercury in 1863: "Do Ye Quail" 
(June 18), "Our City By the Sea" (June 22), "Rub-A-Dub" (July 22), "Not Doubtful of 
Your Father Land" (July 29), "Fort Wagner" (August 1), "Beauregard—A Lyrical Ode" 
(August 3), "Yes, Build Your Walls" (August 4), "The Guerrilla Martyrs" (August 8), 
"What Though the Sky be Gloom, Boys" (August 26).20 At least six of the poems, "Rub-
a-Dub" "Our City By the Sea," "Not Doubtful of your Father Land," "Fort Wagner," 
"Yes, Build Your Walls," and "The Guerrilla Martyrs" were first published in the 
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newspaper; others were likely also first publications.21 A Charleston native, Simms's 
poems took on special significance in the newspaper. 
Despite Simms's contributions, the number of original poems in the paper 
declined from April 1861, when nearly every issue boasted a piece written "For the 
Mercury." The reduction of the Mercury to two pages as the war escalated, even as 
readers demanded more news, likely contributed to the overall decrease in poetry in the 
Mercury. Yet the reasons for the decline and apparent expendability of poetry in 
newspapers are more complex than they first seem. Understanding the complex factors 
that influenced the presence and participation of poetry in daily newspapers during this 
period requires an overview of the poetry found in each of the remaining papers from 
January 1 through August 31, 1863. In some cases, comparative analyses prove most 
helpful, and in others, specific anecdotes are most illustrative. Nearly all of the 
newspapers warrant individual essays, but for the current project, I have provided the 
essential points as briefly as possible.
The Washington, D.C. Daily National Intelligencer featured very little poetry in 
1863—less even than its counterpart of the Confederate capital, the Daily Dispatch. The 
most noticeable poetic presence in the Daily National Intelligencer from January through 
August was a series of advertising poems for Lyon's Magnetic Flea Powder. The poems 
changed periodically, with some attention to the seasons, and included "[In summer when 
the sun is low]," "The Wail of the Flea-Bug," "The Summer Moon was Shining," and 
"[Moths in furs]." Aside from these advertising poems, only eleven poems appeared in 
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the Daily National Intelligencer through August 31, 1863. Roughly the same as the 
number of similar poems that appeared in the Daily Dispatch, the overall presence of 
poetry in the Intelligencer is less, in part because it did not include memorial poems or 
poems as part of death notices. Advertising excluded, the poems in the Intelligencer 
ranged from a select few pieces dealing with current events and the war, such as "To 
Generals Grant and Meade," to a series of sentimental poems by James Cook 
Richmond.22 As a whole, of the newspapers surveyed, the Daily National Intelligencer  
featured the least amount of poetry.
At the other extreme, the Boston Evening Transcript published poetry at a rate of 
two or more poems per issue. This standard was set before the war, continued at its 
outbreak, and remained unabated in 1863. Its treatment of poetry related to the war, 
however, changed from 1861 to 1863. Prior to the outbreak of the Civil War, poetry 
appeared regularly, if not daily in the Boston Evening Transcript in two places, in the 
first column of the first page and the first column of the fourth page. The poem on the 
first page was often identified as "For the Transcript" and was usually longer than the 
series of several short poems printed on the fourth page, although all of the poems were 
relatively short. Published under the heading "Brilliants," the poems on page four were 
typically reprintings of works or extracts of works by famous poets, among them 
Shakespeare, Sir Walter Scott, and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. The rationale for their 
inclusion in the paper is not clear; they were an eclectic blend and were not related to 
current events, although there seems to have been a shared cultural sense of their "literary 
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value." Their consistent presence and the amount of space given over to the poems in 
virtually every issue, however, suggests they served more than a space-filling function.
Interestingly, when poems related to the Civil War began appearing in the 
Evening Transcript in the spring of 1861, they did not appear in the places where readers 
typically found their poetry prior to the outbreak of the war. Instead of appearing on 
pages one and four, Civil War poems appeared on page two; pages two and three also 
contained the major news of the Evening Transcript. The Civil War poems on page two 
were in addition to the poems still printed in their old places, on pages one and four. The 
"Brilliants" column did disappear for a time, but near the beginning of May 1861, the 
column reappeared, only this time under the heading "Poetical Selections." Although the 
poems still tended to be reprinted selections from well-known—often old or dead—poets, 
some of the material appears to have been selected for its treatment of war, bravery, and 
other timely themes. The poems in these different places performed different work in the 
newspaper. This arrangement did not last, however, and as early as June 1861, the 
Transcript resumed its practice of printing poems on pages one and four. These poems 
varied in their timeliness and relation to the war, and the Boston Evening Transcript of 
1863 ultimately returned to a pre-Sumter appearance. Even so, between January 1 and 
August 31, 1863, more than 350 poems were published in the Evening Transcript, more 
than thirty times as many poems as in the Dispatch for the same period. Most of these 
poems were reprinted from other sources, particularly national publications. In fact, 
reading the Evening Transcript, one can gauge the publication date of each month's 
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Atlantic based on when poems started appearing in the paper as "from [the month's] 
Atlantic."
The editors of the New Orleans Daily Picayune, the largest of the Southern dailies 
in size and circulation, surely read the Boston Evening Transcript. On numerous 
occasions, a poem was reprinted in the Daily Picayune as soon as fifteen days after 
appearing in the Boston Evening Transcript. They include "What Was Wanted," which 
appeared in the Evening Transcript on April 21 and in the Daily Picayune on May 3; 
"Outward Bound," published in the papers on April 25 and May 10; William Cullen 
Bryant's "The Earth is Full of Thy Riches," published in the Evening Transcript on May 8 
and the Daily Picayune on May 31; "Three Ways" on June 2 and July 12; Bryant's "The 
West Wind" on July 29 and August 13; "The Gift of Flowers" on July 14 and August 14; 
and "Rest" on July 13 and August 16.23 Counterintuitively, perhaps, the Boston Evening 
Transcript appears to be the single most important source of poetry for the Daily  
Picayune in 1863. The Daily Picayune never identified the Boston Evening Transcript as 
a source for these reprinted poems, although in other cases the paper did attribute work to 
Boston and New York publications, including the Boston Post and the weekly New York  
Ledger. While it is possible that poems shared by the Evening Transcript and the Daily  
Picayune traveled a more circuitous path of reprinting between appearances, as is the 
case with at least one poem, Alice Cary's "My Darling," the frequency of reprinted poems 
in the Daily Picayune and the consistency in the amount of time that passed between the 
Evening Transcript's printing and the Picayune's suggests otherwise.24 Further, following 
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the capture and occupation of New Orleans in 1862, the editors of the Daily Picayune  
probably had easier access to Northern publications, including the Evening Transcript, 
than those published in unsubdued Confederate areas. In fact, of all of the poems I have 
cataloged from the Daily Picayune in 1863, none are attributed to a Southern newspaper. 
Overall, poetry was far less common in the Daily Picayune of 1863 than it had been in 
previous periods. The newspaper relied on reprints of poems both new and old. Very few 
poems were original to the paper, and even fewer dealt explicitly with the Civil War.
In 1863, the New York Herald, eight to twelve pages long and the circulation 
leader of the papers surveyed, was almost devoid of poetry. The paper printed several 
poems within larger articles covering specific events—the poems were read at these 
events, and the paper reprinted them as part of their news coverage—as well as several 
advertising poems. Aside from these poems, and with the exception of a single piece, 
"Secretary Stanton; or, the Napoleon of the War Discovered at Last," reprinted from the 
New York Times in the Herald of August 9, 1863, the only poems published in the daily 
Herald were those featured in forthcoming and recent issues of its weekly edition. These 
poems stand largely as advertisements for the weekly, and they suggest that poetry had a 
place in the weekly that it did not in the daily edition. This virtual absence of poetry, 
newspaper and otherwise, in the New York Herald of 1863 is in stark contrast to the 
Herald of earlier decades.
Although the Herald's editor and publisher, James Gordon Bennett, and the New-
York Tribune's Horace Greeley agreed on little, if anything, poetry was nearly as scarce in 
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the daily Tribune as in the Herald. Very few of the poems published in the daily Tribune 
during the period appear to have been original to the newspaper. There are a few 
exceptions, including a poem on the deplorable state of the city streets, "Street Cleaning," 
and Laura Searing's Howard Glyndon poem, "The Battle of Gettysburg," which was 
published in the paper on July 25. The other few original works addressed the war and 
war-time cultural sentiment more broadly.25 With the exception of "Street Cleaning," the 
Tribune had no room for poetry on other themes, and it had little room for poetry over all, 
except when a poem was reported in the summary of an event. Reprinted, stand-alone 
poems appeared about as frequently as original verse—sparingly. As in the Herald, the 
majority of poems published in the Tribune were included within news articles, such as 
two poems, a version of "John Brown's Body" and "Emancipation Hymn for 1863," 
printed within a piece recounting the "Great Emancipation Demonstration," on January 7. 
A single poem, J.C. Zachos's "Ode for Emancipation Day, January 1, 1863," reported in 
an account of New Years' festivities in South Carolina, appeared in both New York 
papers.26
The Cleveland Plain Dealer blended qualities of some of the smaller and larger 
newspapers studied. The Plain Dealer's circulation was probably near 1,000, in a city of 
43,000—it was a Democratic newspaper in a Republican city. Even so, the newspaper did 
have something of a metropolitan edge, daily announcing that it contained "the latest 
news and market reports received by telegraph up to the time of going to press, and 30 
hours in advance of the New York Dailies." The poetry that appeared in its pages 
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illustrates this blend of the small and large newspaper. The Plain Dealer featured some 
original verse written exclusively for the paper by local writers, such as Jennie Bisbee's 
fairly conventional poems on love, relationships, and travel, as well as poems related to 
the war, including William J. Chapman's soldier poem, "Wounded and Frozen to Death." 
Formally a Democratic and opposition newspaper, the Plain Dealer reprinted from the 
unofficially democratic New York Herald and mocked New-York Tribune editor Horace 
Greeley. The Plain Dealer's "The Politician Jim Crow," published April 4, may have 
been a reprinting of the "The Political Jim Crow," published in a weekly edition of the 
New York Herald within report of a recent meeting of the Knights of the Golden Circle. 
Since the Knights of the Golden Circle were fairly prominent in Ohio in 1863, it is 
possible that the Plain Dealer had also sent a correspondent to cover the meeting. Framed 
by the newspaper's copperhead leanings, "The Politician Jim Crow" was more than mere 
reportage when it appeared in the Plain Dealer.27 In addition to the "Politician Jim 
Crow," the Plain Dealer published several other poems critical of political and cultural 
policy and leaders. On January 2, it reprinted "Uncle Sam's Tailor Shop," a poem written 
in "slave dialect," from the Logan County Gazette, and on January 20, the paper featured 
"[Old Abe's a wondrous wag]," reprinted from Budget of Fun. And when the Plain 
Dealer featured a stanza from a parody of Poe's "The Raven" published in a recent 
Harper's Weekly, the editor, J.W. Gray, seemed to relish in the inappropriateness of the 
problematic poem, which includes the lines, "And his lips they have the snigger, / Of a 
worthless freeborn nigger." Gray viewed the piece, with its "spectral raven with a negro's 
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head, reposing on the [horrid] bust of Horace Greeley," as "highly suggestive."28 
Despite the racism and anti-abolitionist, opposition stance of the Plain Dealer, the 
newspaper printed "Down the Dark Yazoo" on April 18, 1863.29 The poem recounts the 
history of the United States from the colonial period—which it presents as the moment 
when the world was "bright and new"—to the then present from a national perspective 
that transforms into a Union perspective. The poem describes the "hideous crest" of 
rebellion in a region that had been tremendously blessed with natural resources. In the 
final stanza, the poem summarizes the Yazoo Pass Expedition and tells how the 
"graybacks," "from an ugly black redoubt," brought "our 'bluebirds' to."30 The poem may 
seem a strange one for the Plain Dealer, especially in contrast to the other poems it 
published. The poem marked the first explicitly war-related poem in the newspaper since 
January. Possibly, most of the poems about the war and war-related themes that appeared 
in daily newspapers in the Union did not meet with the approval of Plain Dealer editor 
Gray. Even if poems from the Southern press would have proven more acceptable to the 
editor and readers of the Plain Dealer, procuring newspapers from the South, whether for 
their news or their poetry, would have been difficult. The editor of a Democratic 
newspaper in a Union state, the Copperhead or "Peace Democrat" Gray may have also 
feared suspension of his newspaper. There is no indication that a Northern newspaper 
was suspended on grounds of incendiary poetry, but the Plain Dealer was temporarily 
suspended in 1865, and any fears of suspension in 1863 would not have been entirely 
unjustified.31 Gray, however, surely recognized the popularity of poems related to the 
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War. In the Plain Dealer, the nostalgia of "Down the Dark Yazoo," which celebrates the 
conquest of Native Americans and the clearing of the wilderness, may have trumped its 
pro-Union sentiment.
In contrast to the rare appearances of Civil War poems in the Plain Dealer, war 
poems were featured routinely in two Confederate newspapers, the Memphis Daily  
Appeal and the Vicksburg Daily Whig. Aside from the death notices and one or two other 
exceptions in each paper, all of the poems published in the Appeal and Whig were related 
to the Civil War. Of the ten newspapers surveyed, the Vicksburg Daily Whig is the only 
newspaper that did not span the entire eight-month period studied, and yet it published 
more poems than several of the others.32 Most of the Whig's poems were published 
without indication of their original or reprinted status, but several of the nearly forty 
poems are identified as "For the Whig." The Daily Whig reprinted from a variety of 
newspapers, among them the Daily Dispatch and Memphis Daily Appeal. The close 
proximity of the Whig and the Appeal for much of the year—the Memphis Daily Appeal 
was published out of Jackson, Mississippi until August— facilitated the sharing of 
material. "The Defense of Vicksburg," signed R.W.J. when it appeared in the Memphis 
Daily Appeal on February 23, 1863, appeared anonymously just three days later in the 
Vicksburg Daily Whig, on February 26. The Appeal published many more poems 
purported to be written for the paper, as was "The Defense of Vicksburg," than did the 
Whig, but it also reprinted poems from a number of sources, including from newspapers 
as far away as Montreal and Boston. More often, reprinted poems were attributed to 
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newspapers such as the Mobile Tribune, Montgomery Mail, and Richmond Whig. Based 
on the eight other newspapers surveyed, the Vicksburg Daily Whig and Memphis Daily  
Appeal may seem unlikely sources for a significant body of Civil War poetry. But the two 
single-leaf newspapers published in one of the most heavily contested areas of 1863 
illuminate important qualities of newspaper poetry in the Civil War and in the nineteenth 
century.
Original Newspaper Verse
So far, I have provided an overview of what poetry looked like in each of the ten 
daily papers during the period, the various ways it was brought into the newspapers, what 
newspapers were invested in poetry, and the diverse ways it functioned—as 
advertisement, memorial, evidence, entertainment, among them. With this background, I 
would like now to turn to a discussion of original, local, socially-engaged poems for 
which the newspaper's form, text, and context are central and crucial to the poems' 
cultural work. The publication of such poems in newspapers requires specific kinds of 
writing and establishes specific frames of reading. Therefore, a measure by which we 
might begin to evaluate this newspaper poetry is the degree to which the poems 
contribute to the function of the newspaper as a form and the goals of the newspaper, 
including the newspaper's role as cultural mediator.
Still, literary critics are likely to ask of such original, local newspaper poemms the 
question that has been rather famously asked of nineteenth-century women's fiction: "But 
is it any good?" (Harris 42–61). Published in daily newspapers, which increasingly 
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appealed to broader and broader readerships since the arrival of the penny press in the 
1830s, most of the poems are easily read and understood. Most of the poems are not 
technically innovative or complex in form. The poems are often lyric, with many 
explicitly titled as sonnets, odes, and songs. Formally, then, the poems tend toward the 
traditional. Sometimes newspaper poets mastered traditional forms; other times the 
attempts are cringe-worthy when evaluated from a formal standpoint. 
For example, Rema Mayor's "He Does Not Wear the Gray" is not adept from a 
technical standpoint, but it offers an important social commentary on relationships 
between women and men in the South during the Civil War. The poem is told from the 
point of view of a woman who has been courted by a Southern gentleman, who by almost 
all accounts would make a perfect husband. The narrator cannot marry him, however, 
because he "does not wear the grey." On a most fundamental level, the seriousness of the 
subject matter does not fit with the apparent light-hearted tone established with the 
poem's meter and rhyme: "They say I ought to love him, / That he is very good; /And if 
he's all they say he is, / I am sure I wish I could" (Mayor 4). The technical failure of "He 
Does Not Wear the Gray"—its not being very good—is a result of Mayor's failure to 
combine form and content. Even so, the poem played a social role in the Richmond Daily  
Dispatch in 1863, suggesting the duties of Southern women during the war. The poem 
may have been socially instructive for the very reasons it is not technically successful: the 
lilting rhyme and meter helped make the poem easy to read as well as catchy.
Not all newspaper poems sacrificed traditional technical mastery, however, as 
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evidenced by William Gilmore Simms's poems published in the Charleston Mercury in 
the summer of 1863. Simms's "Our City by the Sea" recounts the attempted Northern 
invasion of Charleston Harbor three months earlier. At one hundred and fifty-six lines 
long, the poem is much longer than many newspaper poems, and it even looks different 
than many of the poems on the newspaper page (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The poem is 
more technically and linguistically complex than perhaps all of the other poems surveyed. 
Figure 3.1: First stanza of Rema Mayor's "He Does Not Wear the Gray," 
as published in the Daily Dispatch on March 21, 1863.
Figure 3.2: First stanza of William Gilmore Simms's "Our City by the 
Sea," as published in the Charleston Mercury on June 22, 1863.
In fact, Simms scholar James Everett Kibler, Jr., describes the poem as "one of Simms's 
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most intricate poems from a technical standpoint." And although "Our City by the Sea" 
was later published in the 1866 volume War Poetry of the South, edited by Simms, Kibler 
argues that the Charleston Mercury text is "technically superior" to the 1866 text. Kibler 
therefore reprints the Mercury version in his Selected Poems of William Gilmore Simms. 
More important for a newspaper poem, in its retelling of the victory, "Our City by the 
Sea" would have lifted morale, instilled pride, and rallied soldiers and civilians, who 
recognized the strategic importance of their city and who must have known that the June 
battle for Charleston would not be the last. A historian as well as poet, Simms surely 
hoped that his narrative of the events at Charleston Harbor would become part of the 
historical record and shape future histories of the event. Other of his poems published in 
the Mercury in the summer of 1873, including the piece "Fort Wagner," attempt the same 
short- and long-term work. These qualities are more important than Simms's technical 
mastery for the purposes of the this project.
Simms's "Fort Wagner" appeared in the Charleston Mercury on August 1, 1863, 
during the second battle for Fort Wagner, which had begun on July 18. The battle was the 
most recent attempt of Union soldiers to take the South Carolina fort as part of the larger 
plan to capture Charleston. Since the publication of "Our City by the Sea" in June, power 
had shifted dramatically in favor of the North. Following the major defeats at Gettysburg 
and Vicksburg, the Confederate army needed a strategic and psychological victory at Fort 
Wagner. Almost certainly in recognition of this need, the Charleston Mercury published 
Simms's "Fort Wagner" less than two weeks in to the battle and three weeks in to the 
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most recent Charleston campaign. In the poem, Simms uses language of freedom and 
honor to sanction the fighting; a defeat will surrender homes and property as well as the 
"dear rights of man." Continuing a theme from "Our City by the Sea," Simms identifies 
"Fortress Wagner" as the most recent in a series of stalwart South Carolina forts, 
including Moultrie and Sumter, that will stand in the defense of this freedom. More 
important than the motive the poem provides is its support and commemoration of the 
Confederate soldiers. In another echo of "Our City by the Sea," Simms positions the 
poem as an early history of the event. The poem is intended to bestow "Glory unto the 
gallant boys who stood" and to "repeat / The legend, which shall grow themes for story" 
([1]). Simms acknowledges that many of the soldiers will not be commemorated as 
individuals; though many will fall with "unrecorded name" and will sleep under " 
unchisell'd marble," they will "live among the archives of the free." This focus on 
sacrifice and commemoration in Simms's record of the ongoing battle emerges as a theme 
in poems by Northern writers who also responded to the events at Fort Wagner in poetry.
A single event early in the Fort Wagner campaign, the death and burial of Colonel 
Robert Gould Shaw of the 54th Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, became a major 
touchstone for the Union cause in the late summer. In response, the poem "Colonel 
Shaw," by E.S., was first published in the Boston Evening Transcript on August 4, 1863, 
three days after Simms's "Fort Wagner" appeared in the Charleston Mercury and 
approximately two weeks after Shaw was killed at the fort. "Colonel Shaw" is one of the 
earliest poetic responses to the death and burial of Colonel Shaw.33 Reprinted in the New-
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York Tribune three days later, the poem probably circulated in the Northern press, but it 
has escaped study, perhaps because it is a newspaper poem. Contemporaneously 
published and sharing similar concerns, Simms's "Fort Wagner" and E.S.'s "Colonel 
Shaw" offer diametrically opposed views of the same event. Together, they evoke the 
inherent contradictions of the war and represent the larger conflict. The actions at Fort 
Wagner that Simms portrays as gallant and honorable, E.S. describes as ignoble, unjust, 
and un-Christian. Importantly, however, both poets are intensely interested in issues of 
legacy and commemoration. In the case of "Fort Wagner," Simms offers the fort itself as 
the tombstone and his poem as the epitaph for the uncommemorated Southern dead. 
Similarly, "Colonel Shaw" responds to the reported facts of Shaw's burial, as announced 
in a note preceding the poem: "On hearing that the Rebels had buried his body in a 
trench, under a pile of twenty-five negroes." The act of burying Shaw in a trench with his 
black soldiers was intended to be disgraceful on two accounts: it treated Shaw, white and 
of higher rank, as equal to the enlisted black soldiers, and the mass trench grave was 
anonymous. But just as Simms had symbolically and poetically inscribed the "unchisell'd 
marble," E.S. figuratively marks Shaw's unmarked grave. In Shaw's case, the "old flag 
waving" would proclaim "To the whole world that the noble cause he died for / Has 
nobly triumphed—. . . " ([2]). With their shared concerns presented from different 
vantage points, the poems by E.S. and Simms on the events at Fort Wagner almost seem 
to be in conversation with one another—even though each poet appears to have been 
unaware of the other's work.
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Similarly, the poems exist in dialogue with their newspapers. In the case of 
"Colonel Shaw," in the two weeks from the start of the second battle for Fort Wagner, the 
Evening Transcript had published news of the battle and Shaw's death as well as about 
the United States Colored Volunteers, and the paper had also encouraged contributions to 
the Massachusetts Soldiers' Fund. When "Colonel Shaw" appeared in the Evening 
Transcript on August 4, it was published on the same page as accounts of "The Iron-
Clads off Charleston" and correspondence from Port Royal, South Carolina. These pieces 
evoke the ongoing battle at Fort Wagner and relate news from "defenseless Savannah" 
and the Savannah River, locations central to Union control of the South, as was Fort 
Wagner. As a newspaper poem, "Colonel Shaw" contrasts effectively with other kinds of 
poems published in the Evening Transcript in 1863, including frequent reprints of 
published works, such as poems by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and translations of 
foreign-language poems. For example, a translator signed "L.H." published several 
English translations of German poems in the Evening Transcript in 1863, including 
"Think I But On Thee" on March 14. No doubt any work that appears in a newspaper is 
mediated by the newspaper context, just as the work potentially influences the reading of 
other pieces within the newspaper.34 I do not mean to suggest the reprintings of 
Browning's work or L.H.'s translations are not somehow different when they appear in 
the pages of a newspaper versus prior book or periodical publications or that they are not 
in dialogue with other parts of the newspaper in some capacity—they are. Such poems, 
however, do not inherently depend on the newspaper for much of their meaning and 
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significance. In studying original, local newspaper verse as a form, the emphasis is not on 
the myriad ways readers interpreted or editors repurposed the poems, but the ways in 
which the poems are rooted in the newspaper. Therefore, in investigating newspaper 
poetry and the Civil War, I am interested in poems for which the newspaper and the 
poem are integrally related.
Narrowing the focus in this way, a provocative paradigm emerges. The 
similarities and differences between the poems that I have investigated thus far are not so 
clear-cut as sectional alliances or economy and the marketplace. The largest of the 
newspapers (New York Herald, New-York Tribune, Boston Evening Transcript) and the 
newspapers with the larger geographic or ideological reaches (the New York and Boston 
papers, along with the Daily National Intelligencer and Daily Dispatch), contain the least 
amount of poetry, including original, social poems. Inversely, the smaller, more local 
newspapers contain the most of these poems, even if they sometimes contain fewer 
poems overall. The function of newspapers as community and communal texts offers an 
explanation for this inverse relationship between the size (physical size and circulation) 
of a newspaper and its poetic content. As press historian Thomas C. Leonard theorizes, 
"Newspapers demonstrate that one is bound together with a multitude engaged in steady, 
simultaneous activity, sharing a common culture and symbols. . . . A page of news 
demonstrates a community by the stories it contains" (30). Advancing Leonard's work, 
David Paul Nord explicitly connects the building of media with the building of 
communities. According to Nord, "at the vortex of many collective efforts to build 
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community or to undermine it has been formal, public, printed communication, including 
journalism" (2).
From their beginning, American newspapers were understood to be community 
texts. They were published for specific communities, were read in specific communities, 
and were interpreted by these communities of readers. Even the actual reading of the 
newspapers was a communal act; papers were read with others in taverns and reading 
rooms (Leonard 3–7). In the revolutionary period and in the early republic, newspapers 
could define themselves in terms of a national community. By 1830, however, the 
communities by which newspapers defined themselves and the communities they helped 
to define, became more local. This shift may seem to contradict the goals of the penny 
press, which sought to appeal to a broader base of readers, but the editors of penny papers 
understood their newspapers as city papers. This shift corresponds with the larger cultural 
shift from the national to the state, city, and individual. It also appears to correspond with 
the apex of newspaper poetry, circa 1835 to 1860, wherein newspaper poems participated 
in telling the news, providing editorials, supplying entertainment, and forging a sense of 
local community. During the Civil War daily newspapers reversed this localization and 
once again began conceiving of national communities. This reversal was pushed by 
national demand for news of the war in both the United States and the Confederate States 
and was aided by technological advancements, most notably the telegraph and railroad. 
Despite differentiating between national communities of the North and South, the 
increasing heterogeneity of the United States meant that notions of a national community 
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were much more complicated in the 1860s than they had been in the early Republic. The 
geographic, temporal, and cultural specificity of much newspaper poetry in the daily 
press simply did not align with the increasingly national perspectives of the larger 
newspapers. Instead, national hymns—"Emancipation Hymn for 1863," "Contraband's 
Hymn," "Hymn for the National Fast, 30th April, 1863," "Battle Hymn of the Republic," 
the "army hymn"—proliferated in the larger papers.35
Not only does this relationship between the size and reach of the newspaper and 
its role within a specific community help to explain why newspaper poetry was so scarce 
in the larger newspapers, it offers a more compelling explanation for why fewer poems 
appeared in the pages of the Richmond Daily Dispatch in 1863 than earlier in the war. 
Rather than purely an outcome of the newspaper's decreased size, which suggests a 
general disposability of newspaper poetry, the dearth of newspaper poetry in 1863 
stemmed in part from the Daily Dispatch's new role as a newspaper with a national reach. 
According to historian Robert C. Kenzer:
As the wartime city's [Richmond's ] population nearly tripled as it 
exceeded 100,000 residents and became the national capital, the 
[Dispatch's] daily message was addressed to an increasingly larger and 
much more national readership as it now focused its attention not just on 
local circumstances but featured news about the movers and shakers of the 
Confederate government and military.36
The newspaper needed to publish national, governmental, and military news in a 
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newspaper half the size of its pre-war self. As materials and currency became more 
scarce, the Daily Dispatch could not cut ads, the only guaranteed source of income, 
especially if subscribers neglected to pay their bills. Multiple factors thus worked against 
the presence of newspaper poetry in the Daily Dispatch. The shift in emphasis—in 
community—to the "larger and more national readership" that Kenzer identifies for the 
Daily Dispatch, certainly played a significant role in the marked absence of poetry in 
1863. The Daily Dispatch of 1863 therefore looks much more like the Daily National  
Intelligencer than the Charleston Mercury. In 1861 and much of 1862, the opposite was 
true. Examination of other newspapers where newspaper poetry thrived, where the poetry 
and the newspaper performed complementary cultural work, supports this argument.
The Vicksburg Daily Whig and the Memphis Daily Appeal published the most 
newspaper poetry of the newspapers surveyed. The Vicksburg Daily Whig offers less than 
half as many issues for study as the other newspapers, since it published at most five 
issues per week and it ceased publication at the beginning of May 1863, a full four 
months before the end of period I am studying. The newspaper, however, published more 
newspaper poetry than all of the other dailies, with the possible exception of the Memphis 
Daily Appeal. As a percentage, approximately 87% of the Whig's and 85% of the Daily  
Appeal's poems cataloged for this project likely qualify as newspaper poems. Further 
research into the first publications of many of the poems is necessary before I can offer a 
definitive percentage. Comparatively, in the case of the Boston Evening Transcript, the 
percentage of newspaper poems is probably in the range of 10–15%, even though the 
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Evening Transcript published more than seven times as many poems as the Daily Appeal 
and more than ten times as much poetry as the Whig. In the middle range are the 
Charleston Mercury and the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The Vicksburg Daily Whig and Memphis Daily Appeal emphasized the local over 
the national, but they did not sacrifice national coverage of the war. Striking a balance 
between the local and national may have been easier for the editors of the Daily Whig and 
the Daily Appeal since much of their local news was national, and they did not have the 
same obligations as the Daily Dispatch. Further, the newspapers may have maintained a 
more local sense of community in part because they were from smaller cities than some 
of the other newspapers. In 1863, the Daily Appeal was actually a newspaper without a 
city. Publishing a refugee newspaper in Jackson, Mississippi—fifty miles from Vicksburg
—for much of the year, the Appeal's editor must have realized the importance of 
establishing a community base if the newspaper was to survive. If all that was important 
was national news and nationalism, there is little to explain the survival of the Daily  
Appeal. The poetry of the Daily Whig and Daily Appeal provides an opportunity to 
examine the flow of information in the South within a relatively small area, and to see the 
ways in which the newspapers participated in a literary culture in the South in 1863, with 
lasting effects throughout the war. Although poems in 1863 did not appear in the same 
numbers as they had earlier in the war, what this study shows is that the daily newspaper 
was one of the vital ways that literature circulated in the South. That so many poems 
were published in daily newspapers, almost all in this study two-page sheets on the 
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cheapest of quality, many copies of which were likely destroyed or repurposed 
throughout the War, has certainly contributed to the misunderstanding of Southern 
literary output during the Civil War years. Further, the newspaper poetry of the Daily  
Whig and Daily Appeal offers a literary and social history of a tumultuous and ultimately 
devastating year as experienced in Mississippi and the South.
The newspapers are most explicitly local in the seven poems that feature 
Vicksburg in the title. Poems like "The Defense of Vicksburg" and "[The gunboats went 
to Vicksburg]" narrated the conflict and boosted morale. The newspapers and their poetry 
mediated the war and shaped literary culture in more subtle ways as well. The 
newspapers cultivated a subtype of newspaper poetry during the war, that written by 
soldiers as correspondence with specific communities. Within this context and within the 
pages of the Daily Whig and the Daily Appeal, it is possible to trace the development of 
the Civil War newspaper poetry of Major George McKnight, a member of the Army of 
the Mississippi. Serving under General William Loring, McKnight participated in the 
defense of the Yazoo Pass, and Loring commended McKnight's actions: "Before and after 
the enemy appeared, the weather was inclement, and when all depended upon the greatest 
energy, none rendered better service or were more exposed than the following officers: 
Major George McKnight, assistant adjutant-general . . . ."37 McKnight continued to serve 
in Mississippi through the spring and summer, contributing to the defense of Vicksburg. 
Approximately two weeks after the fall of the city, McKnight was captured by Union 
soldiers at Hazlehurst, Mississippi in mid-July 1863, and he was sent to Johnson's Island 
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(Ohio). While at Johnson's Island, McKnight, writing under the pen name "Asa Hartz," 
established a reputation for himself as a poet and humorist. Many of the poems he wrote 
as a prisoner were apparently first, and often only, published in newspapers.38 To date, the 
limited information on George McKnight/Asa Hartz as a writer has focused on this prison 
poetry, and in The Southern War Poetry of the Civil War, Esther Park Ellinger grouped 
Asa Hartz with other prison poets: "The prison verse, while not extensive, is for the most 
part, of good quality. There are five men whose work may be considered as 
representative, S. Teackle Wallis, who was imprisoned at Fort Warren, and four at 
Johnson's Island." Of Hartz, Ellinger writes, "It remained for 'Asa Hartz' to while away 
his prison hours in writing lines so delightfully humorous, so free and swift moving, that 
it is difficult to believe they could have been written within prison walls" (43).
Ellinger offers the poem "Living and Dying" as one of the best of Hartz's lighter 
prison verses. There are, however, two important mistakes in this example: George 
McKnight did not write this Asa Hartz poem while a prisoner, and the title of the poem is 
actually "Dying and Living." Apparently, the poem was first published in the Vicksburg 
Daily Whig on April 7, 1863. In the Daily Whig, the poem reads:
I would not die on the battle-field,
  Where the missiles are flying wild,
'Tis a fancy death—but it doesn't suit
  My mamma's darling child.
The cannon's roar, and the clash of steel,
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  And the victor's joyous shout,
[Suit'd] well, no doubt—if a fellow don't care—
  But I'd rather be counted out!
I would not die on the vessel's deck,
  With the wild waves dashing around;
'Cause it might occur that I'd have to swim,
  And I can't—so I'd surely be drowned.
And the idea of pickling myself in brine
  Is too salty to be endured,
Besides, there's a dearth of salt in the South,
  And we've other meat to be cured.
I would not die at home—in bed—
  It would kill poor Klubs with sorrow;39
For if to-day he should find me dead,
  He would die, himself, to-morrow.
And since I've thought the matter o'er
  (The truth for once I'm giving,)
If I'm to have a choice in the thing,
  I guess—I'll keep on living! [1]
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From this first printing, the poem circulated in newspapers in the South in 1863, 
including the Memphis Daily Appeal and the Mobile Tribune. By 1868, however, the 
poem had become known as "Living and Dying," and it was published under this new 
title in Beuhring H. Jones's The Sunny Land; or Prison Poetry and Prose (Baltimore, 
1868). But written by a soldier in one of the most heavily contested areas of 1863, and 
published within the pages of newspapers daily mediating the local experience, "Dying 
and Living" means something quite different than "Living and Dying." Certainly there 
are humorous elements to the poem, but Ellinger's assessment of the piece as one of 
Hartz's most successful lighter poems is less viable when the original title is known and 
when the poem is read in the pages of the Daily Whig and Daily Appeal. In the 
newspapers, the poem's humor is black humor, not lightheartedness.
Further, the publication of Hartz's newspaper poem, "Dying and Living," in the 
Daily Whig and the Daily Appeal followed the publication of other soldier poems that 
year; these poems, coupled with McKnight's own newspaper experience, may have 
influenced the writing and publication of "Dying and Living" as well as McKnight's later 
newspaper poetry from prison. On January 1 and January 5, the Daily Whig and Daily 
Appeal published the poem "The Missouri Massacre." The Daily Whig printing is likely a 
reprinting from another source, and the Daily Appeal appears to have reprinted the poem 
from the Daily Whig. In both printings, the poem was preceded by versions of the note, 
"The following verses were suggested by the late Missouri massacre. One of the 
prisoners condemned to die, by the Yankee General, McNeil, was a husband and the 
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father of a family of little children, entirely dependent on him for the means of livelihood. 
A heroic young man nobly offered himself as a substitute for the condemned; was 
accepted and died in his stead." Several weeks later, on January 24, 1863, the Vicksburg 
Daily Whig published a poem by a "Tennesseean of the 1st Brigade." The poem, "The 
Southern Republic," was written for the Whig and dedicated to the "brave Vicksburgers." 
And on March 30, the Memphis Daily Appeal published a poem titled "To the 
Guerrillas." The editors introduced the lines as "composed within the walls of a Yankee 
bastille. They reach us in manuscript through the courtesy of a lately returned prisoner." 
The Daily Whig, and later the Memphis Daily Appeal, were likely passed among the 
soldiers serving in the area, and it is not unrealistic to expect that McKnight read one or 
both of these newspapers, especially since his own work appeared first in the Daily Whig.
In addition to reading the local papers, McKnight apparently also had experience 
as an editor for a Southern newspaper, and he eventually returned to newspaper work 
after the Civil War. Prior to the outbreak of the war, McKnight served as a local editor of 
the New Orleans Delta.40 These details are important because they suggest that McKnight 
would have understood the role and capacity of newspaper poems, and when he sent 
"Dying and Living" to the Vicksburg Daily Whig in 1863, he almost certainly understood 
it as a newspaper poem. "Dying and Living" was informed by and participated in the 
communities of the Daily Whig and Daily Appeal. Drawing on the recent land and water 
campaigns of the area and written from a soldier's perspective, the poem, like the 
newspapers, translates the events of the spring and summer of 1863, the experience of 
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soldiers, and the relationship of soldiers to the civilian community.
Conclusion
Making any definitive statements about American literature, newspapers, and 
newspaper poetry during the Civil War based on a case study of ten daily newspapers is 
not possible. The current case study, however, does raise tantalizing avenues for further 
investigation as well as the possibility of new models for understanding newspapers and 
newspaper poetry both during this confined period and in the nineteenth century as a 
whole. The sheer amount of information I have collected will allow scholars the ability to 
point to specific examples and documentary evidence for the broader claims we make 
about authorship, poetry, periodicals, and the circulation of information in the Civil War 
and in the nineteenth century. The current case study suggests a compelling relationship 
between community and newspaper poetry, and this relationship has larger ramifications 
for the study of American literature and poetry. The shift to a national focus of the daily 
newspaper, aided by changes in journalism and reporting, precipitated the decline of 
original, local, socially-engaged verse in newspapers. Such newspaper poetry depended 
on geographic and temporal localization, localization not possible within the growing 
heterogeneous national community. Although today 27,000 occurrences of poems in 
daily newspapers over an eight-month period seems prolific, the poems published from 
January through August 1863 barely compare in number to the poems published in earlier 
periods, including in as contemporary a moment as 1861. This comparative absence of 
poems in daily newspapers, the most frequently read texts in nineteenth-century America, 
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almost certainly had an effect on the development of American literature after the Civil 
War. Developing this history is important because it forces us to question our cultural 
expectations of poetry in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries and how these 
expectations shape our understanding of poetry in earlier periods.
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1 Statistics of daily newspapers in 1860 and 1870 have been drawn from Walker, 508, 
511. According to Walker, there were 387 daily newspapers in 1860 and 574 in 1870. In 
The American Newspaper Directory and Record of the Press, Kenny estimates the 
number of daily newspapers in the United States in 1861 at 450. For the purposes of my 
calculations, I have used the more conservative 1860 estimate from Walker's census 
report.
2 As recorded in the 1860 Census, the populations of the cities examined here ranged 
from 4,501 to 805,658: Boston, 177,840 (whites and free blacks); Charleston 40, 522 
(whites, free blacks, and slaves); Cleveland, 43,317 (whites and free blacks); Memphis, 
22,623 (whites, free blacks, and slaves); New Orleans, 168,675 (whites, free blacks, and 
slaves); New York City, 805,658 (whites and free blacks); Richmond, 37,910 (whites, 
free blacks, and slaves); Vicksburg, 4,501 (whites, free blacks, and slaves); and 
Washington, D.C., 75,080 (whites, free blacks, slaves). These numbers are for the 
specific cities (or district) only and do not include surrounding areas. The census data for 
some cities include limited statistics for Indian populations, but these numbers are not 
represented in the aggregate data for cities.
3 For more on the individual newspapers, see Ellis, Shaw, Dabney, Chamberlin, Fermer, 
and Crouthamel.
4 Volume one of Frank Moore's twelve-volume The Rebellion Record, one of the first 
efforts to gather and reprint poems of the War from the periodical press, was published in 
1861. The Rebellion Record is not exclusively poetry, though most of the volumes devote 
a significant amount of space to verse. Chimes of Freedom and Union: A Collection of 
Poems for the Times by Various Authors (Boston: Benjamin B. Russell, 1861) also 
appeared that year, and new anthologies were published annually throughout the war and 
immediately following. Editors continued to anthologize Civil War poetry in the 
twentieth century. The most recent anthology, "Words for the Hour": A New Anthology 
of American Civil War Poetry, edited by Faith Barrett and Cristanne Miller, was 
published by the University of Massachusetts Press in 2005.
5 For a compelling first discussion of anthologies of Civil War poems, see Roberts. As 
Roberts accurately puts it, "The influence of anthologies . . . remains fertile ground for 
further critical attention [in the study of poetry of the Civil War]. An examination of 
anthologies of war verse, which were published during as well as after the war, promises 
to illuminate the vital interchange between poems as literary artifacts and the nexus of 
agents (abstract and concrete) that produced and circulated them" (173).
6 See Barrett, Garvey, McGill, Nudelman, Richards, and Sweet.
7 For the sake of comparison, I have given all prices as price per issue, even when the 
newspapers listed price only by weekly, monthly, or annual subscriptions. I have 
calculated daily rates for the Cleveland Plain Dealer, Daily National Intelligencer, 
Richmond Daily Dispatch, and Vicksburg Daily Whig based on their annual subscription 
rates: (subscription rate in dollars x 100 cents) / (issues per week x 52 weeks) = price per 
issue in cents.
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8 The Vicksburg Daily Whig claimed to produce five issues (Tuesday through Saturday) 
per week in 1863. The microfilm record, which has small gaps in coverage from January 
through April 1863, suggests that the newspaper may have occasionally published less 
frequently. It is also possible, however, that the missing issues were not available when 
the microfilm was produced.
9 I have derived circulation data from the following sources: for the New Orleans Daily  
Picayune, Reinders, 227; for the New York Herald and New-York Tribune, 57; for the 
Memphis Daily Appeal, 95; for the Charleston Mercury and Richmond Daily Dispatch, 
Donald E. Reynolds.
10 Ellis recreates a balance sheet for a November 1864 issue of the Memphis Daily  
Appeal, figuring 100 copies for subscribers and 400 copies for street sales and a total 
print run of 500. See Appendix F, 604–605.
11 From January through August of 1863, the Daily Appeal was produced in Jackson, 
Mississippi, and Atlanta, Georgia; the site of publication was given daily in the first 
column on page two.
12 See the appendix, "Preliminary Bibliography of Poems in Newspapers, c. 1835–1890," 
for a  list of the poems. The complete total of poetic occurrences is actually higher than 
720. I have not, for example, recorded every instance of advertising poems. Also, I have 
not catalogued the translations of the many German poems that appeared in the Boston 
Evening Transcript and other newspapers (though I have noted their occurrence). Nor I 
have catalogued most reprintings of popular British writers, whether contemporary to the 
Civil War period or historical. While such transatlantic reprintings and translations are 
fruitful ground for study, they are outside the scope of the current project, which focuses 
on American writers and American newspapers. Further, their participation in the 
newspapers is outside my current, working definition of "newspaper poetry."
13 These numbers should be understood as estimates only. I have certainly missed some 
poems, and I purposely excluded others, including subsequent instances of advertising 
poems, poems by long-dead authors, and works in translation. In calculating the number 
of poetic occurrences, I have used the 1860 figure for the number of daily newspapers. 
Averaging my 720 catalogued poems over the ten newspapers yields 72 poems per 
newspaper on average. 380 (daily newspapers) multiplied by 72 poems per newspaper 
equals 27,360 occurrences of poems. If this estimate errs in either direction, it is probably 
too low.
14 For more on anonymity and the author-centered study of American literature, and their 
implications for periodical literature, see McGill and Garvey. Both McGill and Garvey 
work from Michel Foucault's theory of the author-function.
15 There are a handful of such examples in the ten newspapers studied. See, for example, 
William Wallace's "Keep Step with Music of the Union" as published within "The Loyal 
North | Mass meeting in Madison Square | Gen. Scott Presides | Speeches by Daniel B. 
Dickinson, John Van Buren, Lyman Tremain, George Bancroft, Reinhold Solger, Geo. 
William Curtis, and Others." See also J.C. Zachos's "Ode for Emancipation Day, January 
1, 1863," which was published within articles detailing the reading of the Emancipation 
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Proclamation and New Year's celebration in South Carolina, in both the New York  
Herald and New-York Tribune.
16 For example, "A Song of Health, Happiness and Glory [Drake's Plantation Biters]" and 
"The Summer Moon was Shining."
17 See, for example, "[‘Tis God the spirit leads]"; E.J.M., "[Calm and motionless our 
Susie]"; and "[Now his cradle bed is empty]." In the newspapers surveyed, poems 
appeared more frequently as part of death notices in the south. The reason for this 
distribution is unclear, although there are a number of possible explanations, ranging 
from cultural norms to the size and type of the newspaper. Generally, the newspapers 
examined from the south had smaller circulations and came from smaller cities. These 
smaller community newspapers may have played a more prominent role in public 
mourning, such as that found in the death notice poems, than larger newspapers. It is also 
possible that newspapers in the north and larger cities featured poems as part of death 
notices, but that such examples simply are not represented in the newspapers surveyed for 
this project.
18 See "Rags! Rags! Rags!" [2]. The notice began running in April 1863.
19 For more on Timrod's association with the Mercury, especially in 1861, 1862, and late 
1863, see Thomspon. See also Cardwell, and Parks and Parks.
20 "Rub-A-Dub" was published under the pseudonym "Old Thunderbolt." In 
Pseudonymous Publications of William Gilmore Simms, Kibler attributes the work to 
Simms based on evidence in Simms's scrapbooks. Kibler also here identifies the Mercury 
printing as the poem's first publication.
21 See previous note for information on "Rub-A-Dub." In Selected Poems of William 
Gilmore Simms, Kibler identifies the Mercury printing of "Our City by the Sea" as the 
poem's first publication, followed by its appearance in War Poetry of the South, edited by 
Simms and published in 1866. In War Poetry, Simms identifies the Mercury as the source 
of the poem as well as of "Fort Wagner." In the same volume, he attributes "Not Doubtful 
of Your Fatherland," "Yes, Build Your Walls," or "The Guerrilla Martyrs" to the 
Charleston Mercury. Since Simms published in several periodicals during the Civil War, 
including the Charleston Mercury, the Charleston Courier, and the Southern Illustrated  
News, additional research is necessary to determine the first publication status of the 
other poems. Given Simms's flurry of activity in the Mercury in the summer of 1863, 
however, it is likely that at least some of the remaining 8 works are first publications.
22 In chronological order, the poems are, Elizabeth T. Porter Beach, "Our Monitor," first 
publication to be determined; Delphine, "Bring Flowers to the Wounded," published in an 
article on Mary Todd Lincoln and first publication to be determined; Thomas F. Bowie, 
"The Efficacy of Prayer—An Elegy," first publication to be determined; Tiber, "To the 
Capitol," first published in the Daily National Intelligencer; James Cook Richmond, 
"Music, as of Trumpets," first publication to be determined; James Cook Richmond, "To 
Clara,"  first publication to be determined; James Cook Richmond, "The Daughter of the 
Holy Church," first publication to be determined; James Cook Richmond, "To a Young 
Lady, on her Nineteenth Birthday Anniversary, April 5, 1863," first publication to be 
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determined; Tiber, "The Captain," first published in the Daily National Intelligencer; B., 
"To Generals Grant and Meade," first published in the Daily National Intelligencer; and 
B.T. "Lines on the President's Proclamation for Thanksgiving," first publication to be 
determined.
23 In addition to those given here, the Daily Picayune reprinted a number of other poems 
that had appeared earlier in the Evening Transcript, from the period January 1 through 
August 31, 1863.
24 Alice Cary's "My Darling" appeared in the Boston Evening Transcript on May 27 and 
in the Daily Picayune on July 19. The Daily Picayune identifies the New York Ledger as 
the source of the reprinted material. Although many of the other poems published in both 
papers, which appeared within two or three weeks of one another, seven weeks separated 
the Evening Transcript and Daily Picayune printings of "My Darling." This much longer 
gap between printings, as well as the attribution to the New York Ledger, suggest a more 
circuitous path of reprinting. 
25 See, for example, Jennie Fish, "A Song for the Times," and Edmund Clarence Stedman, 
"Treason's Last Device."
26 The poem was untitled when it appeared in the Boston Evening Transcript. See Zachos, 
"Ode for Emancipation Day, January 1, 1863" and Zachos, "[You burning son of Afric's 
soil]."
27 Charles O. Perrine's An Authentic Exposition of the K.G.C., Knights of the Golden 
Circle was published in 1861. A member of the order, Perrine wrote, "We also frequently 
see it stated in the papers that the Southern people still believe there are many warm 
friends of 'Southern rights' in the North; and however much it may depress the feelings of 
the Union loving masses, I feel it my duty to tell them that there is even yet too much 
foundation for this belief. In Indianapolis, Terre Haute, and other places in Indiana; in 
Cincinnati, Columbus, etc., Ohio; in Philadelphia and other cities in Pennsylvania; in 
New York and other points, New York State, and, in fact, in nearly every Northern city 
and town of any consequence, and in many small towns and country neighborhoods, 
there are numbers of secret agents in almost constant correspondence with various castles 
and individuals in the South" (63).
28 "[And the nigger never flitting]," [4]. The poem had appeared as "The Slave Owner's 
Spectre," Harper's Weekly 30 May 1863: 352. As reprinted in the Plain Dealer, the 
content of the poem is the same, though punctuation, spelling, and line breaks are 
different in places. In the Plain Dealer, the name "Horace" falls at the end of line, giving 
Horace Greeley's horrible bust more prominence than it has in the Harper's Weekly 
version.
29 Since the poem was not published in the Plain Dealer until a month after the Yazoo 
Pass Expedition, it was almost certainly reprinted from another newspaper—in which the 
poem may already have been a reprinting—despite not being attributed as such.
30 For details on the Yazoo Pass Expedition, see Eicher, 439–440.
31 On the copperhead press in Ohio, see Reed W. Smith, "The Paradox of Samuel Medary, 
Copperhead Newspaper Publisher." On the suppression of northern newspapers during 
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the war, see Emery and Emery, 162–163; and on the suspension of the Plain Dealer, see 
Shaw.
32 Established in 1839, the Daily Whig ceased publication on May 2, 1863 (Rowland 860).
33 In "Colonel Shaw in American Poetry," Steven Axelrod begins his study of Colonel 
Shaw poems with James Russell Lowell's "Memoriae Positum R.G.S.," first published in 
the January 1864 issue of the Atlantic Monthly.
34 Robert J. Scholnick effectively demonstrates the importance of different contexts in 
"'The Ultraism of the Day': Greene's Boston Post, Hawthorne, Fuller, Melville, Stowe, 
and Literary Journalism in Antebellum America."
35 See Holmes, "[O Lord of Hosts!]"; Howe, "Battle Hymn of the Republic"; 
"Contraband's Hymn"; "Emancipation Hymn for 1863."
36 See Kenzer.
37 William Wild Loring acknowledged McKnight in his report of operations on the Yazoo 
and Tallahatchee, published in The War of the Rebellion. See Scott, 417.
38 For limited details on Asa Hartz/George McKnight, see Devours, 82, and "McKnight 
(George) Papers," Mississippi Department of Archives and History, finding aid available 
online. W.O. Hart recalls the printing of one Hartz's poems in a "wall-paper edition" of a 
Mobile, Alabama newspaper. See also Hart, 152, and Jones, 310.
39 "Klubs" is a reference to fellow poet James B. Randall who wrote as Duce O'Klubs. 
Several of Randall's poems were published in the Charleston Mercury in 1863 under his 
given name.
40 The biographical note about McKnight in The Sunny Land reads: "Major George 
McKnight, ('Asa Hartz') was born in Camden, South Carolina, the 26th of April, 1833. He 
began to learn the printing business in Cheraw, at an early age, after a school term of four 
months, having previously been taught to read at home. When eighteen, he left South 
Carolina and went to Alabama, where he remained until January, 1860, and then move to 
New Orleans, and took a position as local editor of the New Orleans Delta. In January, 
1862, he was elected Major of what was called the Beauregard Regiment. Upon the 
capture of New Orleans he escaped from the city, and, after filling a number of places 
suitable to his military rank, was assigned to duty as Assistant Adjutant General of Major 
General Loring's division. After taking part in several engagements in the Southwest, he 
was captured on the 19th of July, 1863, about four miles from Hazlehurst, Miss. He was 
taken to Johnson's Island, Ohio, and remained there a prisoner more than a year. He is 
now engaged as an associate editor of the New Orleans Picayune. His first wife, formerly 
Miss Woodal, of Georgia, was killed by Iowa troops at Jackson, Miss., in May 1863. He 
married again, in 1865, Miss Isabel B. Taylor, of Richmond, Virginia." See Jones, 310.
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Chapter 4
Newspaper Poetry and the End of an Era, the 1870s and 1880s
Concluding with a detailed examination of Walt Whitman's relationship in 1888 
with the New York Herald—once the nineteenth century's leading newspaper—this 
chapter surveys the changed presence and role of poems in American newspapers in the 
1870s and 1880s. Long before 1888, newspapers had moved away from the kind of 
relationship that the Herald cultivated with Whitman that year. Local poets continued to 
contribute to newspapers, but their poetry was often the adolescent, derivative, and 
rhyme-happy poems that critics of newspaper poetry cited and attacked throughout the 
nineteenth century. Because such poems appeared prolifically in newspapers at the end of 
the century, when newspapers were more widely read than ever before, they are what 
scholars understand now as the totality of "newspaper poetry." The focus on and derision 
of these poems overshadows a more sophisticated understanding of poems that appeared 
in newspapers throughout the nineteenth century. As a survey of poems in newspapers 
throughout the 1870s and the example of Walt Whitman in the New York Herald in 1888 
demonstrate, the function of newspaper poems noticeably changed in the 1870s and 
1880s. The original, locally-oriented, socially-engaged, and conversational newspaper 
verse of previous decades was a product of an earlier period and no longer seemed 
culturally relevant by the time the new journalism was firmly entrenched in New York 
and when newspapers that had once dominated the political and social landscape, such as 
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the Herald, struggled to compete.
The 1870s
A significant, if not the most significant, hurdle to studying daily newspapers of 
the nineteenth century is the sheer number of newspapers and the mass of material. In 
1870, there were 574 daily newspapers in the United States. By 1880, the number had 
increased to 971.1 With so many newspapers, exhaustive research is simply not possible. 
At some level, the knowledge we have about newspapers during a specific period is all 
generalization, and what is true for a single newspaper may not translate to others. New 
technologies and research techniques, including data mining, may eventually enable 
scholars to analyze the extant newspaper corpus. In the meantime, however, scholars 
must survey, sample, and rely on smaller case studies to learn and advance knowledge 
about newspapers, the literature they include, and the relationship of the forms. As a first 
step in assessing the appearance and function of poems in newspapers in the 1870s, 
admittedly a vast and complicated body of information, I have surveyed ten newspapers: 
the Atlanta Daily Sun, Bangor Daily Whig and Courier (Bangor, Maine), Cleveland 
Daily Herald, Daily Rocky Mountain News (Denver), Evening Bulletin (San Francisco), 
Galveston Daily News, Inter Ocean (Chicago), Lowell Daily Citizen and News (Lowell, 
Massachusetts), Milwaukee Daily Sentinel, and St. Louis Globe-Democrat.2 This list 
excludes the largest newspapers and papers from some of the most influential cities, 
including Boston and New York. Too often, scholars return to the same newspapers and 
cities for their studies. On the one hand, leading newspapers and major cities are 
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important because they often provided models for the rest of the country. Conversely, 
they may give a false sense of knowledge about the people, newspapers, and values in 
other areas. Therefore, this study looks at newspapers from a range of cities, from the 
Northeast, South, Midwest, and far West. In addition, it includes newspapers from 
smaller markets and with smaller circulations, in order to evaluate these newspapers 
alongside larger papers that have been more extensively covered. When possible, I have 
examined issues of the newspapers from 1870, 1873, 1876, and 1879. Not all of the 
newspapers, however, were published throughout the entire decade. The daily edition of 
the Inter Ocean, for example, did not begin publication until 1872, and the daily Atlanta  
Sun published only from the summer of 1870 to the summer of 1873. In addition, the 
collection consulted for research, 19th Century U.S. Newspapers, does not have complete 
holdings for some papers. Despite these gaps, which future research may fill and 
supplement, and the preliminary nature of the work, this study points to several intriguing 
patterns that have consequences for current understanding of daily newspapers, American 
poetry, their relationship in the nineteenth century, and the longterm consequences of the 
way newspapers have shaped literary history.
In the 1870s, the form and function of daily papers continued to evolve according 
to changes begun in, and precipitated by, the Civil War. Newspapers had played a crucial 
role in disseminating news about the Civil War, and in several respects the war ushered in 
the era of the modern newspaper.3 National news and dispatches from battle sites traveled 
over telegraph wires and circulated in the press. This news, including lists of dead, 
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wounded, and captured, reconfigured the content of newspapers. At the same time, many 
newspapers, particularly those in the South, struggled for their very existence in the face 
of material and economic scarcity. Few newspapers could expand their number of pages 
to accommodate extra material, and some items had to be cut. Following the Civil War, 
some editors did attempt to return their newspapers to pre-war form and content. These 
newspapers lost both circulation and influence, and historians generally regard the late 
1860s and 1870s as a continuation of journalistic developments begun during the war, 
especially in the North (Smythe 1). Most importantly, news reportage superseded 
editorial content.4 Continued telegraph and railroad expansion helped meet demand for 
news. Following this emphasis on reportage, publishers and editors increasingly asserted 
their newspapers' independence from political organizations and political ties. As part of 
this independence, editors idealized their commitments as being to the people, rather than 
to parties or business interests.5 Scholars of American newspapers therefore typically 
characterize the 1870s as the period when the daily press shifted fundamentally to an 
independent model.6 The journalism that emerged in cities like Detroit, Chicago, and St. 
Louis by the end of the decade drew on and stimulated further the growth of news content 
and political independence. Known first as "midwestern journalism," this new model 
stressed the widest possible dissemination of information. Founded primarily in cities in 
or near metropolitan areas and in industrial cities, midwestern journalism had a strong 
reform agenda. The newspapers investigated and led campaigns for issues important to 
large, growing, and industrial cities, including political corruption and the state of city 
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infrastructure. In 1883, Joseph Pulitzer took the midwestern journalism of his St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch to New York and the New York World, effectively beginning the era of the 
"new journalism."7
As did the newspaper as a whole, poems in newspapers changed. Over the course 
of the Civil War, poetry appeared less frequently in daily newspapers than it had in 
earlier periods and at the start of the war. A variety of economic and social factors 
contributed to the decreased presence of poetry in newspapers throughout the war, 
including decreases in newspaper size as a result of scarcity of resources, increases in 
circulation as readers demanded constant information about the war, an emphasis on 
reportage, and the tendency of newspapers to focus news and editorials on the national 
scene and national community versus the local. Following the Civil War, poetry never 
resumed its pre-war prominence in newspapers, particularly in newspapers in major 
urban areas, which grew in size as well as in circulation throughout the 1870s. Poems by 
no means disappeared from daily newspapers, and in some cases the actual number of 
poems probably increased, but poetry's function in newspapers changed. Newspapers 
privileged different kinds of poems, and poems began to appear in different places within 
the newspaper than they had in previous decades. In addition, larger newspapers and 
larger circulations adversely affected the role of the newspaper as a local community 
publication, in part because the community was not only larger but much more 
heterogeneous and more broadly defined. The newspaper as a community text was 
replaced by the newspaper as a marketplace text, and more conversational aspects of the 
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newspaper were replaced by the newspaper as a service or product within the 
marketplace.8 Newspaper poems functioned differently in this textual and cultural 
environment than they did in newspapers that were primarily conversational or 
commentary texts.
Analyzing trends in newspaper content in 1942, Frank Luther Mott argued that 
newspaper content over time exists in a "comparatively static condition," in part because 
"newspapers in general are fairly conservative in policy" ("Trends in Newspaper 
Content" 60–61). To support his claim, Mott compared the ratios of specific categories of 
content to total newspaper content at the beginning of four decades (61). The proportions 
of foreign news and features, Washington news, society news, women's interest pieces, 
and comic strips, among other categories, support Mott's claim that "There are always 
experiments, but the great bulk of newspapers are slow to change." In some ways, Mott's 
study is only tangential to the current project. His focus is on the twentieth-century daily 
newspaper, even if, at several points, he compares the newspapers of the 1910s, 20s, and 
30s to their nineteenth-century counterparts; he distinguishes material generally by 
purpose, rather than by form or genre; and he nowhere explicitly deals with poetry in 
newspapers, nor does he imply which of the categories might include poetry. Mott's 
study, however, is instructive on methodological grounds. Certainly the quantitative 
evidence Mott amasses supports his argument, but this approach is a potentially fraught 
one. For example, in the case of poetic content in newspapers of the nineteenth century, 
measuring poems as a proportion of newspaper content likely would show that poetry in 
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newspapers remained fairly consistent over the course of the century. As a proportion of 
total newspaper content, poetry may have taken up the same amount of column space in 
1870 as it had in earlier periods (and measuring at decade intervals would exclude the 
Civil War). The danger, however, is that one might then assume that poetry remained 
static within the newspaper in other ways as well. To extrapolate from such numbers that 
poems in newspapers looked the same in the 1870s as they did in earlier periods would be 
a crucial error. Indeed, Mott seems to recognize such a potential problem as related to 
illustrations. In a lengthy footnote describing warnings against improper reading of his 
data, Mott writes, "pictures, for example, are included under both Illustration and the 
category of the story illustrated." Crucially, illustrations within newspapers can serve a 
variety of functions that overlap with news and editorial content, "women's interests," and 
public affairs; the same is true for poems. The fact that poetic content takes up about the 
same amount of space within newspapers at decade intervals does not mean that the 
poetic content remained static or served the same purpose. In fact, the function of poems 
changed significantly. The changed function of poems in daily newspapers in the 1870s 
becomes apparent in the frequency with which poems were published, the kinds of poems 
published, and when—as well as in what contexts—the poems were published. 
In 1870, poems appeared frequently in the daily press—as often as a poem a day 
in some papers—but the general trend over the decade was toward fewer poems and the 
consolidation of poems in specific issues, such as Saturday and Sunday editions (see 
Table 4.1). The Milwaukee Daily Sentinel, for example, published two-thirds fewer 
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poems in issues from January 1879 than issues from January 1870: more than thirty 
poems appeared in the newspaper in January 1870, while nineteen were published in 
January 1873, thirteen in January 1876, and nine in January 1879. Similarly, the Bangor 
Daily Whig and Courier featured twenty-eight poems in January 1870, twenty-two in 
January 1873, twenty-two in January 1876, but only nine in January 1879.
Jan. 1870 Jan. 1873 Jan. 1876 Jan. 1879
Milwaukee Daily Sentinel 32 poems 19 poems 13 poems 9 poems
Daily Whig and Courier 28 poems 22 poems 22 poems 9 poems
Lowell Daily Citizen 10 poems 5 poems 8 poems 4 poems
Daily Evening Bulletin 22 poems 19 poems 21 poems 21 poems
Table 4.1: Number of poems published in the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel, 
Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, Lowell Daily Citizen, and San Francisco 
Daily Evening Bulletin in the month of January in 1870, 1873, 18176, and 
1879.
Although the Lowell Daily News and Citizen published fewer poems in 1870 than either 
the Daily Sentinel or Daily Whig and Courier, it also decreased the number of poems in 
its pages over the course of the decade. In January 1870, the News and Citizen featured 
ten poems. The number of poems decreased by half in January 1873, rose slightly in 
1876, and dipped to a low of four poems total in issues from January 1879. The number 
of poems remained remarkably consistent in other newspapers over the decade, including 
in the San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin. The Evening Bulletin featured twenty-two 
poems in January 1870, nineteen in January 1873, twenty-one in January 1876, and 
twenty-one in January 1879. By 1879, however, poems in the Daily Evening Bulletin 
were primarily consolidated in a Saturday supplement.
More than the actual number of poems, the variety of poems published in the 
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daily newspaper narrowed during the 1870s. Newspapers still reprinted poems from 
famous and well-known poets, chief among them the omnipresent John Greenleaf 
Whittier. John G. Saxe and Alice Carey also appeared with some regularity, and a new 
generation of American authors began to appear in the daily press. Joaquin Miller's 
exploits were covered extensively in the San Francisco Evening Bulletin. Following his 
move to New York in 1871, Bret Harte's poems appeared in eastern newspapers, 
probably reprinted from national publications or books. In the last half of the decade, 
newspapers such as the St. Louis Globe-Dispatch reprinted poems of Sarah Piatt that had 
been first published in monthly magazines. Daily newspapers also reprinted poems from 
British magazines, newspapers, and books. Alfred Tennyson frequently appeared in the 
daily American press, which reprinted his poems as well as parodies and works in his 
style. Newspapers continued to reprint poems of popular British women writers, among 
them Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Jean Ingelow.9 More than half of the poems 
published in daily newspapers, however, remained unsigned in the 1870s. Of the signed 
poems, there are fewer initials and more complete names than in earlier periods, and this 
shift makes it possible to attribute more of the poems to women writers than in previous 
decades.
As a general rule, daily newspapers appear to have published less original verse in 
the 1870s than they had in earlier periods. At the very least, newspapers advertised fewer 
poems as original or exclusive to the newspaper. This trend suggests that fewer poems 
were original, since as more newspapers competed for higher circulations in the 1870s, 
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original content would have been a selling point. One reason for this change may have 
been an explicit desire to move away from the works of local unknowns. The quicker and 
easier flow of information contributed to a more steady stream of previously published 
verse. Further, when the role of newspaper poems shifted, the work of local poets, which 
might engage local themes and issues, may have seemed less relevant. In addition, 
newspapers appear to have reprinted less from other newspapers, particularly other daily 
papers. When ascribed to a source at all, poems were more likely to be attributed to 
American monthly magazines and British periodicals. Any attribution, however, should 
be considered with scrutiny. A poem advertised as original may not have been, while the 
fact that a poem is not attributed to another source does not mean that the poem did not 
appear previously elsewhere, whether in a book, magazine, or newspaper. The fairly 
standard citation practices for poems in daily newspapers from earlier periods seem to 
have become much more fluid in the 1870s, making the already difficult task of tracing a 
poem's publication lineage even more difficult. Whether the overall number of original 
poems decreased or whether newspaper editors' presentation of original verse changed to 
obscure its origins—original poems were simply not identified as such—there appears to 
be a changed perception about original, particularly original and local, verse in 
newspapers. This change carried implications for the relationship of poetry and the daily 
newspaper, the role of poetry in American culture, and conceptions of authorship.
At the same time, the range of subjects covered in poems published in newspapers 
narrowed. In previous decades, political and social issues as well as current events had 
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been common subjects for poems in the daily press. With a few exceptions, such as 
poems on the newly passed fifteenth amendment in the San Francisco Daily Evening 
Bulletin and the Lowell Daily Citizen and News in 1870, poems in the newspapers 
examined were separate from politics and social comment, except to the extent that 
poems helped to codify normative roles and behaviors for readers.10 For much of the 
nineteenth century, daily newspapers featured original poetry written for holidays, 
including Independence Day, Christmas, and New Year's. Such original holiday poems, 
which might include reference to local celebrations or traditions, dwindled in the 1870s. 
Approximately one-third of the newspapers examined featured poems for the new year in 
1876. Later that year, the daily Chicago Inter Ocean did publish several poems marking 
fourth of July celebrations and the centennial during the first week of July 1876, and the 
Inter Ocean also featured poetry on General George Custer and the election of 1876.11 In 
the other newspapers, however, surprisingly little poetic attention was paid to the 
centennial year, the events in Montana Territory, and the election. Instead, poems in most 
newspapers focused on love, marriage, death, nature, and children. For example, 
representative poems published in the Daily Rocky Mountain News in April 1879 include 
"The Baby's Squall," "Cupid's Day," "Dulces Amores," "Gorgeousness," "Call to the 
Flowers," "A Woman's Fancy," "Bubble on the Water," "Since Mother Died," "Spring 
Song," and "Time and Women Wait for No Man."12 Such poems certainly were not an 
innovation of the 1870s newspaper, but in the 1870s they became the standard poetic fare 
of the daily press. Characterized in their own period as "insipid," these are the "filler" 
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poems alluded to in literary scholarship. The characterization of the poems as filler 
implies that newspaper editors included them because they needed to fill space in the 
paper, and poems were in abundant supply. The implicit claim is that daily newspapers of 
the 1870s needed to fill space, and that they did so with light poetry. But daily 
newspapers were tightly packed with information, from breaking news to society gossip 
to advertisements. They give no impression that editors had to scrounge for material. 
Therefore, the pervasiveness of these poems in the daily newspaper as other kinds of 
poems—political, occasional, socially-oriented—disappeared from the daily paper 
suggests that they fulfilled a more substantial, if not substantive, function within the 
newspaper, even if they were the subject of criticism. Poems in newspapers increasingly 
were texts for entertainment in the 1870s newspaper. The entertainment function of 
poems in the daily press in the 1870s supplanted other functions for newspaper poems.
The consolidation of poems within specific newspaper contexts also points to 
their changed function. By 1875, poems published in the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel were 
likely to appear in a column titled "The Young Folks" or "For the Young Folks." The 
poems in this column, including items reprinted from national magazines such as St.  
Nicholas, featured dolls frogs, and birds, and provided instructions for good behavior.13 A 
recurring lesson for young boys in particular was the gentle treatment of birds. The 
column reconfigured the audience of newspaper poetry from previous decades to address 
child readers, probably in an attempt to compete with the very magazines from which the 
newspaper reprinted. As battles for circulation intensified in the late nineteenth century, 
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newspaper editors sought ways to attract new kinds of readers. In the past, scholarship 
has focused on the increased appeal to women readers of newspapers in the late 
nineteenth century, but as the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel shows, young readers were 
another new audience. The attribution of poems to family magazines like St. Nicholas 
may have been more than a way to credit the original publication. For the Milwaukee 
Daily Sentinel, and presumably other daily newspapers as well, such attribution may have 
functioned as a stamp of family-friendly approval. Somewhat counterintuitively, these 
new audiences likely contributed to the narrowing of subjects that poems might treat. 
Making poems appropriate for an entire family of readers may have meant disassociating 
them from political and social comment. 
Newspapers experimented with the placement of poems within newspapers during 
the 1870s, and by the end of the decade poems appeared far more frequently in weekend 
issues than in weekday issues. Although the newly imagined Sunday edition of Hearst 
and Pulitzer was years away, the evolution of the Sunday paper was apparent already in 
the 1870s. Many newspapers still did not publish on Sundays in the 1870s, and Saturday 
issues of this decade were a prototype for the Sunday editions of the 1880s and 1890s.14 
By the late 1870s, weekend issues, whether published on Saturday or Sunday, included 
more entertaining fare, including poetry, than weekday issues. They published 
entertainment as well as information, perhaps to compete not only with other daily 
newspapers but within the burgeoning periodicals marketplace of the 1870s as well. Like 
the "Young Folks" column of the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel, Saturday and Sunday issues 
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sought the readership of women and children. The Daily Rocky Mountain News routinely 
published poems throughout the week in 1879, but whereas weekday issues would 
feature a single poem, Sunday issues might feature as many as eight poems. The January 
12, 1879 issue, for example, featured the poems "Goat," "Twilight Burial," "A Lover's 
Test," "On the Bay," "The Phantom Ball," "A White Camellia," "Love's Promise," and 
"Love's Young Dream."15 Most of the poems appeared on pages five and six, and two of 
them—"A White Camellia" and "Love's Young Dream"—were printed in a column of 
"Ladies' Literature." Similarly, the San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, which had 
published poetry almost daily in 1870, published poems almost exclusively on Saturdays 
by 1879. On Saturdays, the paper published the Daily Bulletin Supplement, a multi-page 
extra that accompanied the four-page paper. The first page of the supplement for 
Saturday, January 11, 1879 featured, among other items, Wilkie Collins's "A Shocking 
Story" and the short piece "The Tail Tale of a Rabbit Cat"; an advice column featuring 
"Hints to those Calling Upon the Sick"; a short article on the making of porcelain; and the 
poems "A Mountain Storm," "In Praise of Sleep," by British poet Philip Bourke Marston, 
and "Happy Birthday," by Harriet Prescott Spofford. The supplement featured reprinted 
material from a variety of sources, including from American and British magazines. 
Although the supplement looked like a newspaper, in content it resembled a magazine, 
and from the late 1870s poems in newspapers were more often published within this 
magazine-like context. Sunday editions of the 1880s further centralized poems in the 
Sunday newspaper and within particular sections; Sunday editions of the 1880s became a 
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gravitational force, attracting poems to their pages and often to particular sections. The 
"Young Folks" column of the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel, the Sunday edition of the Daily  
Rocky Mountain News, and the Saturday edition of the San Francisco Daily Evening 
Bulletin are early examples of these developments. They appealed to a family of readers. 
The poems were sometimes instructive, but their main function appears to have been 
entertainment.16
From 1870 to 1879, poems in newspapers increasingly were texts for 
entertainment. In previous decades, poems in newspapers served a number of functions. 
Certainly, entertainment was one of the reasons poems were published in newspapers in 
earlier periods, but newspaper poems also played a key role in providing editorial 
comment on social and political issues. The humor of many newspaper poems was an 
important tool in such comment and critique, and humor served a dual, entertaining 
function as well. In the 1870s, however, the entertaining function of newspaper poems 
came to overshadow and replace most other functions, whether news-bearing, editorial, 
or advertising. This transformation in the function of newspaper poems affected the kinds 
of poems that were published in the daily press. While the reform campaigns of the 
midwestern and new journalism may now seem likely opportunities to engage poetry, 
editors of daily newspapers did not use poems widely in these efforts.17 The role of poetry 
in the newspaper had shifted so that their use as reform texts would have collided with 
their role as entertainment. The absence of poetry in these newspaper campaigns, which 
were tied to broader reform movements, also suggests a larger cultural shift in thinking 
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about the social role of poetry in American culture.
Although this study of the presence and function of poems in the daily newspaper 
of the 1870s is a preliminary one, it suggests some general trends in the evolving 
relationship of poetry and the daily newspaper in the late nineteenth century. The purpose 
of poems in newspapers was no longer conversation and exchange, or commentary. The 
newspaper as a whole shifted toward an information model from the earlier model of 
political and social comment. In this paradigm, the social function of poems published in 
newspapers changed. The fact that this shift occurred at the same time as more people 
than ever before were reading daily newspapers has certainly had an impact on the 
reputation and evaluation of newspaper poetry of the nineteenth century.18 The 
entertainment function of the late-century newspaper poems and the formal qualities of 
these poems have over-shadowed the rich history and cultural work of newspaper poems 
earlier in the century, including the more than two hundred poems of Joseph Field 
published in the New Orleans Daily Picayune in the early 1840s, the free-soil poems first 
published and widely distributed in the daily press in 1854 and 1855, the poems Henry 
Timrod and William Gilmore Simms wrote for the Charleston Mercury in the midst of 
the Civil War, and the thousands of other poems that, like the newspaper, mediated 
political, social, popular, cultural, and civic experiences.
Walt Whitman and the New York Herald
In the early 1870s, as at other points in his career, Walt Whitman developed an 
advantageous relationship with a local newspaper. During his last years in Washington, 
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D.C., Whitman formed an informal, public relations arrangement with the Washington  
Evening Star.19 Whitman supplied information about his work and movements to the 
Evening Star, and the paper frequently published announcements about the poet. Emory 
Holloway first speculated about Whitman's connection to the Star in 1929, and F. 
DeWolfe Miller built on Holloway's work in a 1961 newspaper piece, "Struggling Walt 
Whitman had Press Agent's Skill." Drawing on manuscript evidence, Miller shows that 
many notices of Whitman's movements and whereabouts in the Star were written and 
supplied by the poet.20 Holloway earlier had suggested that Whitman was the author of 
more substantial pieces in the Star, including the defense of Whitman's poem "After All, 
Not to Create Only," which appeared in the newspaper on October 3, 1871. Similarly, 
Holloway argued that the "Evening Star's leader on the Dartmouth poem ["As a Strong 
Bird on Pinions Free," published June 26, 1872] is so full of Whitmanisms of thought, 
expression and even punctuation, as to convince me that either Whitman wrote it or 
someone so familiar with 'Democratic Vistas' as to have caught both the gist of its 
meaning and its style." Since Holloway's and Miller's work, however, the relationship 
between the poet and paper has gone virtually unexplored. In some cases, Whitman 
scholars have continued to attribute the Star pieces to Whitman based on Holloway's and 
Miller's evidence, and in other cases, the relationship has fallen out of publication 
histories and biographical accounts of Whitman's Washington years. Manuscripts in Yale 
University's Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library prove Holloway correct on 
both counts (Whitman, "[The newspapers still keep up]"). Similarly, citing manuscript 
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materials in the Yale Whitman collection, Martin G. Murray has attributed two articles 
published in the Washington Evening Star in 1872 to Whitman (151–176). And even a 
preliminary pass through the Evening Star in 1871 raises additional items that Whitman 
may have written for the newspaper.21 Yet, with the exception of the occasional poems 
"After All, Not to Create Only" and "As a Strong Bird on Pinions Free," both of which 
concurrently appeared in other newspapers, Whitman did not publish a single poem in the 
Evening Star. Instead, he sought magazine publication for his poems during these years. 
Whitman's relationship with and publications in the Evening Star warrant further 
investigation, and a study of the relationship likely will turn up unknown work by 
Whitman. For the current project, however, the crucial point is that despite his ties to the 
Evening Star, Whitman did not place poems in the newspaper; instead, he favored 
magazine publication at this time in his career,
From the late 1830s through 1860, only one of Whitman's poems to be first 
published in a periodical appeared in a magazine. The others were published in daily and 
weekly newspapers. Beginning in the late 1860s, Whitman's poems still appeared in the 
daily and weekly press, but an increasing number appeared in magazines. For example, 
from 1869 to 1872, six of Whitman's poems appeared in three magazines, the Atlantic  
Monthly, the Galaxy, and the Kansas Magazine. During the same period, Whitman 
published only three poems in newspapers. A number of factors likely contributed to this 
shift in publication venue for Whitman's poems, including the poet's desire to reach more 
readers in the United States and across the Atlantic. Whitman probably also recognized 
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that the textual and social landscape of the daily newspaper was beginning to change by 
the early 1870s, and that poems in newspapers—once a key part of the newspaper 
experience—were increasingly texts for entertainment. And yet, near the end of his life, 
Whitman returned to a daily newspaper, the New York Herald, for the publication of 
more than thirty poems. Examining Whitman's connection with the Herald in 1888 brings 
this project to the end of an era, if not the end of a century, and shows how much the 
daily paper and newspaper poetry had changed from the rise of the penny press in the 
1830s to the rise of the new journalism in the 1880s.
In January 1888, Walt Whitman began writing for the New York Herald, one of 
the most important nineteenth-century American newspapers, in a relationship in part 
meant to save him from anonymity, a recurring concern for the ageing poet. During this 
extremely productive period of Whitman's late life, thirty-one poems and two prose 
pieces appeared in the newspaper over a period of less than six months, and a total of 
thirty-six pieces were printed from December 1887 through August 1888.22 Yet despite 
Whitman's apparent hope that his relationship with the Herald would help rescue him 
from oblivion and despite the fact that far more of Whitman's poems appeared for the 
first time in the Herald than in any other periodical in which Whitman published, the 
newspaper has been largely ignored in Whitman criticism and the poems never studied in 
their original publication context. This omission in Whitman scholarship is perhaps partly 
due to the overall imbalance in criticism favoring the poet's earlier life and writing, the 
prevailing assumption being that Whitman in old age is neither as interesting nor as 
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radical as the poet of the 1855 Leaves of Grass, nor as poignant as the poet of "When 
Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd." If we accept, however, that periodicals were 
significant to Whitman's career, then the exclusion of the Herald in Whitman criticism is 
to the detriment of a more complete understanding of Whitman and his oeuvre in 
historical and literary contexts. Examining this relationship, the most complex Whitman 
had with a periodical, further develops our understanding of one of the last years of 
Whitman's life. In addition, reading the Herald poems in their first instantiation requires 
that we see these late poems as a more significant body of work than previous critics have 
supposed, particularly in their formal function as original newspaper poetry. Newspaper 
poetry of the nineteenth century, a once common feature of the daily papers, required 
certain formal qualities which Whitman would have understood well given the years he 
spent working for newspapers. In the Herald pieces, Whitman worked within this poetic 
tradition, crafting short poems that could be understood by a mass readership. 
Significantly, however, the relationship that Whitman developed with the Herald in 1888 
hearkened back to an earlier period in the history of the American daily newspaper and 
poetry, in which newspaper poems participated in the public discourse of the community 
in which they were published. As the "poet laureate" of the Herald, Whitman fulfilled a 
role not uncommon in daily newspapers of the 1830s–1860s, but one that had diminished 
in frequency and importance, beginning with the Civil War. For Whitman and the New 
York Herald, Whitman's poems in the Herald were a return to an earlier period. In both 
cases, the effort appears to have been an attempt to gain or regain control of legacy and 
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shape an uncertain future.
The story of Whitman following the publication of Leaves of Grass in 1855, his 
work in the Civil War, through to the centenary edition of Leaves of Grass in 1876 is 
well-documented in literary scholarship. These years, for many, comprise the most 
interesting decades of Whitman's life and mark a significant shift in his poetic form and 
ideology. With Leaves of Grass, Whitman moved beyond his frequently simplistic 
rendering of politics for more complicated representations, and he maintained this greater 
subtlety throughout the Civil War era, from the late antebellum period through 
Reconstruction. But many Whitman critics regularly see the poetry of the 1880s and early 
1890s as simply "minor" and neither aesthetically nor thematically innovative, with a few 
exceptions for individual poems. M. Wynn Thomas admits that previous critics interested 
in securing a reputation for Whitman could not do so on the basis of his late or "geriatric" 
poetry "since it is obvious that Whitman's powers . . . are not best recommended through 
a study of his poetry at what seems to be its weakest."23 Thomas, however, hopes to 
contextualize, if not secure a place for, this late poetry within the corpus of Whitman's 
work, and reading the late poems of the New York Herald within their context in the 
paper does, in fact, increase and alter our understanding of them. No doubt these poems 
will never rank among Whitman's highest achievements. And readers who come across 
the Herald poems only in the "Sands at Seventy" annex to Leaves of Grass likely will 
find them mere trifles, as these readers will almost certainly encounter them after having 
read "Song of Myself" and other of Whitman's most powerful poems. We know, 
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however, based on sales figures and popular response, that most readers of the New York 
Herald would not have read "Song of Myself" or much of Leaves of Grass, except those 
poems they might have found in other periodicals. For current readers and critics, then, 
the poems that come before the Herald poems in the final edition of Leaves—and those 
poems that are routinely singled out in the greatest hits approach adopted by some 
anthologies—can shadow our appreciation of the late pieces. Reconsidering the original 
publishing environment of the New York Herald poems allows us to see how the poems 
operated in the culture of the period and read them within a more complete context.
Established by James Gordon Bennett in 1835, the New York Herald was one of 
the first successful penny papers of the Jacksonian era.24 Though New York was already 
home to two successful penny papers, the New York Sun and New York Transcript, 
Bennett hoped that a slightly modified formula, which mixed the sensational journalism 
and affordable price with additional serious journalism written in a readable style, would 
cater to an unmet demand and appeal to an even larger audience. Realizing that a paper 
with many kinds of news would represent the interests of many types of readers who 
would buy an entire issue for a single column of interest to them, Bennett created in the 
Herald an eclectic mix of business, society, sporting, financial, and sensational news. As 
a result, by 1840, the Herald's circulation surpassed that of all other dailies in the United 
States. By 1857, the newspaper's circulation reached 70,000, and by the end of the Civil 
War circulation topped 131,000 (Crouthamel 54, 151). In 1866, Bennett turned the 
editorship of the Herald over to his son, James Gordon Bennett, Jr. Under Bennett, Jr., 
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the Herald's reputation for sensational stories and the broadest variety of news grew. 
Circulation also continued to grow in the 1870s, and the paper maintained its dominance 
throughout the decade. Bennett, Jr., sent Henry Morton Stanley to find David Livingstone 
as well as expeditions to the North Pole, and he spent enormous sums of money in order 
to report breaking news. As a result of his management of the paper as well as his 
personal eccentricities, Bennett became both a celebrity and villain; indeed, critics who 
have attempted to offer an account of the Herald under the younger Bennett's reign tend 
to relate the life of the celebrity, playboy editor, rather than explore the paper itself.25 
Challenged by Joseph Pulitzer's New York World, the Herald lost ground in the 1880s. 
When Pulitzer purchased the World in 1883, his path to success nearly mirrored the 
efforts of James Gordon Bennett fifty years earlier. Like Bennett before him, who had 
drawn on the model of the Sun and Transcript, Pulitzer largely modeled the revamped 
World on the Herald. Also like Bennett, Pulitzer then built on the established formula to 
create a paper that would appeal to even more readers. In this way, Pulitzer quickly 
turned the World into the major New York newspaper, and by 1886 the Herald had 
relinquished its circulation lead to the World.26 In 1888, Bennett continued to boast the 
Herald's previous circulation dominance by printing the circulation figure 190,500 under 
the heading "High Water Mark" as a standard daily feature of the paper, despite the 
World's similar proclamation of its daily 1887 circulation of 228,465.
Still printing both sensational news and marketing itself to a broad readership, the 
Herald followed an established format in 1888. The paper began with one or more pages 
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of advertising for rooms, domestic situations, and goods; the first page also carried news 
of marriages and deaths. The remaining pages each comprised a specific section, 
identifiable by their stories: major, breaking news; sports; entertainment and errata; 
international news; financial and commercial news; miscellaneous news and additional 
advertising. In addition, local news was spread throughout the paper, as appropriate for 
the various sections. This format, however, was in contrast to the newer format of most 
popular newspapers of the 1880s, where, among other changes, the front page carried 
breaking news.27 For example, the front page of the weekday New York World in 1888 
relied heavily on illustrations to accompany the more than a dozen breaking and 
sensational news items. Pages two through six carried a variety of news. Commercial 
items and advertisements began to appear on page seven, and pages eight and nine were 
primarily advertisements, including frequent self-promotional pieces for the New York 
World. Meanwhile, the Herald only sparingly featured illustrations. Maps and figures 
appeared several times a month, most often accompanying transatlantic news, such as 
shipping routes. Both the Herald and the World published larger editions on Sundays. In 
1888, the Herald ranged from twelve to twenty-eight or more pages and occasionally ran 
an octuple sheet (thirty-two pages) for its Sunday edition. The Sunday Herald was 
essentially a longer version of the weekday paper. Comparatively, weekday issues of the 
World typically ranged from eight to twelve pages. On Sunday, the World ranged from 
eighteen to thirty pages and exemplified the latest stage of the Sunday edition. Early in 
1888, the Sunday World featured a serialization of Julian Hawthorne's Section 558; or,  
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The Fatal Letter, and readers were likely to find as many as ten poems in the Sunday 
paper, along with weekly columns from Bill Nye, a "Fun and Philosophy" section, and 
quarter-page illustrated advertisements for products like Pears' soap.28 When challenged 
by the World, the Herald's conservative format certainly further precipitated its loss of 
circulation.
Sensational stories, particularly those dealing with strange deaths, could be found 
in essentially every issue of the Herald 1888. Stories of murdering spouses, train 
collisions, shipwrecks, and lost ships were frequent. So too were details of nature run 
amok, including dramatic accounts of destructive tornadoes, crippling blizzards, 
earthquakes, and cyclones. Similarly, fire and its devastation proved an untiring theme, as 
it had from the emergence of the penny press in the 1830s. Many of these sensational 
stories were related to issues of industrialization, of which the Herald presented an often 
grim view. Explosions, such as that at the Dupont Powder Works, in which "[f]our men 
were blown into atoms," and gas leaks that silently killed individuals and families were 
regularly reported. Immigration grew concomitantly with industrialization, and American 
hostility toward immigrants increased as well; both trends were apparent in the pages of 
the Herald, which probably helped to bolster nativism. The Herald linked Europeans 
with subversive politics, including socialism and anarchism. Articles early in the year 
warned of the arrival of more socialists in the United States and the growing problem in 
Europe, as well as mounting anarchist trouble on the European continent. Within the 
Herald, the United States was positioned as vulnerable to invasion from these 
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revolutionary groups. Despite the growing nativism in the United States, international 
news constituted a major part of the Herald. Through June, the Herald published 
extensive news on the failing health and deaths of Emperor William of Germany—for 
whom Whitman wrote "The Dead Emperor" for the paper—and his son William 
Frederick (Frederick III). The Herald's international news also focused on the mounting 
tensions between Russia and the Triple Alliance of Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy. 
As part of this unfolding tension, the Herald covered Russia's plans to build a Pacific 
railway and the subsequent response from England. 
International conflict, however, was not without stateside company, and the 
Herald kept its readers updated on what it called the "Hatfield-McCoy Vendetta," or the 
"Kentucky and West Virginia War," as well as on continued racial conflict in the South. 
And in the year that Jack the Ripper struck in England, and the Herald sensationalized 
the murders, the newspaper also ran notice that all criminals in New York sentenced to 
death would be executed by means of electrocution, effective January 1, 1889. But the 
most pressing national topics covered in the Herald in 1888 were related to the rise of 
industrial capitalism. As robber barons and trusts came to dominate business, and as 
industrialization and corruption seemed inherently intertwined, the Herald repeatedly 
featured Jay Gould as a subject of scorn. Multiple articles on trusts, monopolies, and 
labor strikes appeared in the newspaper daily. The Herald covered extensively the 
Reading Railroad and Shenandoah, Pennsylvania strikes as well as those by flint glass 
workers, miners, and cigar workers, among others. For some time, the Herald also 
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predicted the revival of Molly Maguireism in the United States. Coinciding with this 
rampant labor unrest, the Herald daily reported the stock market as "dull" or "very dull," 
only infrequently offering a more promising forecast. Marked both by intermittent 
financial depression and the accrual of enormous wealth, American existence in the late 
1880s seemed both grandiose and particularly tenuous. The looming century's end 
exacerbated this sense of fragility. Naturally, the pages of the 1888 Herald explored and 
exploited these anxieties with its readers. In addition, the Herald's extensive coverage of 
the deaths of nineteenth-century icons Matthew Arnold, Emperor William, William 
Frederick, and General Sheridan, among others, further signaled the end of an era.
From at least the late 1870s, Whitman was interested in having some of his 
work appear in the Herald, and following the younger Bennett's rise to the editorship, 
Whitman solicited the paper as a venue for his work.29 In May 1876, as the Herald's 
circulation continued to climb, Whitman drafted a letter to the editor writing, "I merely 
write you a line to call attention . . . to the poem I sent you some days since, Song of the 
Exposition . . . proposed to be printed, if at all, in the paper for May 10, if acceptable at 
the price named" (Corr. 3:46). The poem did not appear in the paper. Nearly five years 
later, in January 1881, Whitman wrote to his friend Jeanette Gilder—she had been the 
Herald's literary editor for a number of years and would later publish several of 
Whitman's late poems in her magazine the Critic—about the possibility of "exploiting" 
his piece "The Poetry of the Future" in the Herald (Corr. 3:204–5). The newspaper's 
circulation and broad reach almost certainly influenced Whitman's desire to appear in its 
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pages. Then, on December 15, 1887, at the request of Herald literary editor Julius 
Chambers, Whitman contributed the poem "As the Greeks Signal Flame" [sic, hereafter 
regularized, "As the Greek's Signal Flame"] for the paper's celebration of John Greenleaf 
Whittier's eightieth birthday. And on New Year's Day 1888, the New York Herald ran a 
page of resolutions by famous individuals, communities, organizations, and Herald  
readers. Many of these resolutions, or "swearings off," were humorous, and more than a 
few likely were jokes drafted by Herald writers. Among the many resolutions 
purportedly telegraphed to the newspaper was one by Whitman. Carrying the dateline 
"Camden, Dec. 31, 1887—Walt Whitman," and the headline "The Naughty Gray Poet," 
the short piece read, "I'm not going to swear off. I'm going to be as ruggedly naughty as 
ever" (5). The piece, whether written by Whitman or not, is an appropriate one to mark 
the beginning of 1888 and the year's relationship between the poet and the paper. Near 
the end of January, Whitman and Bennett contracted an agreement for Whitman's poetry 
to appear regularly in the newspaper, and within a matter of months, the poems generated 
significant backlash in the press, though Whitman was probably better behaved than ever 
before.
Following the appearance of "As the Greek's Signal Flame," Whitman again 
wrote to the Herald's editor, perhaps in an attempt to develop a stronger rapport with the 
paper: "Thanks for the handsome pay for the WHITTIER SONATA—Best regards to Mr. 
Bennett, Mr. Chambers & all the boys" (Corr. 4:136). Whether Whitman had been in 
direct correspondence with Bennett or simply working through his intermediaries prior to 
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this time is not clear, but in late January 1888, he received a letter from the editor. In a 
message to Richard Maurice Bucke on January 24, Whitman summarized the 
correspondence: "I rec'd a letter this mn'g from N Y Herald, from J G B[ennett] himself 
asking me to write for the paper—" (Corr. 4:143–144). According to the editor's note that 
accompanies this letter, Bennett asked Whitman for poems on any subject and told the 
poet, "The Herald would be very willing to pay a reasonable compensation for this work, 
and only as much as you desire need be signed. The stanzas need not contain more than 4 
to 6 lines." Traubel gives a more complete account of the arrangement: Whitman's 
"contract with The Herald calls for ten pieces (no size stipulated) a month, for which he is 
paid one hundred dollars" (1:41–42). In a letter to Julius Chambers on March 7, however, 
Whitman wrote that he "would like to continue [the arrangement] for $40 a month, & will 
furnish [the Herald] with say ten pieces a month . . . this bargain to commence with the 
current month" (Corr. 4:155). Though Whitman never quite met the arrangement of ten 
poems per month, thirty-one of his poems appeared in the Herald under this contract with 
the paper.30 A final poem, "[Over and through the burial chant]," later printed as 
"Interpolation Sounds" in Good-bye My Fancy, appeared in the paper on August 12, 
1888, four days after Whitman's short prose tribute to General Sheridan, but not under the 
earlier contract. This poem on the death of Sheridan, written at Bennett's request, would 
be Whitman's last printed contribution to the paper. The previous month, on July 3, 
Whitman had sent a letter to Bennett and Julius Chambers to thank them for their recent 
payment (despite the fact that Whitman had not submitted any poems) and to let them 
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know he would likely not be able to continue with their contract: "have not sent you a 
line for a month—& probably will not any more—as I am ill from breaking out of old 
war-paralysis" (Corr. 4:181). Whitman did submit at least one additional poem to the 
paper in 1889—"Bravo, Paris Exposition!"—but the poem was rejected by both daily 
circulation leaders, the Herald (which had also rejected his 1876 exposition poem) and 
Pulitzer's World, before being printed in the September 28, 1889 issue of Harper's  
Weekly (Traubel, 5:280, 6:19).
Ultimately the relationship that developed between Whitman and the Herald was 
advantageous to both parties. The paper provided Whitman with a steady income and 
placed no demands on his poems. With its large circulation, the paper offered Whitman a 
readership unprecedented by any of the newspapers in which he had previously published 
and probably the greatest readership he had in his lifetime. The publication of Whitman's 
poems may also have been a move of desperation for the Herald, which was suffering by 
1888, given the major success of the World, now the circulation leader. For the Herald, 
then, Whitman in his old age and increasing fame provided the allure of celebrity. Yet 
even the two most recent biographies of Whitman, Jerome Loving's Walt Whitman: The 
Song of Himself and David Reynolds's Walt Whitman's America, say very little about 
either the Herald poems themselves or the newspaper. Loving writes only that November 
Boughs "contained the essays and poems published since Specimen Days, including 
poems written in an open contract for the New York Herald between January 27 and May 
27, 1888" (Reynolds 460). Reynolds also effectively dismisses the poems and the paper. 
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Picking up on an editorial note from the Daybooks and Notebooks, Reynolds does call 
Whitman the "poet laureate of the nation's most popular newspaper" and sees Whitman's 
appearance in the paper as his "greatest publicity coup of the period"; but the Herald was 
no longer the most popular newspaper, and Reynolds underestimates the overall 
significance of this "coup," as well as the poetry itself (Reynolds 565). According to 
Reynolds, the Herald provided the "famous sick old man" with "the opportunity to say 
something to America," he had "little new to say," and was "beyond even thinking about 
writing a sweeping, cohesive poem about America" (Reynolds 565). These estimations 
elide the important relationship than actually existed between Whitman and the Herald. 
Situating the relationship within the larger context of the presence and function of 
newspaper poems near the end of the century and examining details from Whitman's 
correspondence, Traubel's accounts of Whitman's relationship with the Herald, and 
Whitman's works published in the paper can advance understanding of the arrangement 
and its significance.
When Whitman noted that he had received a letter from "J G B himself," he 
indicated that he must have thought his new relationship with the Herald was significant. 
The letter did not come from the literary or managing editor, but from Bennett "himself." 
Whitman wrote a similar letter to William Sloane Kennedy the same day, and from the 
end of January 1888 through May, Whitman continuously updated Bucke, Kennedy, 
William Douglas O'Connor, and others on the status of his publishing with the Herald. In 
instances like these, Whitman recognizes the cultural significance of the paper and, 
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relentless self-promoter that he was, the effects publishing in the Herald might have on 
his late career. At other times, Whitman appears conflicted in his attitude toward the 
paper and bothered by the quality of his work. In one instance, he tells Traubel, "I have 
this afternoon mailed two pieces to the Herald—two more throws against oblivion" 
(Traubel 1:77). Here, he suggests his appearances in the paper are an immediate means to 
remind the public of his still being alive and, more pointedly, a way to combat being 
forgotten. 
"Throws against oblivion": Whitman's relationship with the paper is inextricably 
linked to anxieties about legacy, which permeated the poet's thoughts in 1888. Following 
Matthew Arnold's death on April 15, 1888—for many a harbinger of the end of an era—
Whitman wrote a short piece for the Herald on Arnold's American legacy. According to 
Whitman's article, which appeared in the paper on April 18,
[A] character like Arnold's has a meaning and influence in literature, for 
we welcome all kinds, and indeed the glory of our age is that it would 
leave no voice, no claim unrecognized. But the fine gentleman, the purist, 
even the fine scholar, was probably never really less called for. Literature 
is already overweighed with them, and henceforth revolts from being a 
mere profession, a select class. I doubt whether America will miss Arnold 
at all. We miss Carlyle hugely, and the taking away of Tennyson would 
make a great void here in the emotions and aesthetic intellect of the United 
States. There are three or four great scientists to-day in the British islands 
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any of whose deaths would cause chills here. But I don't think anything of 
the kind will happen in the present case. (8)
Though specifically about the death of Arnold as well as the impact of British authors 
(and scientists) on American culture in general, the paragraph also makes clear 
Whitman's own apprehension about passing into oblivion. He implicitly sets himself in 
opposition to Arnold, the purist, the fine scholar, and the literary professional and 
suggests the reasons America will not long cherish Arnold are the same reasons America 
will feel a void at Whitman's passing. But surely there is some irony in the statement that 
"the glory of our age is that it would leave no voice . . . unrecognized," since Whitman 
was, himself, still struggling for recognition in 1888. And it is in the irony, and between 
what Whitman writes about Arnold and what he implies about himself, as well as in 
Whitman's Herald poems, that we find his anxiety. As his comment to Traubel indicates, 
however, Whitman's continued presence in the Herald allowed him to maintain a public 
presence and an opportunity to combat nothingness.
At other moments, Whitman appears unconvinced of the efficacy of his Herald 
coup. Some time after the "two more throws against oblivion" remark and in a slightly 
different mood, he commented to Traubel on the Herald's publication of "A Carol 
Closing Sixty-Nine": "The list grows but what's the use of it?" (1:182). As these 
examples illustrate, Whitman developed an almost schizophrenic attitude about the 
Herald. On the one hand, publication in the paper seemed to offer Whitman longevity 
and the opportunity to postpone inevitable silence. On the other, he sees his work there as 
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pointless or without meaning, for along with questioning the use of writing for the 
Herald, Whitman also was ambivalent about reading his poems in the paper. At least, this 
account of the ambivalent Whitman permeates the conversations with Traubel, in which 
we learn that Whitman's subscription to the Herald sometimes lapses, or the paper is no 
longer sent, or that Whitman has not himself read some of the poems, instead asking 
Traubel about their appearance in the paper. For all this ambivalence, though, Whitman 
surely counted on the Herald poems to serve as prepublication advertising for the 
forthcoming but incomplete November Boughs, and in letters to friends he inquired 
whether they had seen his latest "little bits."
Readers of the Herald certainly did see his poems. With the exception of "As the 
Greek's Signal Flame" and "[Over and through the burial chant],"which were included in 
larger stories on Whittier and Sheridan, Whitman's Herald poems appeared on the same 
page, in the same column, in every occurrence. The editorial and exchange page was 
located in the middle of the newspaper and was devoted to entertainment news, weather 
forecasts, various tidbits of light news, letters from readers, humorous clips from other 
papers, and endorsements of the Herald. Whitman's poems appeared in the "Personal 
Intelligence" column, which began with a detailed weather forecast and contained a 
variety of short anecdotes, letters, and poems, many of which were often clips from other 
newspapers. Given the nature of the page, Whitman's presence there may at first seem 
counterintuitive: the news on the page was slight, ephemeral, and watered-down. And 
while these adjectives may, in fact, be some of the more critical that come to mind, the 
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page was probably one of the most popular in the newspaper because of the very kinds of 
information it offered, including sentence-long summaries of major international, 
national, and local news stories. Moreover, the page featured subscription and advertising 
information for all editions of the Herald, as well as the address of the paper and 
Bennett's name as proprietor. This page, more than any other, offered something for 
everyone: businessmen and individuals looking to advertise in the paper; readers seeking 
subscriptions; those with neither the time to read nor interest in the full-length news 
stories; everyone wanting to know the weather forecast; people looking for the day's 
entertainment; and those looking for a bit of humor, as the page invariably printed several 
short witticisms. The faithful reader could also regularly follow both serious and light-
hearted discussions about a number of topics including politics, philanthropy, and, in the 
case of Whitman, poetry for several days or weeks at a time. In addition, the page sang 
the praises of the Herald and told readers why they should read the paper. First and 
foremost, the Herald was one of the most widely read newspapers in the United States 
(probably second only to Pulitzer's World until the arrival of William Randolph Hearst in 
New York in 1892) and had an unmatched international following. The page touted both 
of these achievements with the standard "High Water Mark" circulation figure and notice 
that the paper received "cable messages for all parts of Europe" at its Broadway office. 
The page also frequently featured testimonials in the form of letters to the editor in which 
readers would write of their bad experiences with another paper—perhaps the World—
and their grateful return to the Herald. Thus, regardless of what other pages people 
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skipped, they would stop over this one for any number of reasons. Whitman's presence on 
the page, which may initially have seemed idiosyncratic to today's reader, makes 
complete sense: the page, perhaps more than any other in the paper, promised the poet an 
audience and provided Bennett a place to parade a celebrity author.31
Though neither Whitman's correspondence nor Traubel record much about the 
public's reaction to the Whitman Herald poems, one of Whitman's letters does suggest 
the poems provoked conversation. In a note to Bucke on April 8, 1888, he wrote, "—
there seems to be some hitch in the Herald's publishing my little pieces—(I hear that they 
have been appealed to in print to stop publishing such stuff)—" (Corr. 4:160). The 
publication record supports Whitman's suspicion, as nine of his poems appeared in both 
February and March, but only four were published in April, all within a two-week period. 
(On April 30, 1888, the paper also reprinted "The Bravest Soldiers," which had earlier 
appeared in the Herald, on March 18.)32 Otherwise Whitman had a noticeably sparer 
presence in the paper than in the preceding months. No clear explanation exists as to why 
so few of Whitman's poems appeared in the Herald in April, and a number of factors, 
including Whitman's poor health, probably contributed to his absence from the paper. 
Another reason, however, as Whitman suggests to Bucke, may have been the response of 
readers to his poems. 
Indeed, in March and April, Whitman and his poetry received a good deal of 
criticism in the "Personal Intelligence" column. The backlash largely stemmed from his 
seemingly innocent, and not at all naughty, poem "The First Dandelion," published in the 
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paper on March 12, 1888. The poem, which followed up one of his February 
contributions to the paper, "Soon Shall the Winter's Foil Be Here," hearkened the coming 
of spring:
Simple and fresh and fair from winter's close emerging, 
As if no artifice of fashion, business, politics, had ever been, 
Forth from its sunny nook of shelter'd grass—innocent, golden, calm as 
the dawn,
The spring's first dandelion shows its trustful face.
At first glance, the poem hardly seems like one of Whitman's more controversial pieces, 
and critical work on Whitman's poetry has paid little attention to the apparently 
innocuous poem. When the poem appeared in the Herald the weather forecast printed on 
the same page predicted "partly cloudy to fair weather," with "slightly warmer, fair 
weather" for the next day. Juxtaposed with this forecast, the welcoming of spring in "The 
First Dandelion" certainly seems appropriate. But with rather poor timing for the 
publication of the poem, the crippling Great Blizzard of 1888 hit New York and the coast 
late on the evening of March 12, and continued throughout the 13th and much of the 14th 
in New York and other eastern cities. The Great Blizzard followed a similar storm two 
months earlier in the plains region of the United States, including the Dakota Territory. 
This earlier storm had caused the deaths of hundreds of people and had been reported 
extensively in the Herald. Therefore, though Whitman had not been alone in his 
welcoming of spring-like weather, he and his little poem emerged as an easy scapegoat 
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when the Great Blizzard hit. Almost immediately the snow-bound took their ire out on 
Whitman in poems of their own. "The First Blizzard," signed "After Walt Whitman," 
appeared in the Herald on March 14, and a second poem, "Served Him Right," was 
printed in the column the next day:
The poet began an ode to spring—
     "Hail, lusty March! Thy airs inspire
My muse of flowers and love to sing—"
     And then the blizzard struck his lyre. (5)
A few days later, on March 18, Whitman remained the object of public scorn. This time, 
"Personal Intelligence" reprinted a clip from the Buffalo Express, which cheekily detailed 
how New Yorkers had passed their days during the blizzard and subsequent isolation: "by 
printing poems of Walt Whitman's on such seasonable themes as ‘The First Dandelion.' 
We join Walt in admiration for dandelion salad" (14). Unfortunately, after returning to 
safer subject matter with "The Wallabout Martyrs" (March 16) and "The Bravest 
Soldiers" (March 18), Whitman followed with another poem that aggravated the snow-
weary coast, "Orange Buds by Mail from Florida" (March 19). In a piece reprinted in the 
Herald on March 21 under the title "Work for Our Poet," the Hartford Times both 
criticized the larger premise of the poem and offered its own jab about the blizzard:
Walt Whitman writes a few lines to the New York Herald on a bunch of 
oranges from Florida, received by mail, and assumes it is a greater proof 
of civilization and progress than the ship of war and the grand opera which 
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Voltaire claimed were evidence of France. Now, if Walt will poeticize a 
little on a lump of coal from Nova Scotia, and tell us of the civilization 
and progress that place a governmental tax upon it, we will gratefully 
welcome him to our homes and hearts in this day of blizzards. (6)
Whitman had at least one defender, however. In a letter to the editor printed in the 
column on March 28, a Herald reader wrote, "The old gray poet deserves well of his 
country and his countrymen. He has always carried a very red blood in his veins; he has 
ventured much and suffered much for his race, and his views on early spring, or even 
upon ‘the beautiful snow,' will always be fresh as a daisy . . ." (6). Signed "Alexander 
Secundus," likely a pseudonym, the letter was perhaps written and planted by John 
Burroughs, Bucke, or, most probably, O'Connor. Despite this defense, Whitman's 
untimely poem remained in the public consciousness more than a month later. With 
spring now unquestionably imminent, the Herald proclaimed, "If this sunshine has 
courage, Mr. Whitman's beautiful fancy of the spring's first dandelion, coming with the 
truthful face . . . will soon be realized." While neither "The First Dandelion" nor "Orange 
Buds by Mail from Florida" may have prompted such a public response without the 
snowstorm, and the poems may have otherwise been received rather well or at least 
silently, the blizzard proved fortuitous for later literary critics and historians. Without the 
snowstorm, the public's response to "The First Dandelion," and the subsequent free-for-
all on Whitman's Herald poems, we would be hard-pressed to know anything about how 
widespread the readership of these late poems really was. Reading "The First Dandelion" 
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in its original publication and context shows clearly that people in New York and 
elsewhere were reading Whitman's Herald poems and were doing so in numbers 
unprecedented for his earlier work. The poems reached a huge audience and were the 
subject of considerable conversation. Such conversation involving and surrounding 
specific newspaper poems and a newspaper's poet, however, are characteristics of an 
earlier era and an earlier model more typical of newspapers of the late 1830s and 1840s—
the same years Whitman started publishing poetry in daily newspapers, and the years that 
mark the beginning of the Herald's dominance as a penny paper—than they are 
characteristic of 1880s newspapers.
The Herald had little to gain by "some hitch" in printing Whitman's poems, such 
as the one the poet mentions in his letter to Bucke. In fact, given the strong-armed 
competition of the World, Bennett must have welcomed just the sort of discussion and 
controversy (mild as it was) that Whitman's poems were generating. Demands from the 
public to stop publishing Whitman's poetry would have further encouraged Bennett and 
Chambers in their efforts. While notes in the edited correspondence suggest an 
unresolved issue regarding Whitman's March bill was responsible for the lapse in 
publication, Whitman's records also show some confusion about his submissions to the 
newspaper, and the Herald may simply not have had poems to print. In one case, 
Whitman notes that he sent "Broadway" to the Herald on both March 3 and April 9, and 
the poem appeared on April 10 (Daybooks 2:452). The Herald may have lost the first 
copy of the poem, but it is similarly possible that Whitman had not sent it in March after 
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all.33 And perhaps Whitman chose not to send more poems to the paper for a period of 
time following the public reaction to "The First Dandelion" and "Orange Buds by Mail 
From Florida"; the criticism generated by the poems, for circumstances well beyond 
Whitman's control, must have provoked some feelings of frustration, but Traubel records 
no such information. Regardless of the reason behind the lapse, however, Whitman's lack 
of poems in the paper in April did not signal the poet's total absence from the "Personal 
Intelligence" column.
Possibly in an effort to supplement the lack of new poems in April and to 
continue to reap the rewards of the dandelion controversy, the Herald worked Whitman 
into the column in other ways. Early in the month and prior to the resolution of any 
publishing hitch, the column featured two newspapers' responses to Whitman's poem 
"Continuities," the most recent of Whitman's pieces to appear in the paper, on March 20. 
These responses, in addition to maintaining Whitman's presence in the paper, also 
indicate the national readership Whitman's Herald poems received. On April 1, the New 
York Herald excerpted the Chicago Herald: "‘Nothing is ever really lost, or can be 
lost,'[the first line of "Continuities"] sings Walt Whitman. Walt appears to have never 
played poker" (14). Two days later, the Herald printed a companion clip from the Mobile  
Register. Following the tagline "A Natural Deduction" the piece reads, "‘Nothing is ever 
really lost, or can be lost,' sings Walt Whitman. Mr. Whitman does not wear collar 
buttons" (6). As mentioned above, Whitman returned to the Herald on April 10, with 
"Broadway." On April 13, the paper printed an announcement of a Glasgow firm's plans 
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to offer a book of Whitman's for publication by subscription, and on April 18, the piece 
by Whitman on the death of Matthew Arnold appeared. Two days later, the Herald 
reprinted an anecdote from the Chicago Tribune. The anecdote, with the title "Can't 
Rhyme for Shucks," recounts a conversation between a young man from St. Louis and a 
young woman from Boston. The young man asks Miss Howjames if she has seen any of 
the poems "‘written by Walt Whitman for the New York Herald—?'" to which she 
responds, "‘I am not in the habit of reading anything by the person you mention.'" More 
interested in impressing Miss Howjames than standing up for Whitman, the young man 
concludes, after stammering, "‘I am not dead stuck on him myself. He can't rhyme for 
shucks. He makes anxiety rhyme with nitro-glycerin'" (6). In such instances, the Herald 
advertised both itself and Whitman. By citing clips from other papers that mention the 
Herald and the poet by name, the Herald commented on its extensive readership and 
cultural role; a reporter of news, the Herald also made the news across the nation. As 
Thomas Leonard points out, this practice of reprinting clips from other newspapers 
"allowed editors to show readers that the very publication they were holding had impact 
across the country. . . . . This was editing of the news to confer authority on the very 
paper that the reader was reading" (128). Reprinted in the Herald, the excerpts advertised 
the Herald's connection to Whitman and encouraged more readers to buy the paper if for 
no other reason than to look for Whitman's seemingly easily-mocked poems. In addition, 
such pieces, along with the return of "Mr. Whitman's beautiful fancy of the spring's first 
dandelion" (April 22) and the reprinting of "The Bravest Soldiers" (April 30), allowed the 
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Herald to maintain Whitman's presence in the column, even in the relative absence of his 
poetry. The paper had a significant interest in developing this more permanent role for 
Whitman, especially after the public response generated by his March poems. 
Whitman returned to the Herald with seven poems in May, after publishing only 
four new pieces in April. In June, however, Whitman's health again grew worse, and he 
published no poems in the Herald. His May poems would, in fact, be his last 
contributions to the Herald, with the exception of "[Over and through the burial chant]" 
published in August. Throughout June, as in April, the Herald maintained Whitman's 
presence in the newspaper in other ways, primarily by carrying coverage of his birthday 
and declining health. On June 12, 1888, the Herald predicted Whitman very near death, 
and on June 16, the paper reprinted a premature eulogy of sorts from the Chicago Herald, 
which with its peculiar shifting of tenses, suggests the poet had already died:
Walt Whitman is a poet who refused to be ground in the small mortar of 
human conventionality. Like Wagner in music, he thought he had a new 
idea, and resolutely, through a long life, impressed the individuality of that 
idea on the literature of the new world. It cannot be said that his poetry is 
good, but it may be maintained that he copied it nowhere. Whether he 
could write poetry or not, he deserved the thanks of all the Americans for 
dealing metrical form and ceremony the deadliest blow it has ever 
received. (6)
At the beginning of June, Julius Chambers and Bennett probably thought they were again 
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holding a place for Whitman until new poems arrived and therefore wanted to keep his 
name and poetry fresh in readers' minds. By the middle of the month, however, as 
Whitman's health worsened, the editors quite possibly prepared for the poet's death as the 
most fitting, and profitable, conclusion to the previous five-month long conversation. 
Regardless, Bennett would have wanted to prolong Whitman's presence as long as 
possible, either for an eventual return or to lead up to his death and its subsequent 
coverage. The Herald could only benefit from the publicity, negative or otherwise. In the 
same way, for the duration of the contract, Whitman benefited from his connection to the 
paper and relied on the association of his name with the Herald to advertise his work. 
Certainly, then, neither Whitman nor the Herald considered their relationship simple or 
inconsequential.
Conflicted at times about both the quality and content of his later poems, 
including those that appeared in the Herald, and their relation to his larger body of work, 
Whitman ultimately decided in their favor, telling Traubel in June 1888:
I often ask myself, is the expression of the life of an old man consonant 
with the fresher, earlier, delvings, faiths, hopes, stated in the original 
Leaves? I have my doubts—minor doubts—but somehow I decide the case 
finally on my own side. It belongs to the scheme of the book . . . Am I, as 
some think, losing grip?—taking in my horns? No—no—no: I am sure 
that could not be. I still wish to be, am, the radical of my stronger days—
to be the same uncompromising oracle of democracy—to maintain 
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undimmed the light of my deepest faith . . . The Sands have to be taken as 
the utterances of an old man—a very old man. I desire that they may be 
interpreted as confirmations, not denials, of the work that has preceded . . . 
I recognize, have always recognized, the importance of the lusty, strong-
limbed, big-bodied American of the Leaves: I do not abate one atom of 
that belief now, today. But I hold to something more than that, too, and 
claim a full, not a partial judgment upon my work—I am not to be known 
as a piece of something but as a totality. (Traubel 1:271–2)
Whitman thus cautions us not to excise these late poems from his corpus and to read them 
as part of his canon. We are not bound to his injunction, of course. But we should keep it 
in mind when others see the Whitman of the Herald poems as inconsequential, amounting 
to nothing new or significant. What such readings ignore is the degree to which the pieces 
widen the panorama of Whitman's democratic poetry to include those visions of old age 
not represented in his earlier works. They are not refutations of his earlier representations 
but complements and complications of them. The Herald poems participate in the 
discussions and engage in ideas central to Whitman's poetry since 1855, though the 
poems' interpretations of these ideas are understandably different. If, as Harold Aspiz 
claims, Whitman "realized from the outset of his poetic career that if his poetry were to 
reflect the essence and scope of our life experiences—and those of his own life—it must 
speak of death openly, imaginatively, and unswayed by clichés or established doctrines" 
(1), then we should not be surprised, in the Herald poems, to come across a depiction of 
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the "sick old man" or be necessarily inclined to read the sick old man as insignificant. 
Such a defense of the Herald poems, however, one based on pointing out the ways in 
which the pieces do, in fact, follow the philosophical trajectory of Whitman's work, is not 
the most useful nor the most compelling case for reappraising the Herald pieces. Instead, 
considering the formal and functional qualities of the pieces as newspaper poems begins 
to get at a more thoughtful and nuanced reading of the Herald poems.
Even a cursory reading of original newspaper poems across the century makes 
clear certain properties of the form: newspaper poems relate current events, news, or 
cultural debate; their content is frequently local to the communities in which they are 
published; the poems are often quite short; and newspaper poems can be understood by a 
mass readership. As a whole, Whitman's poems first published in newspapers share these 
characteristics. With the exception of the poems Whitman published in the bohemian 
weekly paper, the New-York Saturday Press, his newspaper poems related current events; 
participated in political debate (particularly those published pre-Leaves of Grass); were 
often local in their content (such as the publication of the "The Mississippi at Midnight" 
in the New Orleans Daily Crescent); and were fairly short and easily understood. All of 
these qualities serve the function of the popular newspaper, including reporting, creating 
or forging a sense of community, and appealing to a mass audience. Since Whitman 
began his poetic career in newspapers, and had extensive experience in the newspaper 
business, he undoubtedly understood these formal and functional qualities of newspaper 
poetry.
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That Whitman's Herald poems share the qualities of his earlier newspaper poetry 
does not then signal a regression from his innovative work of the 1850s–1870s; rather, 
the Herald poems show Whitman working effectively in a form that he understood well. 
For example, the lyric quality of Whitman's Herald poems, from a formal point of view 
and out of the newspaper context in which they were published, marks them as 
conservative and outmoded. But the lyric was one of the major forms of newspaper 
poetry in the nineteenth century, and the poems therefore participate in a particular 
tradition related to the work of the poems and the newspaper. And while newspaper 
poetry could and often did encourage new ideas, its function of appealing to a mass 
readership and promoting conversation encouraged formal restraint. Whitman also seems 
to have realized the changes poems in newspapers had undergone in recent decades. A 
student of newspapers, Whitman must have noticed the shift away from original 
newspaper poetry, particularly poetry that attempted to provoke discussion, to poems 
whose primary function was entertainment rather than critical engagement. 
Whitman's own poems in the New York Herald strike a balance between older 
forms of newspaper poetry and the more recent trends of the 1870s and 1880s. The 
poems established a sense of community for readers of the paper, even if that community 
often came together in their criticism of his poetry. Similarly, they participated in the 
discourse of cultural anxiety about death and degeneration advanced throughout the 
pages of the Herald and in the culture-at-large. The earlier discussion of the "First 
Dandelion" controversy and ensuing response from the Herald's community of readers 
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perhaps best illustrates the first of these functions. One may argue that the ongoing 
conversation surrounding Whitman's poems in the Herald emerged only because of their 
poor timing during the Great Blizzard. Such an argument, however, overlooks the fact 
that for such a response to be possible at all, a significant community of readers had to be 
already invested in reading Whitman's Herald poems—whether out of enjoyment or self-
torture. In addition, if Whitman's Herald poems had been esoteric or on themes not 
immediately relevant to the Herald's readers, even the Great Blizzard could not have 
prompted a response. But as newspaper poems, the Herald pieces were rooted in the 
moment and in dialogue with the paper's readers. As such, they were participatory in 
public culture and able to elicit response from the public.
In addition, Whitman's poems participate in an ongoing, intertextual discourse on 
life and death developed throughout the pages of the Herald. As the century approached 
its twilight years, Whitman faced death and was well-positioned to write about the United 
States' own uncertain future. According to Betsy Erkkila, Whitman's "crippled and 
disease-ridden body, old before its time, seemed once again an image of America itself at 
the close of the century . . . . Whitman's last poems are end-of-the-century poems . . ." 
(317). As end-of-the-century poems, the Herald pieces are complex in their engagement 
of the fin de siècle themes relevant to the aging Whitman, the Herald, as well as to the 
United States and the Herald's readers. Whitman gives poetic voice to the uncertain 
future on display throughout the Herald in 1888, and he variously speaks as comforter, 
commemorator, and suffering eye-witness. More than being simple "incidental" or 
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"filler" poems, pieces like "The First Dandelion," "Soon Shall Winter's Foil Be Here," 
"After the Dazzle of Day," and "A Prairie Sunset" record events of day-to-day life, but 
they also function as explorations of human and cultural mortality. Appropriately, 
Whitman summarizes this thematic unity across the works in "Continuities": 
The body, sluggish, aged, cold—the embers left from earlier fires, 
The light in the eye grown dim shall duly flame again; 
The sun now low in the west rises for mornings and for noons continual; 
To frozen clods ever the spring's invisible land returns, 
With grass and flowers and summer fruits and corn. 
For Whitman, such an understanding of the continuous nature of life, and death as part of 
life, is comforting in this instance. That Whitman felt inclined to do so much comforting, 
however, points to the pressing need for reassurance against a number of factors: for 
Whitman, seemingly imminent death and a questionable legacy; for the Herald, a 
similarly uncertain future; for the United States, tremendous uncertainty of its own. The 
anecdote about Mrs. Howjames, described above, further supports such a reading. 
Whitman had used neither "anxiety" nor "nitro-glycerin" in any of his Herald poems. The 
young man's choosing these words is therefore partly what makes the anecdote funny. 
But the choice of these words also suggests how the public interpreted Whitman's poems 
and further gives a sense of the anxiety and destruction in the culture-at-large. Ultimately, 
the characteristics that pervade Whitman's Herald poems—a sense of curiosity, checked 
by dread, shaded by optimism, and consumed by thoughts of growth and decay—are 
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those that permeated his last years and the final decade of the nineteenth century. Given 
its own faltering existence, and the fin de siècle urban malaise depicted elsewhere in its 
pages, the New York Herald was perhaps the most suitable outlet for these expressions, 
and together the Herald and Whitman's poems offer a considerable intertextual record of 
the United States near the end of the century. The prevailing critical assessment of 
Whitman's Herald poems, which sees the poems as "health bulletins" having "little new 
to say," ignores the formal and functional characteristics of newspaper poetry and reads 
the poems outside of the contexts—textual and cultural—in which they were first 
published and read. By the very dictates of the newspaper poetry form, Whitman's 
Herald poems could not "provide a sweeping, cohesive poem about America." If we 
evaluate the Herald poems first as newspaper poems, however, we must begin to 
acknowledge their achievements in this form.
Conclusion
The contract between Walt Whitman and the New York Herald looks back to an 
earlier model of the place and function of poems in newspapers and an earlier era of both 
poetry and the newspaper. In1835 and then from 1840 to 1842, the Herald published 
original poems of the eccentric and sensational McDonald Clarke. (Whitman was a 
follower of Clarke, contributing a poem to the daily New York Aurora upon the poet's 
accidental death in 1842.) In addition to the pieces by Clarke, the Herald routinely 
published a variety of poems on current local, national, and international events, poems 
reprinted from books and magazines, and other purportedly original verse on love and 
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nature. Beginning in the 1850s, however, the Herald published noticeably less poetry 
than it had in earlier decades, and poetry became extremely rare in the Herald during the 
Civil War. As the Herald's size and circulation grew following the War, the paper 
published few poems, and while other factors certainly contributed to the decreased 
presence of poetry in the newspaper, the Herald offers an extreme example of the 
apparent relationship between size, circulation, and newspaper poems, particularly 
original, locally-oriented, socially-engaged newspaper verse. As size and circulation 
increased, the presence of such poems decreased. Curiously, Whitman's poems in the 
New York Herald in 1888 reversed this trend at a time when the function of the 
newspaper poet was unclear and appeared outmoded. Rather than leading and testing 
boundaries, as both the Herald and Whitman had done in earlier decades, Whitman's 
poems in the Herald were a eulogy; at the same time, newspaper editors prepared on 
more than one occasion to eulogize Whitman. As circulations skyrocketed and the largest 
newspapers printed weekend issues of more than thirty pages, the conversation that had 
existed between poets, newspaper editors, and newspaper readers, and between poems 
and other newspaper content effectively shut down. While poems continued to appear in 
daily newspapers throughout the 1870s and 1880s, the nature of the poems, and the 
relationship between the poems and the newspaper, was fundamentally different than it 
had been in the 1830s and 1840s. The evolving relationship of newspapers and poetry in 
the nineteenth century shaped and signalled changes in the role of the newspaper, shifts 
in understanding about the role of poetry in society, and a transformation in the 
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participation of the daily newspaper in the development and dissemination of American 
literature.
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1 I have obtained these numbers from the 1870 and 1880 censuses.
2 For the poems I have catalogued from each newspaper, see the appendix, "Preliminary 
Bibliography of Poems in Newspapers, c. 1835–1890."
3 See Douglas; Emery and Emery; Huntzicker; Lee; Mott, A History of American 
Journalism; and Smythe.
4 According to Mott, "Fueled by the Civil War, news reportage came to replace the 
editorial as the driving force of the newspaper, drawing on the model/precedent of the 
penny papers of the 1830s. The reporter also began to replace the editor in importance in 
the mind of the average reader" (A History of American Journalism 385–386).
5 For a good overview of the changes in newspapers during the Civil War and post-War 
years, Douglas; Mott, A History of American Journalism; and Smythe.
6 For more on the transition to an independent press, see Barnhurst and Nerone; Douglas; 
Emery and Emery; Mott, A History of American Journalism; and Smythe.
7 As with literary history, the history of the daily newspaper following the Civil War is 
not actually so linear nor so one-dimensional as this narrative suggests. Certainly, this 
history warrants complication and development—for example, many of the key 
characteristics of the new journalism are actually extensions of innovations of the penny 
press, which suggests more of an evolution than a revolution, and such a focus on new 
journalism excludes many daily newspapers that remained successful and influential for 
much of the decade—but such work is outside the scope of this project.
8 For more on the marketplace model of the 1870s newspaper, see Barnhurst and Nerone, 
and Nord, Communities of Journalism. In addition, Leonard investigates the role of the 
newspaper in the marketplace and the newspaper as a marketplace commodity.
9 For example, John Greenleaf Whittier's "A Mystery" appeared in several newspapers in 
January of 1873 after the February 1873 issue of the Atlantic went on sale in late January. 
See the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel 23 January 1873: [3]; Daily Evening Bulletin (San 
Francisco) 25 January 1873: [5], Bangor Daily Whig and Courier 28 January 1873: [4]; 
Lowell Daily Citizen and News 30 January 1973: [1]. Poems by John G. Saxe include 
"I'm Growing Old," Bangor Daily Whig and Courier 25 January 1870: [4]; "Ode," 
Lowell Daily Citizen and News 3 October 1873: [2]; and "A Poet's Constancy," 
Milwaukee Daily Sentinel 24 January 1876: [2]. Alice Carey's include "Lost and Found," 
Milwaukee Daily Sentinel 14 January 1870: [3]; "Sibyl," Daily Evening Bulletin 11 
January 1873: [6]; and "The Maiden's Choice," Lowell Daily Citizen and News 12 April 
1876: [1]. Examples of Brett Harte's poems in the daily press include "A Geological 
Madrigal," Bangor Daily Whig and Courier 21 January 1873: [4] and "Caldwell of 
Springfield, New Jersey (1780)," Cleveland Daily Herald 12 July 1873: [4].
I have not systematically tracked appearances by Tennyson, Browning, and 
Ingelow, since the primary interest of this project is American poetry, but examples 
include, Alfred Tennyson, "The Coming of Arthur," Daily Evening Bulletin 5 January 
1870: [4] and "The Springing of Life," St. Louis Daily Globe-Democrat 9 April 1876: 
[11]; Elizabeth Barrett Browning, "Lines," Lowell Daily Citizen and News 15 January 
1876: [1] and "A Man's Requirements," Daily Evening Bulletin 18 January 1876: [6]; 
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Jean Ingelow, "Cold and Quiet," Daily Evening Bulletin 18 January 1870: [4] and "The 
Music of Childhood," St. Louis Daily Globe-Democrat 11 January 1876: [2].
10 See "A Song of the Fifteenth Amendment" and "The Fifteenth Amendment."
11 The Chicago Inter Ocean is unique among the newspapers considered, in that in its 
pages, poetry continued to serve much the same function as it had in previous decades, 
including political and social comment. The fact that the Inter Ocean was also the most 
politically aligned newspaper of those surveyed is likely not a coincidence.
12 "The Baby's Squall," Daily Rocky Mountain News 2 April 1879: [2]; "Cupid's Day," 
Daily Rocky Mountain News 3 April 1879: [2]; "Dulces Amores," Daily Rocky Mountain 
News 10 April 1879: [2]; "Gorgeousness," Daily Rocky Mountain News 19 April 1879: 
[2]; "Call to the Flowers," Daily Rocky Mountain News 20 April 1879: [2]; "A Woman's 
Fancy," Daily Rocky Mountain News 22 April 1879: [2]; "Bubble on the Water," Daily 
Rocky Mountain News 25 April 1879: [2]; "Since Mother Died," Daily Rocky Mountain 
News 27 April 1879: [4]; "Spring Song," Daily Rocky Mountain News 29 April 1879: [2]; 
and "Time and Women Wait for No Man," Daily Rocky Mountain News 29 April 1879: 
[2]. For additional examples from the Daily Rocky Mountain News and other papers, see 
the appendix, "Preliminary Bibliography of Poems in Newspapers, c. 1835–1890."
13 See Clark, "Sly Hannah"; Cooper, "Frogs at School"; Dodge, "The Smiling Dolly"; 
"Quiet Johnny"; "Tommy and the Robin."
14 Periodical scholars have described the rise of the Sunday edition and the moral 
backlash to the editions. See, for example, Johanningsmeier, "The Devil, Capitalism, and 
Frank Norris."
15 The Sunday issue of January 12, 1879, Daily Rocky Mountain News featured the 
following poems: "Goat," [2]; Theodore Martin, "Twilight Burial," [3]; "A Lover's Test," 
[5]; "On the Bay," [5]; Ella Wheeler, "The Phantom Ball," [6]; "A White Camellia," [6]; 
"Love's Promise," [6]; Willet C. Dentke, "Love's Young Dream," [6].
16 The Civil War and the demand for news during the War had precipitated a general shift 
in thinking about the newspaper and its role in American society. In public discourse, 
however, the newspaper remained associated with a male readership well into the 1890s. 
The rise of the Sunday editions in the late 1880s and 1890s, which often had specific 
columns devoted to women's interests, contributed to a larger female readership. But the 
premise behind the supplements—that women, and children, would be interested in a 
certain kind of "news"—belies the equation of the rest of the newspaper with a male 
readership.
17 This topic warrants more investigation.
18 In addition, in the late 1880s and 1890s, the period in which the shift was most fully 
realized, future leading American historians, poets, and critics of the early twentieth 
century—who established a foundation for the literary canon—were perhaps reading the 
same daily newspapers. A few examples include Robert Frost, born in 1874; William 
Carlos Williams in 1883; Ezra Pound in 1885; Marianne Moore in 1887; T.S. Eliot in 
1888; John Crowe Ransom in 1888; Frank Luther Mott in 1886; and Edmund Wilson in 
1895.
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19 This relationship has been cursorily documented in different places (Holloway, F. 
DeWolfe Miller, Allen), but the bibliography of Whitman's first contributions to 
periodicals includes only a few items from the Star, and the relationship is not discussed 
in detail in biographies.
20 Miller identifies an instance of Whitman's press campaign in the Washington Evening  
Star of October 17, 1870. Miller has corroborated the piece, which begins, "Walt 
Whitman.—And now these late October days, so sunny, crisp . . ." with manuscript 
evidence. 
In addition, I have located several items from the summer of 1871 that likely were 
written by Whitman. Published on page one in the "Washington News and Gossip" 
column, the items include "[Alfred Tennyson has written]," "[Walt Whitman goes to New 
York]," "Walt Whitman," and "Walt Whitman Officially Thanked."
21 For example, "[Walt Whitman's poem read before the Mechanics' Institute]."
22 Pieces printed from 26 January 1888 through 27 May 1888 constitute those contributed 
as part of Whitman's official contract with the Herald. Despite the fact that the contract 
called for poems, Whitman's first contribution after the agreement was a short prose piece 
on 26 January, not the poem "To Those Who've Failed," which appeared on 27 January.
23 Thomas, 3. For more on Whitman's old-age poetry, see Stauffer.
24 As Whitman criticism does for the poet, existing scholarship on the Herald privileges 
particular moments in the newspaper's history. This includes a much heavier interest in 
the newspaper from its founding in 1835 through the Civil War, and scholars are prone to 
retelling memorable anecdotes from this thirty-year period. Because a number of sources 
examine the founding and development of the Herald, and because this essay is primarily 
interested in the Herald in 1888, I have provided only those details relevant to a basic 
understanding of the newspaper and its importance in the nineteenth century. For more 
detailed and specialized accounts of the New York Herald, see Crouthamel; Douglas; 
Fermer; Mott, History of American Journalism.
Herald readers should keep in mind that the newspaper is more complex than it 
may initially seem. Two temptations arise when reading and studying the Herald: 1. To 
overlook Bennett's more problematic moral positions, such as strident nativism, in favor 
of celebrating the significant advances Bennett helped pioneer in the emerging popular 
press; 2. Overstating Bennett's personal, deplorable positions at the expense of 
overshadowing the many merits of the newspaper. The above studies point out a number 
of the newspaper's idiosyncrasies and seeming contradictions, but none deal with the full 
political and cultural complexities of the newspaper—certainly an enormous project. 
More than other authors, Crouthamel offers such a balanced view, but his work is limited 
to a study of the Herald under its founder, and no subsequent study has attempted a 
similar exploration of the Herald under James Gordon Bennett, Jr. The lack of 
scholarship on the Herald during the last three decades of the nineteenth century is a 
glaring omission in the existing criticism on the newspaper.
25 This trend to talk about the life of the younger Bennett in place of a focus on the 
Herald is even less useful when we consider the work of Barnhurst and Nerone, who 
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have charted a shift in the newspaper form from the editor's newspaper to the publisher's 
newspaper in the 1870s. According to them, "although the editor retained a guiding hand 
in selecting news matter and still functioned as the chief voice of the newspaper, 
paramount control had passed into the hands of a proprietor who often played no editorial 
role" (73). Further, "The publisher's newspaper . . . consisted internally of a proprietor 
controlling three different departments: editorial, production, and business. The divisions 
were still permeable, of course, and often the publisher also held the title of editor in 
chief. . . . The publisher's newspaper, however, consisted of a more diverse network of 
relationships that often resulted in multivocal content" (75). In the case of the Herald, 
Bennett remained both editor and publisher, but since he spent the majority of his time in 
Europe, he had a network of people like Julius Chambers in New York making many 
day-to-day decisions on the newspaper's content. The overall direction of the paper 
remained up to Bennett, but his impact on its daily content—what made the Herald a 
newspaper—was considerably less than had been his father's.
To begin a discussion of the Herald under Bennett, Jr.—one which is interested in 
the newspaper more than the editor—this essay explores in some detail the Herald during 
1888 and places the 1888 Herald within cultural and historical contexts, as well as 
examines Whitman in the Herald in that year.
26 Between 1870 and 1890, national newspaper circulation increased by more than two-
hundred percent. See Douglas, 83–84 and Mott, History of American Journalism, 435.
27 For more on the changing format of the newspaper, see Barnhurst and Nerone, 
according to whom, "fiction, poetry, religious material . . . drifted toward the back pages, 
along with local events, financial matters, crime, and all the other features of the 
everyday." Meanwhile, "Advertising filled in the cracks, sometimes up front, sometimes 
in back, but always clearly demarcated from news matter, and always now divided 
between mass retail and classifieds" (105).
28 Hawthorne's Section 558 began appearing in the World on Sunday, January 8, 1888. 
The World did not publish poems exclusively on Sundays, but poems appeared primarily 
in its Sunday edition. For more details, see the appendix, "Preliminary Bibliography of 
Poems in Newspapers, c. 1835–1890."
29 On 26 June 1872, "As a Strong Bird on Pinions Free," Whitman's poem for the 
Dartmouth College commencement exercises, had appeared in the Herald, but the piece 
simultaneously appeared, in full or in part, in several other newspapers as well. I do not, 
therefore, consider it as part of the development of Whitman's relationship with the paper.
30 See Belasco, Whitman's Poems in Periodicals, for page images and complete 
transcriptions of the Herald poems. The poems published in the New York Herald 
between 27 January and 27 May 1888 are, in order of appearance, "To Those Who've 
Fail'd"; "Halcyon Days"; "After the Dazzle of Day"; "America"; "Abraham Lincoln 
(Born Feb. 12, 1809)"; "True Conquerors"; "Soon Shall Winter's Foil Be Here"; "The 
Dismantled Ship"; "Old Salt Kossabone"; "Mannahatta"; "Paumanok"; "From Montauk 
Point"; "My Canary Bird"; "A Prairie Sunset"; "The Dead Emperor"; "The First 
Dandelion"; "The Wallabout Martyrs"; "The Bravest Soldiers"; "Orange Buds by Mail 
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from Florida"; "Continuities"; "Broadway"; "Life"; "The Final Lilt of Songs"; "To-day 
and Thee"; "Queries to My Seventieth Year"; "The United States to Old World Critics"; 
"Out of May's Shows Selected"; "As I Sit Writing Here"; "A Carol Closing Sixty-Nine"; 
"Life and Death"; and "The Calming Thought of All." All citations of these poems 
throughout this essay refer to their first printing in the New York Herald.
31 In the issues of the Herald examined for this essay, Whitman is the only author to 
receive such celebrity treatment from/in the newspaper. In addition, there is no evidence 
in existing Herald scholarship that suggests a similar, purposeful partnership between the 
Herald and other major American authors. A comparative analysis of the Herald's 
treatment of Whitman and its handling of other American authors, and the degree to 
which the newspaper cultivated literary celebrity, is a worthwhile point of investigation 
but is outside the scope of this essay. The most immediately available comparison to 
Whitman's presence in the Herald may be that of Mark Twain, who published a number 
of items in the Herald from the 1860s through the turn of the century. Twain's pieces, 
however, were not always signed, perhaps suggesting neither he nor the Herald 
considered their relationship in the same way as did Whitman and the Herald in 1888. 
Regardless, an exploration of Twain's works in the Herald and his relationship with the 
newspaper is an ideal place to start a comparative analysis.
32 "The Bravest Soldiers" appeared in the Herald on both 18 March and 30 April and was 
the only of Whitman's Herald poems to be reprinted in the paper during the course of the 
contract. There is no evidence to indicate that the Herald considered the poem 
particularly significant. Similarly, no news stories in the paper from around 30 April 
suggest a reason for the Herald's reprinting of the poem, but its reappearance at the end 
of April came during a temporary lull in Whitman's contributions to the paper.
33 A second example helps corroborate the possibility of some confusion on Whitman's 
end about his submissions. According to his records, Whitman submitted "The Bravest 
Soldiers" to the Herald on 2 March. The poem appeared in the paper on 18 March. On 28 
April, however, Whitman's records show that he again submitted "The Bravest Soldiers" 
and note its printing on 30 April (Daybooks 453). Perhaps Whitman simply thought he 
had more poems waiting to be published at the Herald office, for he also records having 
sent "A Font of Type" to the Herald on two different occasions, though it did not appear 
in the paper.
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